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HIGH RISK, HIGH REWARD – LAUNCHING MEMOIRS

Wendy McCarthy

For more than two decades, Wendy McCarthy has been at the
leading edge of feminism and public life in Australia. To top
off her varied career, Wendy McCarthy has now published her
memoirs, Don’t Fence Me In (Random). In it she offers a
candid account of survival – from boardroom to family room,
from backyard abortion to power plays at the ABC or the
National Trust. Wendy McCarthy spoke for The Sydney
Institute on Tuesday 11 July 2000.
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HIGH RISK,
HIGH REWARD – LAUNCHING MEMOIRS
Wendy McCarthy

Invited by Anne and Gerard to speak at the Institute after the
publication of my memoirs, I heard myself volunteering that I would
speak about risk in public life. Later, I wondered why that was my
response? Was I feeling bruised on that particular day? Or had I finally
reached the reflective space that comes after the publication. This was
not a space I had contemplated while writing the story.
Writing one’s memoir is a huge risk and once published there is
no retrieval. It is in the public domain and you are hoist on your own
words. Intellectually this seems obvious but the reality was different.
The writing of a memoir is intense and personal and I had no audience
in mind. I was too busy finding my voice and unravelling memories of
emotions and events seemingly long forgotten. It was a surprise to be
asked who I thought my audience was. The truth is I did not have one
in mind, I simply wanted to follow my voice.
Narrative has always been my preferred and most comfortable
way of communicating. It connects the personal and the political and
excludes no one. Everyone has a story to tell. Tonight offers an
opportunity to be more reflective than I was in my book about how
women like me learned to take risks in public life, and in the process
change the position of women in Australia.
I wrote in the first chapter of Don’t Fence Me In:
When I tell my children of a world without television, a house
without a telephone or electricity, my primary school years at a one
teacher school and a three mile journey to it on horse or bike, their
eyes glaze over. Surely I am talking about the lives of my
grandparents? And perhaps I could be as life in rural Australia had
changed little in the first three decades of the century. But the
forties was a political, economic and social watershed that was to
shape us for decades and yet somehow seems to have slipped from
our memory. Professor Blainey, author and historian, called the
forties the decade of the century.

Seven million Australians made up our nation in 1940. University
degrees and refrigerators were equally uncommon, and holidays spent
more than a hundred kilometres from home were unusual and required
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elaborate and lengthy preparation. Australians had full employment
both during and after the war. Our identification with Britain was
strong and we referred to it as home. In the central west of NSW the
impact of war and the changing world was experienced in unusual
ways. As a child I was advised to look under my bed in case the Japs
had escaped from the nearby Cowra POW camp – they would be
looking I was told for little girls just like me to kidnap. In those days I
took no risks and ran from the door to my bed if I could find no one to
carry me there and I grew up knowing Japs and Germans were the
enemy.
In 1949 Robert Menzies became prime minister ending eight
years of Labor rule and beginning the longest period of Coalition
government. I was eight years old and thought of Ming as king. My
world was small but predictable, I knew nothing about politics, I knew
of no women who worked for money. Everyone’s mum aspired to stay
home and have a real man provide. This was the model family, the one
to covet. These were powerful imprints and I have no doubt that if
asked to predict my future I would have imagined myself as a grazier’s
wife and mother of three.
Education and travel changed my life. Four years at the
University of New England followed by three years teaching in NSW
caused those close to me to say, “but that’s not what you thought
once”. This change of opinion was considered as evidence of disloyalty
to one’s roots. I can still remember the anger and impatience I felt with
that view. Why would I not change my attitudes and opinions after
acquiring new information and new insights? What possible value could
there be in an education that reaffirms the status quo and makes people
fearful and suspicious of change? This is still a view encountered in
many parts of Australia and it helps perpetuate public lies.
My Australian teaching career ended with marriage and was
succeeded by three years working and living in the UK and the USA.
This offered new insights into being Australian. In a sense I had to go
away in order to return. Let me read you a piece about my formative
weeks as a teacher in London. Those experiences shaped my strong
passions about being Australian and a republican, although I could not
have articulated that at the time. This is what I wrote:
After being at Gilliatt (school) for two months as a temporary I was
encouraged to apply for a permanent assigned position, which
meant that I would be employed by the school rather than the
London Education Authority. The interviewing committee made it
clear that they would be delighted to have a young Colonial on the
staff. One of them kindly pointed out in the interview that many of
the girls from Gilliatt were from families who had been moved
from the East End to the North End Road at Fulham. He observed
that they were not dissimilar in accents and attitude to those
people who’d gone to settle Australia and that I would
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undoubtedly have a real empathy with them. I wisely refrained
from commenting.

My appointment as the Geography Mistress made my educational
future in London secure and I moved into school community life very
easily. One day it was announced that Anthony Wedgwood-Benn, the
Minister for Education, would be visiting the school. He was admired
by the teachers and there was great excitement at our staff meeting to
discuss how to manage his two-hour visit. I was seen as an important
part of the Wedgwood-Benn day, a way of demonstrating how they
accommodated Colonials to be part of the educational experiment of
egalitarianism.
This was the time in my life when I learned to live with tokenism
and turn it to advantage, even under extreme provocation, as when it
was casually mentioned in the staff room that my degree could not be
compared to any UK degree because it was from a colonial university.
This was followed by: “But it’s OK, she teaches well”. I learned to
smile. Internally I raged and wanted to yell that most of my teachers
were English, that standards were high and how dare they say and think
that.
So it was with mixed feelings that I told Miss Kindred that I had a
problem with the Wedgwood-Benn visit as Gordon and I had been
invited to Buckingham Palace for a garden party on the same day.
Choosing a garden party over the great Labour leader seemed frivolous,
but not to Miss Kindred (the Principal), “Oh, my dear Mrs
McCarthy,” she said, “this is not a problem. You have not been
invited, you’ve been commanded. Of course you will go to Buckingham
Palace. Your class can prepare their work and they can tell our minister
where you are. He’ll be thrilled to know”.
At the next school assembly she announced, “Girls, we are so
proud of Mrs McCarthy. She and her husband are going to
Buckingham Palace to meet Her Majesty. Girls what do we think? Is
this not wonderful news?” Rounds of acclamation, and this in a Labour
stronghold. The girls thronged around me after the assembly. “Miss,
you’ll see the flamingos.” “It won’t half be nice there.” “Aren’t you
lucky, Miss.” “Do they eat off gold plates?” “Do you think you’ll see
the children?.”
Anthony Wedgwood-Benn became a marginal event. The hot
topic for the next few days was what Mrs McCarthy would wear to
Buckingham Palace to meet the Queen. Should I wear a hat and what
would the Queen be wearing? Mothers from all backgrounds sent their
advice through their daughters and girls encouraged me to practice the
curtsy. I didn’t, but I did wear my going-away outfit of pink shantung
and prayed the weather would stay dry.
Looking back I now realise that was the moment when I began to
think about being a republican.
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Most of my risk taking has been personal/political and I have had
to continually assess the spiralling effects of that behaviour. My first
public risk taking was my approach to childbirth where as part of the
Childbirth Education Association (CEA) I challenged the right of
women to birth using psythoprophylaxis and argued for husbands
(certainly not partners) to be with their wives in the labour ward. The
risks here came from an insidious fear that if you challenged the existing
conventions you and or your baby might suffer the opposition of the
medical profession who thought they had all the answers on childbirth.
Birth stories can strike fear into the heart of the bravest person. Had I
not belonged to a group, the Childbirth Education Association, I doubt
that I would have taken the risk.
Childbirth was my pathway to feminism or so I have always
maintained. But as I wrote this book the memories of a university
friend’s unplanned pregnancy, and my own some years later, surfaced
as strong influences. My friend’s pregnancy was denied and the child
adopted, mine was terminated. I thought I had the better experience
but it was not until I became part of a legitimate political discussion on
abortion law reform that I began to understand that childbirth was only
part of the spectrum of fertility.
Asked to add my name to a list of women who had taken the
centre page of the Nation Review to declare they had illegal abortions I
agreed. Collectively we dared the police to prosecute us. This was high
personal and public risk. But I so passionately believed in a woman’s
right to choose whether and how to birth, that I was prepared to add
my name to the list, despite the risks of being gaoled.
No one was prosecuted and our protest was a five-minute
wonder. When the predicted dire consequences do not occur more risk
seems possible and before long I had joined the street protest marches.
Like many other women, I was prepared to be alienated from my
family. The role models of my youth suddenly had no credence. We
did not want derivative status. Brian’s wife and Jenny’s mum were not
to be our definition. We were determined to find our own place in
Australian society.
Curiosity and an invitation to represent the CEA took me to a
meeting at Julia Freebury’s where Beatrice Faust proposed a NSW
branch of the recently formed Women’s Electoral Lobby. I had no
political experience yet found myself volunteering to co convene it. We
needed to know where women were in Australian life, and the results of
the WEL survey of politicians in 1972 confirmed that women did not
count politically. We were gob smacked by the extraordinary views
expressed, but my favourite response came from the member for
Bennelong, Sir John Cramer who said, “A woman must be taught that
virginity is the most valuable thing that she possesses.”
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Those of us who’d lost ours some years before wondered about
our residual value. For some women this was a call to join a party. For
others like myself it was an incentive to speak out on matters of the
head and the heart.
Speaking out was exactly the opposite of what we had been raised
to do. Being bold ranked high as a sin and well-brought up girls were
advised against boldness and cleverness, (men do not like clever girls)
but speaking out was exhilarating. People, particularly the media
listened and change occurred. In my area of personal and professional
interest, family planning, governments provided money for education
and services. The luxury tax on the pill was removed; the FPA and
women’s health centres were funded. Sexuality replaced sex as a matter
of public debate, sex education became a proper part of the school
curriculum, medical terminations of pregnancy replaced backyard
abortions, and yet the language changed. It was a heady time where we
believed we could do anything. Today when we look at the drop in
adolescent pregnancy and the management of HIV/AIDS we can see
the benefits of our boldness.
In 1972 Gloria Steinem said, “Any woman who chooses to
behave like a full human being should be warned that the armies of the
status quo will treat her as something of a dirty joke, that’s their natural
and first weapon.” It is a quote that I remembered often in the constant
battles with Women Who Want to be Women and other groups who
longed to return to the nostalgic family model of my youth. However,
being a member of the National Women’s Advisory Council forced
public stands on controversial issues. It often brought us into conflict
with particular groups as well as our families. But it was worth it to see
the new spaces and places women could inhabit with confidence.
If feminism was my consuming passion in the seventies, extending
the range and experience of being Australian took over in the eighties. I
decided to move on from family planning and test those skills in other
parts of Australian life. I also did not accept that being a feminist was a
marginal position. During this period I became General Manager of the
Australian Bicentennial Authority and the non-executive Deputy chair
of the ABC which placed me in mainstream Australian life.
Eight years on the ABC board meant taking risks, some
succeeded and some failed. As an older and wiser woman said to me,
“Women cannot be equal until we are allowed to fail. Just ask yourself
what is the worst that can happen if you take a risk.”
All government appointments are risky. Are you owned, are you
the token woman? If so, can you turn it into an advantage? The answer
is yes, if you choose. I chose to. The highest personal risk is that you
may not know anything about the issue. Rest assured you will not be
the odd one out.
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Political bullying is quite popular at present but if your head and
heart are connected you can refuse to be a victim and the risk is
manageable. I remember when chairing the Australian Heritage
Commission looking at the growing number of nominations for the
listing of Holsworthy on the Register of the National Estate. I decided
we should move it up the list for entry to the Register as it was being
considered for the second Sydney Airport site by the Coalition
government. I was accused of being a Labor apparatchik, stopping the
government getting on with its business. There was fury that we were
playing political games. Sacking me from the Commission would not
have mattered. Holsworthy did. History records that Holsworthy did
not become the site of the second airport and is listed on the Register
for its natural, historic and indigenous heritage. Another instance of not
believing the bully tactics.
If writing the book was risky, travelling with it has been rewarding
and unexpected. Unknown or forgotten parts of the family have
reappeared. Family illnesses are seen in new light, genetics do matter
after all. Children I taught turn up and pose as forty something or even
fifty. My children are amazed that I had a life before them. People who
are mentioned are sometimes irritated or feel they have been
misrepresented. Worse are those who are not mentioned and who
thought they were of great significance. And there are those who tell me
that over a couple of weeks they have been able to read it
surreptitiously in the bookshop. There go my sales figures.
Also people have kindly offered new versions of my memories of
some events. Perhaps we were not at the same place. Inevitably when
parts of your life have been in the public domain there will be different
experiences and memories of the same event. And whose story is it
anyway is a good question to keep in your mind.
I have been asked why I did not reveal more of the boardroom
dramas and discussions and name people. Well in some cases I did, for
example, the ABC Four Corners story which was the first crack to
appear in the Whitehead/Myer regime but the conversations do not in
the end matter as much as the decisions. There is also an issue about
board confidentiality which given my willingness for personal disclosure
may seem surprising but good boardrooms should be safe places for
frank and unfettered discussion.
My story is the story of many women of my generation. Jill Ker
Conway’s reflection on autobiography, When Memory Speaks, asserts
that we all practise the craft of autobiography in our inner
conversations with ourselves about the meaning of our experience. Yet
only some of us set about writing. What is it that triggers the need to do
this? Is it vanity or is it making sense of one’s life by sharing or exposing
it? I like the idea that I am part of an increasing group of Australian
women from many different backgrounds who are writing their stories
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into Australian social history. We were a generation who could not
accept a simple, fixed, predetermined social, biological, and sexual
order where ignorance was made to seem like something instead of
nothing. Our personal political view of the world gave us a collective
confidence, which sustained our activities.
Our culture offers us an inner script to live our lives by. If women
of my age had accepted that script and stayed inside the boundaries it
proscribed, Australia would be a very different place. Changing the
culture changed the inner script and gave us opportunities unknown to
our mothers and grandmothers. I learned to say yes to opportunity and
risk and worry later how to manage it. I have no regrets.

GLOBALISATION AND INTERNATIONAL INTERVENTION
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Alexander Downer

The Hon Alexander Downer is Australia’s Minister for
Foreign Affairs. Global concern among voters has grown, in
particular at the human suffering now internationally televised
from outbreaks of civil war, military coups or takeovers. The
question for foreign policy makers is how to respond – and
whether there is sufficient goodwill to support peacekeeping
troops, which drain domestic resources. Following on from
Australia’s successful peacekeeping operation in East Timor
and also reflecting on Australia’s response to the coup in Fiji,
Alexander Downer addressed The Sydney Institute on
Monday, 17 July 2000.
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GLOBALISATION
AND INTERNATIONAL INTERVENTION
Alexander Downer

It is my great pleasure to be able to address you today. The
Sydney Institute has established a fine reputation as a forum for
debating issues that cover the full range of public affairs. After quite a
few years of service in the Commonwealth Parliament, I am convinced
of the value of forums like this Institute. They bring to public affairs a
more balanced and dispassionate tone than is often possible in the
rough and tumble of political life in this country.
I have taken as my broad theme the topic of Globalisation and
International Intervention. As I travel around the world, I am struck by
the familiarity of the debates between the globaphiles and the
globaphobes. In our own country, resistance to globalisation has
emerged in the One Nation phenomenon, and is still active in some
parts of our trade union movement, amongst NGOs of the left and
right and even – here and there – in some segments of our mainstream
political parties.
Abroad, its homes are very much the same: the US trade union
movement, parties of the far left and right in Europe and extreme
nationalist movements in Asia, Latin America and Africa.
That there should be some resistance to global integration should
not come as a surprise: great change in social organisation, led by
technology, inevitably brings social and political tensions. The
experiences of the agricultural and industrial revolutions taught us that.
But what history also teaches us is that those societies which
recognise the inevitability and irreversibility of new technologies and
harness them, all the time carefully managing social changes, will succeed.
Those which try to resist the tide of evolution are doomed to despair.
The Australian government has pursued economic reform
programs to ensure we do harness the benefits of information and
communication technologies. By the standards of the world we are
doing well: our economy, which is growing so strongly, is experiencing
unprecedented improvements in productivity partly because we have
warmly embraced new technologies.
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Personal computer penetration in Australia is second only to the
United States; our expenditure on communications technology was
around 8 per cent of GDP during the late 1990s – significantly higher
than, for example, the European Union. An Australian is more than
twice as likely to own an internet home page and 60 per cent more
likely to own a computer than a German.
In fact Australians are among the world leaders in accessing and
using the internet. According to data from the National Office of the
Information Economy, Australia is the fourth most connected
community in the world on a per capita basis and second to the United
States in secure e-commerce capability (which is most relevant to
commercial transactions). Adult access to the Internet has been
growing at more than 40 per cent per annum.
Recent surveys show that per capita living standards have been
rising strongly across the socio-economic spectrum (although not at a
uniform pace) demonstrating that overall our embrace of openness to
the world of trade and technology has been a triumph for Australia.
That is not to say that either nationally or internationally we can
just take for granted that the benefits of globalisation will be broadly
understood.
Late last year, most governments turned up to the Seattle Trade
Ministers meeting in anticipation the meeting would launch a new
round of global trade liberalisation negotiations. They were wrong.
Frightened, at least politically, by the vehemence of the demonstrators,
some participants at the meeting decided it would be judicious to
postpone negotiations to launch the trade round.
I don’t wish to enter into the blame game: everyone has their own
pet theory about whose fault this was. What I do know is that the
failure of Seattle has given the globaphobes an extraordinary victory;
without any intellectual effort they have successfully made the world
hesitate and wonder whether this exciting process of global engagement
should be allowed to proceed.
That is why, for a country like Australia, we have to continue to
take a lead in promoting global trade and economic liberalisation. The
arguments can never be taken for granted. Nor can we afford to be
insensitive to one simple reality: information and communication
technologies are changing the way the world inter-relates forever.
For foreign policy, technological change has been catalytic.
Advancements in telecommunications have had a great effect on the
formation of public opinion in liberal democracies like our own.
Television in particular has transformed the nature of public debate. In
many ways the world has been “shrunk” to fit within what news editors
believe the people are interested in.
This can sometimes have a distorting effect on public perceptions.
For example, the need for emergency assistance in response to natural
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disasters like earthquakes or floods may be more newsworthy than the
less dramatic but painstaking work of arresting the disturbing progress
of diseases like malaria or HIV/AIDS, yet all are worthy objects of
humanitarian action. Importantly, relatively few injustices can now be
kept indefinitely away from the attention of the international media.
When brought to light, they inevitably fuel demands for international
intervention in some form.
This is a new type of interaction between the public and foreign
policy makers – ignored by democratic governments at their peril.
When the demand to “do something” is heard, governments are
understandably expected to respond. And these demands will continue
to grow as a plethora of images and the “interconnectedness” of the
world increases.
Last year, the NATO allies acted to deal with human rights
abuses in Kosovo. What is significant here is that such drastic measures
were taken to deal with a crisis in a place which was of no great
strategic significance, at least to the United States. Regardless of
whether you supported NATO’s bombing of Yugoslavia, what is
interesting is that public opinion, driven by television images,
demanded “something be done”.
Equally, had Australia and its partners done nothing about the
violence in East Timor in September last year, the global community –
including Australians – would have been appalled. On the contrary, the
degree of public outrage encouraged the UN Security Council to adopt
a Chapter VII mandate for Interfet and made it all the easier for
Australia to assemble a coalition of countries to participate in Interfet.
Naturally, I would claim these achievements were a triumph for
Australian diplomacy, but integrity demands I tell you that global
public opinion supercharged anything we were doing!
Some people argue that in the interest of good relations with
Indonesia we should never have sent Interfet to East Timor; others say
the slow civil war in East Timor which had killed around 200,000
people between 1975 and 1998 should have been allowed to continue
without busybodies from Australia and elsewhere urging it to be drawn
to a conclusion.
That sort of amoral approach to foreign policy is finished: in the
year 2000, with mass communications, the global public simply won’t
cop cruelty and inhumanity being ignored in the interests of realpolitik.
And rightly so.
This, then leads me to my central point: if globalisation means
people won’t cop injustice and inhumanity anymore, how is the world
going to stop it?
In the short to medium term, there are three types of measures
the international community can take. First, there is direct
intervention, such as occurred in East Timor. Second, there is the
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carrots and sticks approach using sanctions and incentives. Thirdly, it
may be increasingly possible to resort to the international legal system.
But a word of warning: there is never any guarantee that
international intervention can work. For as long as national sovereignty
remains at the heart of the international system, there will be limits to
what the international community can achieve. Let me run through the
three options in some detail.
First, direct military intervention: ideally, this should require four
criteria to be met. The host nation should accede to the intervention;
the force should have the authority of the UN Security Council; it
should enforce or uphold a peace settlement or final outcome already
designed; there must be an exit strategy for the force.
I said these criteria were ideal. All four applied in East Timor
and, in the early nineties in the Gulf War. They didn’t in Kosovo. The
point is, though, that if all four criteria do not apply then the
consequences of direct intervention will be considerably greater and
may even preclude that option, as they did for example, in Chechnya.
Suffice it is to say I do not regard my four criteria as an iron law
of international intervention, only as prerequisites for a straightforward
and successful intervention.
Secondly, I spoke of sticks and carrots. One of the most popular
cries that accompanies outrage is the call for sanctions. The present
ALP opposition has, since 1996, called for sanctions against Burma,
Indonesia, Cambodia, India, Pakistan, Iran and Fiji on top of sanctions
that already apply either to those countries or others.
Sanctions as an instrument of persuasion have a very mixed
record. The work of Elliott, Schott and Hufbauer in their book
Economic Sanctions Reconsidered: History and Current Policy makes this
very clear. Their study showed that sanctions have failed to have had
even partial success in coercing desired changes in two-thirds of cases.
Other studies have suggested this may well be a conservative estimate.
What the study also showed is this record has been getting worse since
the global economy has become more open.
Furthermore, blanket economic sanctions can simply exacerbate a
humanitarian crisis and harm third countries.
Let me use some examples. If Australia were to apply full economic
sanctions against Fiji we would decimate its economy; tens of thousands
of people would lose their livelihoods, businesses would be lost forever
and, given Fiji’s political position in the Pacific, countries like Kiribati,
Samoa, Tuvalu and Tonga would be sucked down with Fiji.
I am just not prepared to be that cruel. And furthermore my
judgement is this would breed regional hatred towards Australia which
would last for a generation.
Would such measures restore democracy to Fiji any faster? I am
certain they wouldn’t – and indeed could have the reverse effect.
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In the case of Iraq, economic sanctions have been somewhat
alleviated in their impact by the so-called food for oil deal negotiated by
the UN. This became necessary because of the humanitarian crisis the
sanctions themselves caused. Furthermore, many have noted that
despite the sanctions, the US had to resort to bombing Iraq to destroy
chemical and biological weapons facilities put in place since the end of
the Gulf War.
There is evidence however, that “smart” or targeted sanctions
which aim at those responsible for unacceptable behaviour, can have a
more beneficial impact politically without causing widespread
economic devastation.
The sanctions which seemed to have worked most effectively
against South African apartheid were not general trade sanctions – the
South Africans found novel ways of circumventing them – but financial
sanctions which threatened the capacity of white dominated big business
and the government’s capacity to raise or extend finance from abroad.
In Fiji’s case, the government will tomorrow consider a range of
targeted measures designed to place pressure on Fiji’s decision-makers
to return the country to democracy.
As many of you will know, I announced on 29 May a range of
measures which the Australian government will put in place if there is an
unacceptable political outcome to the crisis in Fiji. These include
suspension of government-to-government cooperation under the bilateral
Australia-Fiji Trade and Economic Relations Agreement (AFTERA);
downgrading the aid relationship, in particular, suspension of projects
involving the Fiji public sector and the award of new scholarships;
downgrading the defence cooperation relationship, including suspension
of forthcoming naval visits and joint military exercises; and a thorough
review of sporting contacts, including in particular a possible ban on the
Fiji national rugby union team visiting Australia.
These measures will be supplemented by bans on visits to
Australia by all those who were involved in the coup.
These are good examples of smart sanctions which target
particular sections of the Fijian community without destroying the lives
of tens of thousands of innocent people.
My thesis is that the world should increasingly look at targeted or
smart sanctions focussing on decision-makers, rather than blunt
comprehensive sanctions that harm those who are already victims of
human rights abuses and/or the abrogation of democracy.
What is more, governments which do breach human rights, or
constitutional norms, can ironically often build domestic support
against the international community by claiming the outside world is
damaging ordinary people’s living standards.
In addition to the “sticks” represented by sanctions, governments
should look at incentives, or “carrots”. Such incentives should be designed
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to bring change without confrontation. This mutually agreed approach to
bring about change is most evident in the government’s aid program.
The Australian government believes our aid program has a central
role to play as an advocate of good governance and human rights.
Australia’s support for improving governance is a key area of the new
2000-2005 Treaty arrangements between Australia and PNG. Both
governments agree the aid program should target PNG’s structural and
institutional problems by strengthening good governance across the
spectrum of PNG institutions and civil society.
In the Pacific a major governance project has been the Policy and
Management Reform (PMR) initiative. PMR funds are allocated
competitively to countries on the basis of demonstrated commitment to
reform. Institutions interested in reform are helped to develop solutions to
their problems and rewarded with technical and financial support. The
focus is on increasing the efficiency and accountability of government.
Another practical way to achieve desired outcomes is through the
government human rights programs. The China Human Rights
Technical Assistance Program, at about $1 million each year, provides
practical assistance to promote attention to human rights issues in
China and complements the annual human rights bilateral dialogue
between Australia and China. Activities include training and seminars
for example, in human rights reporting obligations, legal issues, and
development of minority rights, such as in the delivery of services.
In recent times I have aroused some controversy by providing
human rights training for a small number of Burmese officials. Many
believe that sanctions should be the sole mechanism used to encourage
reform in Burma.
Personally I doubt their efficacy. To put in place a positive
program to tackle human rights seems an obvious and constructive
supplement to what is otherwise a punitive approach.
The third form of international intervention is through the
international legal system. This type of intervention is only in
embryonic phase. The international criminal tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda have started to have some impact.
But most importantly, 97 countries, including Australia, have
now signed the Statute for the International Criminal Court. This
Court, which Australia did so much to help create, will not only be able
to prosecute and convict perpetrators of egregious human rights
abuses, but it will act as a very serious disincentive to commit such acts.
I have no illusions about the difficulty in building an intervention
legal framework to help ensure the world becomes more humane. Nor
do I think such institutions will be sufficient, but I do think the
International Criminal Court and other global institutions can make a
serious difference.
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Finally, let us face a simple reality of international relations: no
matter how hard the global community may try, there is no guarantee
of success. There are dozens of examples of what the media like to
term “failures” by the international community to stop abuses or
restore democracy.
The first and greatest constraint remains the notion of national
sovereignty. Some governments, such as Burma’s, are unmoved by the
ire of the outside world and its use of punitive measures.
The second constraint, following on from the first, is a perfectly
understandable reluctance to use military force. Direct and uninvited
military intervention is inevitably going to be rare: after all, how much
value do any of us place on the blood of our young service people?
Therefore, we have to accept there are limits to what the world can
achieve to end abuse and rogue behaviour without throwing the globe
into widespread conflict.

Conclusion
Globalisation, and in particular the communications revolution
which is a part of it, has created new pressures on governments to
respond to international crises. It is a new complexity within the foreign
policy environment and requires more, not less, sophistication when
examining calls for international intervention, especially where
sanctions are concerned.
Australia stands up in the world for democracy and the rule of
law. In a world of globalisation, a world of “increasing
interconnectedness”, these are values worth backing up with
meaningful action when the occasion demands it. But we must seek to
ensure that in doing so we do not unacceptably burden those whom we
seek to assist and we do promote positive change. This is the
fundamental principle we should never forget in the midst of increasing
demands for international intervention in the world today.
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Kevin Rudd

Kevin Rudd, the Labor member for Griffith, is a social
democrat who supports globalisation. While left and right
have come to oppose globalisation, Rudd believes social
democrats
have
everything
to
celebrate
in
the
interconnectedness of trade, foreign policy and commerce. To
explain why, Kevin Rudd addressed The Sydney Institute on
Wednesday, 26 July 2000.
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Kevin Rudd
In recent political debate in this country, globalisation has been
analysed and argued almost exclusively through the prism of trade policy.
Unfortunately, this is very much a case of the tail wagging the dog.
Equally unfortunately, it has resulted in the construction of a
simplistic morality play between those depicted as truly enlightened
globophiles on the one hand and antediluvian globophobes on the
other. Life, regrettably, is more complex than that.
I am an unequivocal supporter of free trade for the entirely
unremarkable reason that it results in greater economic growth, more
net jobs and more competitive prices for working families. But that
does not make me an unequivocal supporter of the entire globalisation
project of which trade policy is but one part. As Robert Samuelson has
argued recently:
At the edge of a new century, globalisation is a double-edged
sword: a powerful vehicle that raises economic growth, spreads
new technology and increases living standards in rich and poor
countries alike, but also an immensely controversial process that
assaults national sovereignty, erodes local culture and tradition and
threatens economic and social stability. A daunting question of the
21st century is whether nations will control this great upheaval or
whether it will come to control them.

So what can Social Democrats and, in particular, Australian
Social Democrats, add productively to a debate that has already raged
for a decade and generated a considerable international literature? Two
areas stand out.
The first is the political and policy experience of the Australian
Labor Party (ALP) as an incumbent centre-left party of the 1980s and
early 1990s during the first wave of globalisation when most European
centre left parties (as well as the US Democrats) were in the political
wilderness. By the late 1990s, however, the tables had turned.
Australian Labor had returned to opposition, while both Britain and
Germany had elected centre left governments, headed by self-declared
modernisers and globophiles in Blair and Schroeder. New Labour, the
Third Way and, in Germany’s case, Die Neue Mitte (“the new centre”)
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took centre stage on behalf of their respective social democratic parties.
Both enthusiastically embraced pro-market policies, domestically and
internationally, although the French, under their revised “cohabitation”
arrangements, continued to be considerably more sceptical.
Australian Social Democrats, therefore, find themselves
responding to the raft of new policy issues thrown up by globalisation’s
“second wave”, but hardened by their policy and political experiences of
the first wave. Unlike their British and German counterparts, they are as
much conscious of the policy implications of market failure as of market
success, as well as steeled by the searing political experience of crushing
electoral defeat in 1996 after more than a decade of modernising,
internationalising and “globalising” the Australian economy.
A second perspective that Australian Labor can bring to the
globalisation debate is an Asia–Pacific regional perspective not only on
the regional impact of globalisation (both positive and negative) but
also the effectiveness of regional organisations in managing that impact.
A critical question for Australia is whether APEC can become not just
a vehicle for advancing regional free trade and broader economic
integration, but whether APEC can also become a vehicle for managing
some of the downside of the globalisation process as well.

Defining globalisation – positive and negative impacts
Any normative analysis of globalisation (including appropriate
national, regional and international policy responses to it) turns in part
on the definition of the term. The breadth of the globalisation
phenomenon and the dimensions of the multi-disciplinary literature to
which it has given rise makes this a difficult task. Definitions range
from a minimalist economism, through broad political-economy, to an
expansive and, at times, undisciplined sociology. The problem of
conceptual borders is a real one.
However, any meaningful definition of globalisation must begin
with the generally conceded ascendancy of neo-liberal (or neo-classical)
economics within both academic and policy elites during the last two
decades of the twentieth century.
The core logic of neo-liberalism – that free markets at home and
abroad are the most effective means of maximising allocative efficiency
and individual wealth – now dominates the treasuries and finance
ministries of most of the OECD and much of the developing world. Its
contemporary policy orthodoxy is usually expressed in terms of deregulated labour and product markets, competitive neutrality, free
trade, free capital flows and floating exchange rates.1
The “global” dimension of neo-liberalism gathered momentum
during the 1990s. The implementation of free market reforms, in
domestic policy regimes, has been complemented by an emerging
fabric of multilateral arrangements that have further entrenched neo-
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liberal orthodoxy. However, the real “multiplier” of the economic
globalisation phenomenon has been the revolution in transport,
communications and, most particularly, information technology. The
global “compression” of transaction time and space is acting to create a
genuinely global market, arguably for the first time in economic history.
The total value of transnational economic activity relative to
domestic activity is increasing more rapidly than in any other period.
As a consequence, the total value of activity no longer subject to
national regulatory regimes has similarly increased – just as the
jurisdictional competence of existing international regulatory regimes is
at the same time being challenged.2
Some of the more apocalyptic prognoses arising from the
foregoing analysis infer that the globalisation process is almost
definitionally incompatible with social democratic parties, policies and
values. Such conclusions are superficial, just as their call to arms to
somehow “stop” globalisation is simplistic. They ignore the enormously
positive contribution that economic globalisation is delivering to global
security, development and society – including Australia.
The internationalisation of the Australian economy over the last
fifteen years (primarily under centre-left administrations) has resulted
in considerable growth in national and average personal incomes.
Consumer price movements have been disciplined by greater domestic
and international competition. Consumer choice has improved. SMEs
generally have greater market power through competition policy, the
reduction in international trade barriers and, more recently, through
the explosion in electronic commerce.
Globalisation has also unleashed vast quantities of investment
capital into capital-hungry emerging markets. Globalisation has also
been a factor (in some cases the dominant factor) in bringing about the
democratisation of a number of states in East Asia and Latin America.
Globalisation has, furthermore, created a general mechanism of
political enmeshment – in some cases ameliorating, in others overriding
a number of the more traditional (often territorial) national security
concerns of neighbouring states with a history of adversarial relations.
Social democrats must equally recognise the negative dimensions
of globalisation. Whereas globalisation has generated enormous
economic growth in many national economies, it has also generated
greater income disparities within and between the developed and
developing world. In developing economies, while neo-liberal policy
regimes have worked for some, it is sobering to note that real per capita
income for the poorest fifth of the world’s economies is now
considerably lower than it was 30 years ago.
Within developed economies, inequality has taken many forms,
including enormous labour market volatility, most particularly
employment insecurity for older males. This in turn has generated
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social instability and political reaction that has already presented
challenges to the prevailing post-war political consensus in many
OECD countries, including Australia.
More broadly, social democrats are legitimately concerned about
any “race to the bottom” on labour standards, environmental standards
and taxation levels. The literature is divided on the severity of the
impact of the “disciplines” of global capital markets in each of these
areas.3 But none of the literature (and very few political practitioners)
would dispute the proposition that this discipline exists and already
imposes constraints on what reformist governments, social democratic
or otherwise, can do.
The 1999 debate in the Australian parliament on the future,
desirable rate of capital gains tax was driven in large part by the stated
need to achieve an “internationally competitive headline rate”.
This leads to the wider debate on the future sovereignty of the
nation state – a debate as old as the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia itself.
There is a convincing body of argument that nation states have never
enjoyed anything approaching the absolute sovereignty that some claim
to be the normative condition to which the modern state should aspire.
The entire history of customary and statutory international law
suggests otherwise, as states elect to surrender or share their
sovereignty with others with each international instrument to which
they accede.4 With globalisation, however, there is something
qualitatively new to the argument in that sovereignty is no longer being
shared with other states but rather with non-political, unelected entities
called markets. On this argument, the “invisible hand” rather than
treaty law becomes the more effective arbiter of the “competing”
sovereignties of nation states – some winning, others losing.
The counter-argument that ultimate sovereignty is still retained
because individual states can still choose to opt out of the current
global economic system is not persuasive. The exit costs for such a
decision would be so punishing that it would be impractical. The North
Korean model is not as attractive as it once was.
Finally, there is the immediate, real-world concern of the overall
impact of globalisation on global and regional economic stability. This
is the flip-side to the enormous growth dividend that globalisation has
yielded thus far to the international economy.
The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis (and the associated crises in
Russia and Latin America) represented a wake-up call to the
international community on the adequacy of the current forms of
governance of global capital markets. Post-facto rationalisations that
the crisis simply represented a necessary market correction to endemic
nepotism, corruption and poor economic governance across developing
Asia, however appealing to some at the time, no longer offer a
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sufficiently complete explanation of what actually occurred. The stakes
are also still high.
As Robert Samuelson has warned, it was only the extraordinary
resilience of the US economy that prevented the 1997 crisis from
becoming something much worse. And “it remains possible that abrupt
surges of global capital, first moving into Asia and then out, will have
caused, with some delay, a larger instability”.5
Globalisation, therefore, is a multi-dimensional phenomenon,
which, in any rational debate, should not be the subject of either
genuflection or demonisation. A useful, textured analysis of the
phenomenon should recognise both its positive and negative impacts
on the emerging, global order and how best to respond to it.
There is nothing determinist about the onward march of
globalisation. It is not necessarily destined, in some linear fashion, to
further, uninterrupted conquest. It is constructed on the premise of an
intellectual consensus achieved over the last 20 years – some 200 years
after Adam Smith first gave coherent expression to its core
propositions. It could just as easily blow up as a consequence of
another “Asian economic contagion” – only this time one unable to be
contained, and with potentially devastating global effect.
Catastrophes aside, however, the future of globalisation is more
likely to be shaped by ideas that challenge aspects of the prevailing
policy orthodoxy. We must also examine credible policy responses – as
well as the adequacy of existing institutional machinery for the delivery
of those responses.

Social democrats and the globalisation debate
There are a number of reasons why social democrats must engage
the globalisation debate – in all its diversity. The first is that
globalisation is so fundamentally changing the policy landscape in
which we operate – to the extent that no government can any longer
credibly quarantine “domestic policy” from the impact of
“international policy”.
The collapse in the “great divide” between the “domestic” and
the “international” that has been brought about by globalisation is
increasingly recognised by the general academic literature on
international relations and globalisation theory. Policy practitioners
(including policy makers, as well as those responsible for program
implementation) also increasingly confront the disconnectedness
between the classical divisions of portfolio responsibilities on the one
hand and interconnectedness of the policy environment which they
confront on the other.
Of course there have long been problems of both
“connectedness” and coordination between the various traditional
branches of “domestic” policy (eg. How do we define the effective
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dividing lines between education, training, employment, social security
and health?)
There have also been a similar raft of coordination problems
between the various branches of international policy. For example, how
have we accurately delineated trade policy, investment policy, the
regulation of international capital markets and currency markets,
development assistance policy, defence policy, security policy and, of
course, the most amorphous of them all – foreign policy?
The traditional failures of interconnectedness and coordination
have contributed to what recent British policy analysts have described
as the “problem of joined-up government”. Globalisation has not
caused these problems. It has, however, compounded them
enormously, as well as creating what could possibly be termed as the
problem of “joined-up international governance”.
The second reason why social democrats must address the
globalisation phenomenon is that unless social democratic parties
themselves engage the globalisation debate, and develop a “New
Internationalism” in response to that debate, other elements of the broad
left will. And, in doing so, they are likely to both simplify the nature of
the globalisation challenge as well as the content of the policy response.
A third reason why social democrats must engage in the
globalisation debate is that social democratic values dictate that we
must. Social democrats around the world must have a credible
coherent story to tell about how to respond to the globalisation
juggernaut – maximising the positives but, unlike our political
opponents, managing the negatives. We require what our British
Labour Party colleagues describe as a consistent “red thread” to our
responses to the new realities we confront – as opposed to one that is
episodic, idiosyncratic or just plain incoherent.
Matthew Taylor, of the London Institute for Public Policy
Research, recently wrote an elegant piece for the May edition of
Prospect entitled “Blairite Blues”. In it he sought to develop Peter
Clark’s theme of what Clark describes as “mechanical and moral
reformers”. That is those preoccupied with the machinery of policy and
program change (necessarily the preserve of elites) as opposed to those
engaged in the simultaneous battle for the hearts and minds of the
people. I believe this is a very important point and of direct relevance to
the debate about New Internationalism.
Adam Smith’s analysis of human nature has not fundamentally
been improved over the last 200 years and the place social democrats
occupy in the political market place has been to harness both the self
and other-regarding features of human nature.
We in the centre-left have always held up the prospect of
believing in something slightly larger than our own self-interest.
Centre-left modernisers (among which I can be counted for the last
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decade plus within the Australian Labor Party) must always
remember this fundamental principle in the midst of our necessary
determination to professionalise our parties after decades of being
organisationally moribund.
Furthermore, it is my belief that a critical field in which the
centre-left must construct this humanist agenda, the “red thread”, the
“social democratic story” is in the development and articulation of
what is meant by the “New Internationalism”. Put simply, the “New
Internationalism” project should embrace a systematic social
democratic response to the new challenges of globalisation. If social
democrats are to be able to win the “hearts and minds” of the new and
more disparate constituencies thrown up by the profound economic
and social changes of the new century, then they have no alternative
other than to address this project.

Social democratic values as a basis for a new
internationalism
So what are the galvanising social democratic values that should
govern our overall policy response to the globalisation phenomenon –
and will they form the basis of what British centre-left commentators
are calling the “New Internationalism”.
The definition of our core “social democratic” values is an
interesting exercise. It is one we often skip over. In part this is because
it is assumed these values are in fact “assumed”. In part it is perhaps
because we are concerned that detailed scrutiny of these values would
not reveal a sufficiently clear divide between ourselves and our political
opponents. I believe there are in fact a number of sufficiently
distinguishing social democratic values that should govern our political
behaviour and, if taken seriously, generate a genuinely radical policy
project. These values include:
• equality of political participation (effective democracy at home)
together with the effective propagation of democracy abroad;
• equality of economic and social opportunity;
• fairness (as opposed to equality) of economic and social
outcome;
• the provision of basic protection, security and dignity to those
incapable of caring effectively for themselves; and
• efficiency in the use of public resources
• environmental sustainability.
Some would argue that this is a modest list. I do not.
Some would argue that some of these values overlap with those
of other political traditions. They are right. But while some are shared,
the majority are not. And that is the point. Our value system seeks to
synthesise both the individual interest and the community interest. If
taken seriously, in the development of both domestic and international
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policy agendas, these values would command a very radicalising
agenda indeed.

Policy agenda for a new internationalism
If social democrats are to generate a New Internationalism in
their policy response to globalisation, and if in doing so they are
“seeking to cover the field” rather than deal with the globalisation
agenda in a fragmentary fashion, it is critical to articulate the minimum
core elements that such an agenda should contain. I would argue that it
must include:
• the acuteness of the impact (both positive and negative) of current
international regulatory regimes for capital and currency markets;
• the impact of global capital, currency and product markets on
domestic labour and environmental standards;
• the impact of international tax competitiveness on the future
public revenues base for reformist governments – eg.
governments trying to give practical effect to the massive
national re-engineering necessary to genuinely democratise the
information technology revolution within their national societies;
• the acuteness of the failure of both neo-liberalism as well as
traditional approaches to the delivery of international
development assistance to the poorest and the most indebted
countries;
• the impact of globalisation on the future of the nation state itself
given the emerging literature on the balkanisation of states (arising
from the release of sub-national tensions following the conclusion
of the Cold War); as well as other challenges to state sovereignty
from forces beyond state borders (from a combination of markets
themselves, transnational corporations, international civil society
as well as the more traditional challenges from regional and global
organisations originally constructed by states for the purposes of
effecting global governance);
• what consensus do we in the centre-left arrive at on the related
question of the future legitimate role of international and
domestic civil society;
• what is the impact of global economic integration on traditional
approaches to security policy and should this lead to any
fundamental reappraisal of the realist and neo-realist
assumptions which underpin today much of the “balance of
power” analytical frameworks of western states;
• the normative approach that social democrats should adopt to
their global engagements while avoiding, for example, the
exceptional narrow and sterile debate in the United Kingdom on
Robin Cook’s “ethical foreign policy” (which seems to be
debated entirely within the framework of British arms sales);
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• the adequacy or otherwise of our current domestic institutional
machinery for dealing with the collapse of the “great divide”
between the “internal” and the “external”. Should traditional
foreign policy, as we have known it, be officially declared
“dead”. Or should we abandon the pretence that Foreign
Ministries any longer have a unique mandate in the definition of
the “international interest” of a given nation state. Is there, for
example, a role for modern diplomacy;
• the adequacy of the existing machinery of global governance –
including security policy machinery, international environmental
mechanisms as well as the adequacy of the existing international
economic architecture.

WTO/ILO – the problem of labour standards
I do not propose today to dwell at length on each element of this
proposed Ten Point New Internationalism agenda for the social
democrats. I would, however, like to make some remarks about a one
of them.
The battles of Seattle, Davos, Washington (and Melbourne in
September) have brought to the forefront of international public
opinion the interrelationship between labour standards and the current
international trading regime governed by the World Trade
Organisation. If the WTO is to complete the Keynesian mission set for
it in 1944, that is to bring about world trade liberalisation, prevent a
return to mercantilism as part of Keynes’ full employment project, then
the WTO must become better equipped at arguing its own case. It
must argue:
• why world trade liberalisation is good for world economic
growth;
• why it is good for the cost of living for low income groups within
national economies;
• why it is also good for the poorest of the LLDCs.
There are core analytical problems with the overall argument
advanced by the International Trade Union Movement about the
impact of labour market practices in LDCs and LLDCs on the
international competitiveness of their economies. A recent paper
prepared by Keith Maskus models the price impact of these labour
market practices in the seven specific Core Labour Standards (CLS)
which lie at the heart of the current trade union campaign. Maskus’
findings are that a failure to adhere to these seven CLS in fact did
nothing to improve export competitiveness on the part of the offending
economies. In fact, it did the reverse.
A second problem confronting the AFL-CIO (which is
spearheading the international campaign on Core Labour Standards) is
that six of the seven stipulated CLS have not been ratified by the
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United States government. And on the particular question of the use of
prison labour, the less said about the use of US prisons for the
manufacture of cheap Levis for international markets, the better.
From a social democratic perspective, the issue of Core Labour
Standards, as defined by the International Labor Organisation (ILO),
should be regarded as important in its own right. CLS should not
become a vehicle, either of the International Trade Union Movement
or other elements of international civil society, for the re-introduction
of neo-protectionism.
Social democrats should instead focus their efforts on getting the
ILO to do its job – rather than simply allow it to remain the toothless
tiger it has become in the overall fabric of international social and
economic governance.
The same should be said for international environmental
standards. These should be seen in their own terms rather than as
instruments of neo-protectionism. But whereas, on labour standards,
an international body exists (the ILO) which could be given a proper
mandate, the same cannot be said for the adequacy of the existing
international machinery dealing with the development and enforcement
of international environmental standards.
It is time for social democrats to begin debating the rationale for
the establishment of a World Environment Organisation (WEO)
capable of delivering a “whole of environment” approach as opposed to
the multiplicity of task specific bodies (such as UNEF) which currently
seek to cover the field.
On international trade policy, however, social democrats must not
allow the overriding objectives of working class constituencies (for
higher overall net jobs growth and lower costs of living) to become
derailed by different debates on labour and environmental standards
which should be addressed within their own frameworks.

Conclusion
The challenge therefore facing international social democrats is a
daunting one. It is one, however, which social democrats must meet.
Otherwise they face a grave risk in the long term of being squeezed into
political irrelevance (caught between neo-liberal globalisers on the one
hand and international civil society-driven reaction on the other).
Seen differently, however, the new international agenda presents
centre-left parties around the world with a unique opportunity. Social
democrats are arguably uniquely placed to become the accepted change
managers of the globalisation process – maximising the economic
advantages that flow from the liberalisation of international markets
while minimising the social cost and dislocation. It is, for example, no
accident that centre-left governments held power in 13 of the 15
countries of the European Union by the mid to late 1990s – as
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populations sought some relief from the onslaught of change brought
about by the globalisation strategies of the hard right from the early
1990s on.
For its part, Australian Labor is embracing the new globalisation
agenda with gusto. At our national conference this weekend in Hobart,
we will endorse an important statement on globalisation which
reinforces our longstanding commitment to an open economy and an
open society. We will not be turning our back on the modern Labor
tradition of nearly two decades of economic reform. We will recommit
ourselves afresh to the principles of free trade – and will not be yielding
to the “dog whistle” politics of neo-protectionism and its associated
code language.
Australian Labor does not, however, embrace a brand of
globalisation that is no more than “once around the dance floor with
Adam Smith” and let’s all see where the invisible hand leads us in the
morning. That is very much the prediliction of our political opponents
– whose view at the end of the day (however they dress it up) is that the
massive social dislocations brought about at home and abroad by the
“creative destruction” of global capital is simply that this sort of
collateral damage is the necessary price to pay if the efficiency and
wealth dividend of globalisation is to be realised.
This is not our view. We do not apologise for being interventionist
on behalf of those who find themselves at the wrong end of the
globalisation process. We also believe we have a responsibility to do so.
That is why, for example, we are committed to the development of an
internationally competitive knowledge economy – in part by bridging
the emerging digital divide within Australia, by democratising people’s
access to the tools of the new economy. And these are the principles that
we are bringing to bear in our response to the broader policy challenges
of the New Internationalism that has been the focus of this paper.
There is, of course, a final reason why we believe we must
manage the globalisation process. We argue, as social democrats, that
we have a responsibility to do so because of our continuing
responsibility to the weak. But for those who are strong, for those who
are already the undiluted beneficiaries of the globalisation process, we
would also say this. Enlightened self interest also argues in favour of
appropriate forms of public intervention. Because unless we can
guarantee a continuing, broad constituency in support of globalisation,
a globalisation in which the many, not just the few have a stake, then
the political mandate for globalisation period begins to fragment and
finally collapse. There is nothing determinist about globalisation.
Hansonism was a near run thing and not that long ago. Haiderism
is not the end of the matter either. The recipe for avoiding the rise of
globophobia and its near relative on the right, xenophobia, is not
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another bout of capitalist triumphalism. It lies in providing all peoples,
at home and abroad, with a tangible stake in the globalisation project.
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5 Robert J Samuelson, “Globalisation’s Dual Power”, International Herald Tribune
4 January 2000. 3.
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Since 1986, Rowan Callick has been the Australian Financial
Review’s East Asia Correspondent based in Hong Kong and
his book Comrades and Capitalists (UNSW Press) records the
first year in Hong Kong after the handover by the British.
Rowan Callick has a particular interest in the politics of the
Pacific and began work as a journalist in Papua New Guinea.
On Tuesday 1 August 2000, Rowan Callick turned his gaze to
another focus in the Pacific and addressed The Sydney
Institute on Australia’s relations with the Solomons and Fiji.
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AUSTRALIA’S
NOISOME NEIGHBOURS: NEVER
PACIFIC, NEVER PARADISE, NEVER OURS
Rowan Callick
During a break in a meeting we were both attending in Canberra
a few years ago, a secretary for foreign affairs (a little irritated, I believe,
by his time being taken up in a discussion of aid policy that necessarily
focused substantially on Papua New Guinea) informed me that
Australia had no real interests in PNG.
I returned early this year from almost four years as the Financial
Review’s Greater China correspondent. Halfway through 1999, our
then consul-general in Hong Kong, Sue Boyd, announced that she was
leaving the post early, to take up the position of high commissioner in
Fiji. Everyone – and especially the Australian community – was
dumbfounded. Why shift from such a glamorous job in one of the
world’s great cities, still a mighty commercial force, to a Pacific
backwater, she was asked until the day she left.
Greg Sheridan, The Australian’s influential foreign editor, for
whom I have of course considerable esteem, wrote almost a decade ago
– following a South Pacific Forum leaders’ meeting that frustrated Paul
Keating – that our prime ministers should not “waste their time sitting
in long houses on tiny Pacific atolls talking about tuna fish.” Attending
such meetings amounted, he wrote, to “elevating a tenth order issue to
the first order.” What a difference a coup – or two – makes.
Every galah in every corner pet-store is suddenly shrieking in
alarm: Why didn’t we know it was this bad? What are we doing about
it? Why can’t we sort it – them – out, as we did those malicious East
Timor militias? Before I address these intriguing questions, I want to
step back briefly to place the now notorious “arc of instability” and our
response to it, in a slightly bigger context.
The Pacific islands is a construct that most usefully embraces the
island of New Guinea, cohabited by an increasingly fractious Indonesian
province and PNG – which celebrates 25 years of independence from
Australia this 16 September – and the array of mostly tiny nations and
French colonies that extend towards Easter Island to the east and the
American commonwealth of Guam to the north.
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These islands were colonised, reluctantly for the most part, by
European powers as a result of political lobbying by traders and
missionaries, who were often at odds with each other. Such colonies
were remote, difficult to administer and, after the sandalwood was
plundered, returned little economically in the near to mid term; Arthur
Grimble’s charming portrait of life in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, as
they then were, early last century in his A Pattern of Islands, provides a
reasonable account. Correspondingly, there was little investment in
infrastructure, or in human development either.
Then came the Pacific War, when great armies washed over atolls
like tidal waves, changing everything and leaving more than mere
rusting relics. This first mass encounter with modernity was followed
by nuclear testing in three areas – Marshall Islands, Kiribati and
French Polynesia – and then by the rapid decolonisation that echoed
that of Africa. For the most part, this was a calm but inspiring process,
that helped fill the islands’ sails for a few years – as did the continuing
international interest that devolved from the Cold War: they may be
mere dots on the ocean, but we want to make sure they’re OUR dots,
damn it!
But as the Cold War ended, and the USA effectively pulled the
plug on its regional aid programs, leaving the Pacific as Australia’s lake,
it was becoming apparent that little or none of the economic success of
East Asia was rubbing off on the islands. Substantial aid inputs, per
capita, had been sucked in year after year, to little apparent effect.
Early high hopes have been largely frustrated.
These islands suffer for the most part from a very real tyranny of
isolation. They are extraordinarily diverse in their forms of government,
in their economic profiles, in their religious practice, in their languages.
Diplomats, businesspeople, investors, strategic experts, journalists, will
fail in any attempt to apply a one-size-fits-all construct of the Pacific
and its problems.
Nevertheless, there are commonalities: disagreements over the
use, in some places also the ownership, of land; long-standing ethnic,
tribal and dynastic rivalries that have slowly resurfaced following the
departure of the colonisers who had suppressed them; friction as such
rivals rub shoulders as never before, in the region’s fast-growing,
inadequately planned cities; and the frustration of aspiring political and
business elites which had expected to attain almost instant power and
wealth. And, as we have seen in Fiji and Solomon Islands recently, and
before them on Bougainville, there is also the commonality of the route
mostly selected to attract attention to grievances – destroy your own
assets. In PNG, if a clan wants increased “compensation” – a strange
word in such circumstances – for land leased to the government to
build a school in which its children are educated, it may as well trash or
burn down the school. In Fiji, the champions of indigenous economic
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advancement destroy the economy and throw thousands of ethnic
Fijians out of work.
I was involved, seven years ago, in a project spearheaded by the
Australian National University’s National Centre for Development
Studies that projected, on the basis of painstaking research, the shape of
the islands region in the year 2010. The projections varied, largely
according to national policies and their capacity to implement them. I
was attacked then for being melodramatically gloomy in venturing a
“doomsday scenario” that would ensue a failure by regional leaders to
take a grip on reality. But some of those forecasts are being realised
now.
These islands have only rarely been pacific. For the most part, in
pre-European contact days, and even in some parts of the region such as
the PNG highlands since then too, people lived in constant fear and
readiness of attack by neighbours. As I mentioned in a Financial Review
column last week, the marvellous museum in Suva is crammed with
objects used in cannibalism. You can find there, too, the sole remains of
the Rev Baker, eaten 120 years ago with nine indigenous Methodist
mission workers: the soles of his shoes, the only part apparently deemed
inedible. A single tribal fight in PNG’s southern highlands has claimed
100 lives over the past year. In Samoa, a government minister was last
year assassinated by two opposition rivals, shot in the back, and a couple
of years earlier, a man was semi-officially executed at the order of tribal
chiefs because he had played for a rival cricket team to his own village.
No, not so pacific. And the living standard indicators are
desperately disappointing, especially for PNG given its considerable
resources and potential. Most of the islands are slipping down the UN
indices. No, not paradise to the people who have to live there. When
coconut trees are the principal source of most materials you use in daily
life, as well as of protein, they lose some of the romance they conjure for
foreigners in brochures, or swaying in TV ads. When Warren Osmond
was foreign editor of the Sydney Morning Herald, he banned the use of
the term “Paradise” in headlines on Pacific stories. He – and his ban –
are no longer in place, which must have been a great relief for sub-editors
over the last three months as crisis has followed crisis in the region. Even
Sean Dorney, the only great Australian journalist to chronicle the postcolonial Pacific, has suffered his new documentary series on PNG, to be
screened later this month, being titled “Paradise Imperfect”.
Not, certainly, a paradise lost. Life in pre-contact PNG was
essentially, for the most part, nasty, brutish and short, especially for
women. And today? Interest rates 20 per cent, inflation 14 per cent,
unemployment 35 per cent, only a third of children at primary school,
only half the population literate and a third below the poverty line,
electricity prices three times, labour costs four times, urban rents ten
times, those in neighbouring Indonesia. And top of the world table in
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violent crime. Europeans are nowadays pretty well inoculated against
the latter. Their employers pay for high security housing, they get out
of the place often, and so on. But when a group of ten former
employees took me to lunch at a Chinese restaurant in Port Moresby a
couple of months ago, I asked them how many had been robbed at
gunpoint. Seven of the ten had, within the last two years. I believe
PNG hit the bottom last year, and is impressively, if still tentatively, on
the mend under Sir Mekere Morauta (if in doubt, journalists are well
advised to assume all leading Pacific islanders are knights; even in the
Republic of Fiji, which continues to honour with public holidays the
birthdays of not only the Queen but also Prince Charles). But paradise?
The benign neglect of most colonisers has led to the “shock of the
new” being concertina-ed in a couple of decades
Now to return to the questions with which I began: Why didn’t
we know it was this bad? What are we doing about it? Why can’t we
sort it – them – out, as we did East Timor? And, is the Pacific our
responsibility, anyway – the ABC’s Terry Lane suggested on his Radio
National program on Sunday lunchtime, in which I participated, that
we should become the Switzerland of the region, concerning ourselves
only with our own affairs.
Pacific islanders know a lot about Australia. Sydney is overtaking
Auckland as the second great crossroads of the region after Suva.
Islanders know our sports stars; our music – where else overseas does
Slim Dusty attract huge crowds? Our food – where else is Vegemite
routinely on trade store shelves? On the whole they like us. They are
certainly well aware they need our capital, our technology, and our skills.
But we know extraordinary little about the islands. Indeed, as I
have learned since returning early this year from covering China,
Australians are also pretty ignorant about that rather big place too. On
the whole, you can only be assured of an informed dinner party
discussion on international affairs when it focuses on Britain or
America, unless the table has a substantial migrant component.
Struggling for a settled place in the wired global village, our old
tyranny of distance looks like being replaced by a tyranny of size: too
small to make sufficient waves in Asia, so big we risk swamping the
Pacific. When, in the early 1980s, Australia began to engage more fully
and self-consciously with Asia, many of our opinion leaders also
effectively started a process of deference to the spurious concept of
Asian Values. This was now the Main Game. We were playing in the
major league with the big boys. Why be distracted by looking over our
shoulders at our own slightly embarrassing colonial past in PNG, or at
any number of even less significant little countries that the colossi of
Asia, such as Mahathir, only considered as outsourcing locations to fill
Japanese orders for rainforest timber, or as waters from which to scoop
tuna? We started, literally, to over-look our immediate neighbours for
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Asia. While being concerned that we might be too small, in population
terms, to make an adequate impact in Asia, we worried – those of us
who turned our minds to the issue at all – that we were too big for the
Pacific, and so we trod softly, arguably over-softly, there, deferring
philosophically once again, this time to the concept of the Pacific Way
pioneered by Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara, the recently deposed President
of Fiji and its Prime Minister for the country’s first 17 years.
While Australia was administering PNG, a range of influential
Australians lived and worked there, people such as Fred Chaney, Ian
McPhee, Bob Hawke, John Langmore, and an extraordinary number of
leading academics and economists such as Ross Garnaut. But in
today’s emerging Australian leadership, there is little personal contact
with PNG or the rest of the region. There is more contact in the
business world; the islands continue to comprise useful early
“nurseries” for potential exports, and our major corporations virtually
all have operations in the islands. The churches too maintain significant
contact, though the mainstream ones – except for Rome, because of the
demands of celibacy – have effectively localised.
We send many volunteers into the Pacific. And some of our
NGOs have played vigorous roles, sometimes positive, sometimes less
so – as when, being in some cases effectively local franchises of global
NGO conglomerates, they have applied international programs to local
issues. The Bougainville Revolutionary Army – superficially freedom
fighters, but in truth gangs with mixed motives including tribal revenge
and cargo cult – was backed by Australian NGOs. And the efforts
starting to achieve success in stemming the 1990s onslaught of
rainforest felling, spearheaded by influential international agencies such
as the World Bank and Asian Development Bank, were almost stymied
by doctrinaire opposition from NGOs.
The role, too, of some of our law firms, winning handsome
contingency fees from “litigation patrols” in the region, has been called
into question by the recent savage judgment of the Solomon Islands
Appeal Court chaired by former Australian chief justice Sir Anthony
Mason on Melbourne partnership Slater & Gordon. And the ALP
machine lent Fiji’s Labour Party, and trade union chief Mahendra
Chaudhry, experts on manipulating the new preferential voting system
most effectively. Chaudhry won the election a year ago substantially on
preferences, but this has continued to rankle since. It is widely perceived
as a form of inappropriate underhand cunning that produced only a
Clayton’s mandate (indeed, in thus ousting the multiracial coalition team
that went to the poll seeking endorsement for the new constitution, I
believe Chaudhry began to undermine his own authority).
The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade contains bright
and well informed people. And most of the brightest have got the
message by now about the Pacific: it’s a career graveyard. No Secretary
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has served there in a senior position, and no Secretary has even made a
visit to a Pacific country for its own sake – as opposed to accompanying
the Minister or PM. Our media employ just three people based in the
Pacific: the ABC and AAP have staff reporters in Port Moresby, and
the Australian has its regional writer, Mary-Louise O’Callaghan, in
Honiara. This year, however, O’Callaghan has been based in Canberra
and Melbourne for personal reasons at first, but now because it is
simply impossible to operate effectively from Honiara. There is only
modest academic expertise extant in Australia about the islands (and
attention to Asia is also declining, possibly triggered by current
university and corporate sponsorship short-termism, a response to the
1997-99 economic crisis). With the exception of the Australian
National University, what there is, tends to coalesce in what I might
diplomatically call lesser seats of learning wishing to cultivate niches,
perhaps in order to participate in the aid game.
Artists have largely been neglectful in recent years, except for the
odd foray by a group such as Not Waving, Drowning to record in
Rabaul before it was destroyed by eruption. Donald Friend was the sort
of painter who might have worked in the Pacific but didn’t; he went to
Bali instead. Peter Ryan – himself the author of that wonderful PNG
war memoir, Fear Drive My Feet – wrote a powerful lament for the
lack of strong fiction on PNG, in the Australian Review of Books a year
ago.
More substantial engagement has come through aid programs. In
1989, a US congressional delegation visited the region for a dozen
days, and produced a 150 page report titled “Problems in Paradise:
United States Interests in the South Pacific”. The timing was
significant. As the Soviet Union imploded, the US began to withdraw
from regions it deemed as of no bilateral and scant integral interest.
Inevitably, the Pacific came into this category; the US views the islands
as Australia’s legitimate sphere of influence.
Aid continues to play a significant role in virtually every island
country, but today it comes from the European Union – because of the
post-colonial hangover – from Japan and from Australia, as well as the
multilateral agencies like the Asian Development Bank. The focus of
aid is shifting substantially. It began as a means of bridging local
revenue gaps to fund what were viewed as essential government
activities. Then it was directed into projects that were deemed
developmentally desirable but beyond the scope of annual
departmental budgets. The new focus is on governance: helping
countries review how well – how fairly, competently and accountably –
they run their affairs. And in this regard, I suggest, we have been
spending our money not too badly on Fiji. Many of the senior army
officers who have finally put George Speight and his followers where
they belong, have spent periods training here, chiefly at the Joint
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Services Staff College. We could spend more on education, both within
the region and on scholarships for students to come here. But, beyond
that, I believe much more aid would simply add to the region’s
mounting problem of corruption. There is no adequate multilateral –
and therefore cheaper – alternative to providing some of these resources
required for better governance ourselves.
The South Pacific Forum is a typically lowest-commondenominator international body which only really comes alive at annual
leaders’ meetings, to which Greg Sheridan referred as “sitting in long
houses on tiny Pacific atolls talking about tuna fish”. Twenty years ago,
PNG’s “Kumul Force” subdued the bows-and-arrows rebellion on
Santo Island in the emerging Vanuatu of Jimmy Stevens, splendidly
dubbed by the London Daily Mirror as “casanova king of the jungle”.
Ever since then, the PNG Prime Minister at that time, Sir Julius Chan,
has been lobbying for a regional peacekeeping force. But this would be a
severe case of a tail that wagged a rather somnolent and reluctant dog.
Not that Australian Prime Ministers shouldn’t go. They should.
It’s by far the most cost and time effective way of meeting all the
neighbouring government heads at one go. I noted, incidentally, that
among the Canberra hands, who after the Fiji and Solomons coups
assailed John Howard for failing to front at Forums, were some
members of the First Eleven, who themselves deemed Forums too
small-fry to bother with, despatching their deputies instead. The value
of personal connections in the Asia-Pacific region is such, and the
demands on Foreign Ministers so considerable, that I believe we should
return to a structure similar to that of the last government, where
Gordon Bilney was Minister for the South Pacific and for aid,
responsible to the Foreign Minister.
Not that, in the two striking cases confronting us – of the
destruction of elected governments in Solomon Islands and Fiji – there
was much we could have done to prevent them. Forceful interventions
would probably have fostered greater unity within the local community,
but only in hostility to the Australian forces. There are few short-term
actions we can take helpfully, beyond reinforcing by positive statements
or offering other assistance short of sending in troops, the voices that
uphold values that most Australians also hold dear. It is only through
longer term relationships between our people and institutions, and
those of the region, that we can really make an impact. John McCarthy,
the Australian ambassador in Jakarta, said at a recent seminar in
Melbourne: “Over the past decade, an awful lot of work has been done
in both countries about dealing with each other, without too much
reliance on governments. The relationship is always better, the less you
have embassies involved.” And the Indonesian ambassador to
Australia, Arizal Effendi, pointed out that Australia’s business
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relationship with Indonesia had grown through and despite last year’s
public recriminations between the two.
The turnaround in PNG is a case in point. Here, Australia strongly
reinforced Morauta as the best for the job, in repeated statements, in
many ministerial visits, in enhanced aid, and in helping lobby other
countries to come to the party too. And it’s working. The currency is on
the mend, interest rates are starting to come off, the ratings agencies have
shifted PNG from negative to “stable”. And important stabilising
political reforms are under way – though huge problems, inevitably,
persist, starting with the corruption of almost an entire generation of
decision makers. It would be highly premature to consider taking such a
position on Fiji until there’s an elected government in place. Although
the new Prime Minister there, banker Laisenia Qarase, whom I’ve
described as having a charisma by-pass (excitement is not a prime
political virtue in Fiji right now), is clearly the least worst option, he still
has something in common with George Speight.
They both want to entrench ethnic Fijian political control and to
advantage Fijians economically, and both have had a go at Australia.
Speight told us, and the Kiwis, to “butt out of Fiji’s business”. Qarase
described our two countries’ stances as “aggressive and threatening.” A
strange description of Alexander Downer’s always polite expressions of
concern, reinforced by a couple of feather-on-wrist sanctions that were
intended to demonstrate a degree of empathy.
Some note has been made, of the power of the “indigenous” card
played by Speight, who threatened to lead a regional “crusade” for
indigenous rights. He said: “It’s quite possible we could disrupt the
whole Olympic Games with our Aboriginal brothers.” Clearly, the
position of indigenous people where they are in a majority, and own
most of the land – in Fiji 83 per cent, in PNG and elsewhere in
Melanesia except New Caledonia it is higher – is quite different from
that in Australia or New Zealand. It may be understandable if Speight’s
“crusade” did strike some emotive echoes here. But any longer
consideration – and that already appears to have been the case – would
lead to a rejection of what in Speight’s case is really a Fijian form of
Hansonism. Concepts of indigenous hegemony, as contrasted with
security, ultimately leads to tribalism – which has overwhelmingly failed
to deliver the material outcomes or opportunities that most people in
the Pacific today expect. In Fiji today, the lack of popular opposition to
Speight’s arrest is eloquent.
To conclude: Australia does have interests in its immediate
region. It wants neighbours with stable – which I believe means
accountable – governments and the rule of law. We have already seen
signs of what happens as governance collapses, not only in Fiji and the
Solomons but also when PNG (from which people can paddle canoes
to Australia) hit the bottom of its spiral last year: drugs grown or
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chemically produced and sold for guns, AIDS on the rampage, money
laundered by organised crime through regional tax havens, substantial
Australian investments, markets and numbers of people at risk. We are
ourselves assessed in part by our significant allies such as the USA and
Japan, by how well we manage relationships within our region.
A less provincial, more self-confident Australia would pride itself
more on its regional role, would accept more maturely its limitations in
moulding even – perhaps especially – the tiniest of sovereign
neighbours, and would place a far higher premium on ensuring it was
well informed about them. Fiji’s new Foreign Minister Kaliopate
Tavola urged Australia and New Zealand to show “patience,
understanding and flexibility” in their dealings with his highly stressed
country. Fair enough. But I would add that we also have every right –
indeed, every obligation – to ensure we also remain true to ourselves, as
we must also when we play with the Big Boys in Asia.

UNCLE REG’S BOOKCASE – THE WORLD THROUGH BOOKS
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achievement, addressed The Sydney Institute on Monday,
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UNCLE REG’S
BOOKCASE –
THE WORLD THROUGH BOOKS
Margaret Scott
It was, I believe, the Abbé Jacques De Lille who remarked in his
own language and more elegantly than my translation suggests, “While
we choose our friends, Fate lumbers us with our relations”. Fate in this
regard was particularly unkind to my mother. Most of her relations,
who swarmed over the floor of the Severn Valley in Southwest
England, were a grasping lot, obsessed with the acquisition of money
and with clawing their way to higher social status. There was, for
instance, Cousin Muriel, who stared down on her inferiors from behind
a fierce moustache, and her witch-like mother, Aunt Ess, who
terrorised the district from a bastion of a house called “Granville
Lodge”. Many of this clan worked for the tobacco company, WD &
HO Wills, in Bristol, or did quite nicely from their shares in that
company. A few were farmers although the comfort on farms like my
grandfather’s was colder than anything in Stella Gibbon’s novel.
One bright spot in the pervading murk was my mother’s brother,
Uncle Reg. I remember him dimly as a gentle, humorous man who
could blow smoke rings. During the First World War he fought on the
Somme – an experience from which, almost certainly, he never
recovered. At any rate, at some point during the Second World War he
jumped into Henleaze Lake in Bristol and drowned himself. Since
nobody in the family ever referred to Uncle’s Reg’s death, which was
seen no doubt as scandalous, it was many years before I discovered
what had happened to him. He simply vanished from my life when I
was about eight but he left behind a legacy which for me changed
everything and for which to this day I’m grateful.
Everything he owned, which wasn’t very much, went to my
mother, the last surviving member of his immediate family. Most of it
was of no interest to me but one part of Uncle Reg’s legacy had a
profound effect on my life. This was a glass fronted bookcase packed
with books. Unlike any of his relations, Uncle Reg actually read books
for pleasure and had gathered a very varied collection – I suppose about
150-200 volumes – on three longish shelves. I began to sample them
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for myself as soon as they arrived in the house. And it’s really about this
reading rather that my mother’s appalling relatives or Uncle Reg
himself, that I want to talk tonight – what I discovered through that
bookcase and how it has influenced my life and what I write.
In order to make clear the impact of the bookcase on my life in a
Bristol suburb in the mid 1940s, I have to convey some sense of the
extreme dullness of that life. You might think it odd that I should have
found things dull when war was raging all over the world, bombs were
falling on Bristol, and my poor father, like Louie’s father in Family
Album, spent his nights rushing round putting out fires and trying to
rescue people from bombed buildings. It was partly, of course, that the
war restricted the movements of civilians. You couldn’t leave Britain
and war work, as well as the need to be on hand in case an incendiary
bomb came through your roof, kept people close to their homes. Also
petrol was rationed, and although my father, who was a clockmaker,
had a special allowance so that he could go round Bristol keeping all
the clocks in public buildings in working order, a trip away from our
street was still a special treat. Moreover, as I’ve explained in an essay in
Changing Countries, my parents, with what now seems like remarkable
fortitude, were very good at absorbing the most extraordinary events
into their normal routines. They treated mayhem and disaster rather as
oysters treat grit. They covered them with layers of custom so that soon
it became quite normal to go to bed in a cupboard to or get up in the
morning and sweep up broken glass. After that we went on buying
aspirins at Boots as we always did or putting up the Christmas
decorations in exactly the same places on exactly the same date every
year. On Sundays we went to Church at the usual time, wearing the
same clothes we always wore and smelling of the soap (also from
Boots) that we’d used each day for as long as I could remember.
I should explain that I was a sickly, stunted child. Of that nobody
who has met me will need convincing. I spent a lot of time in bed,
alone, shut up in my bedroom. Before the death of Uncle Reg I had
some books – school stories I’d been given for Christmas and a few
children’s classics from the junior school library, like Black Beauty or
Swiss Family Robinson. I also read Enid Blyton’s Sunny Stories. But
none of this was very exciting. Then one day I turned the key in the
lock of Uncle Reg’s bookcase, breathed in the weird dry smell of the
books and found treasure. There was a full set of Kipling in red and
gold calf – several volumes of Tennyson, Dickens, Dumas, P G
Wodehouse, Sherlock Holmes – and a set of novels by Rafael Sabatini
with titles like The Trampling of the Lilies (which was about the
French Revolution) Captain Blood (pirates), and The Gates of Doom
(a tale of vengeance exacted by an innocent man after he is rescued
from the gallows).
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There were a number of books about the First World War
including Robert Graves’ Goodbye To All That. There was an
excellent anthology of detection, mystery and horror chosen by
Dorothy Sayers, The Scarlet Pimpernel, Georgette Heyer’s These Old
Shades and The Black Moth and some rather lurid novels, with titles
like Her Mad Month or Pink Sugar. There was also a volume of
Shakespeare but I left that aside until I was slightly older.
I started off in the top left hand corner and worked my way along
the shelves. Sometimes, if I found a book too difficult, I’d abandon it.
Occasionally I cheated by jumping forward to some particularly savoury
morsel, but, in the end, over a period of three to four years, I read the
lot. It was like finding that door in The Secret Garden except that the
worlds reached through the bookcase were not enclosed but far wider
than my own, filled with adventure, colour and endless surprise.
This sense of revelation, of discovering something immensely
significant and boundless in extent through a book has been caught
beautifully, I think, by Keats in the sonnet he wrote about first looking
into Chapman’s translation of Homer.
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken;
Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific – and all his men
Looked at each other with a wild surmise –
Silent upon a peak in Darien.

Little did I know as I fastened my own rather small eagle eyes on
Uncle Reg’s Everyman classics and detective stories that these books
would determine my future, or, at least, focus and make permanent
tastes and tendencies which I may have shared with Uncle Reg from
the start.
Clearly he enjoyed History with a capital H of the kind which
delighted David Malouf when young – another solitary child living in a
family wedded to strict routines for whom books provided an escape
from the tedium of daily modern existence. “I was happiest at home,”
writes Malouf in Johnno, “reading my favourite Dumas and dreaming
myself back into those marvellous olden days when people wore satin
and spoke French, and when everything that happened was History …
History was the past. I had just missed out on it. There was nothing in
our own little lives that was worth recording”.
From the vantage point of the twenty-first century, the 1940s
might seem as remote and strange as the time of the Three Musketeers
seemed to David Malouf, yet the fascination of a more distant past
which I felt as a child has never really gone away. I think it was Basil
Willey who once said that there are people who feel that they would
like to go back into an earlier time and live there like illegal immigrants.
Reading Dickens and Conan Doyle, I came to feel like that about the
nineteenth century. And in some ways I suppose I still do. In this I
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have something in common with Louie, the central character in Family
Album, who through her writing is always diving back into the 1890s.
Uncle Reg’s lust for the past, which came to me through his
books, and which I, in turn, have passed on to Louie Gresham, was, of
course, one part of a thorough going romanticism. A yen for high
adventure and the exotic. This yearning grew gradually stronger as I
read about Uncle Reg’s pirates, the exploits of the Scarlet Pimpernel
and Kim, even the wild love affairs of the heroine of her Mad Month.
But it was counter balanced by the family caution and adherence to
routine. Just as, poor Uncle Reg remained shackled to his desk in the
offices of Wills Tobacco – and to his invalid mother – while reading
about the Three Musketeers and Sir Percy Blakeney whisking
aristocrats from under the blade of the guillotine, so I became the
scene of a continuing battle between the longing to plunge into
unexplored jungles, passionate entanglements and great causes, and, on
the other side, a sort of timidity which has held me back at least from
the jungles. I suspect that many writers are impelled into composition
by conflicts of this kind, that, poised between two irreconcilable states
or ways of life, they opt for one and compensate for the loss of the
other by writing about it. Basil Willey (again) once said of Tennyson
(again), in relation to his poem “The Two Voices”, that there were two
voices in Tennyson himself – a voice of faith and a voice of doubt. If
there had been only one voice, Tennyson might have become a
clergyman, or a dissolute wreck like some of his brothers. But because
there were two voices, he became a poet.
I suppose the next gift which came to me through the doors of
that bookcase was simply the discovery of language. Language which
made music and painted pictures in ways I’d never even imagined.
Tennyson in particular was a revelation. I went about bemused by
visions, rolling words round my mouth like fruit drops.
A land of streams! Some, like a downward smoke,
Slow-dropping veils of thinnest lawn, did go;
And some through wavering lights and shadows broke.
Rolling a slumberous sheet of foam below.

There were “full-foliaged elms”… “the murmur of innumerable bees”.
Now sleeps the crimson petal, now the white;
Nor waves the cypress in the palace walk;
Nor winks the gold fin in the porphyry font.

I hadn’t the faintest idea what a “porphyry font” was. But there
was a dictionary on my father’s desk and through that I could take
possession of these words and add them to my hoard. It was a secret
hoard. There wasn’t and isn’t much opportunity for chats about
porphyry fonts. A few of my secret words I misread, and many I
couldn’t pronounce, so I grew up with an absolute conviction that you
talked about being disdevilled if you were blown about by the wind,
and that those pet birds like miniature blue or yellow parrots were
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called budger-re-gahs. Also, for a long time I made no connection
between gentlemen and a mysterious activity called Gentlemen which
went on behind closed doors in public places.
More specifically, since Uncle Reg was fond of detective stories,
his books fostered in me a passion not so much for detective fiction as
such, (though I still dote on Sherlock Holmes) as an abiding interest in
the way that plots unfold. I suppose in some sense, every plot in both
fiction and drama is a kind of detective story in that we begin with a
given situation, we gather information, we interpret clues and at the
end, one hopes, we know more than at the beginning. Questions will
have been answered or at least defined, perhaps a mystery clarified. It
has also occurred to me that tragedy might be seen as a kind of inverted
detective story in that, often, we move towards a crime, covering the
territory which, say, a Venetian or Cypriot Sherlock might traverse
from the other end in investigating the deaths of Othello or
Desdemona. Or which a commission of inquiry set up by Prince
Fortinbras might bring to light after finding the floor of the palace at
Elsinore littered with corpses. I’ve never actually attempted an analysis
of a work using this idea but I offer it to any literary theorist who, weary
of deconstruction, feels inclined to give reconstruction a run.
Finally, as I’ve already suggested, Uncle Reg enjoyed humour and
this, too, I believe, has influenced my writing. It’s not that I’ve
inherited any great liking for Jeeves and Bertie Wooster, rather that,
looking back, I’ve realised eventually that to remain as genial and funny
as Uncle Reg seemed to be after fighting on the Somme was quite an
achievement. So, although much of my writing is rather bleak, I retain
an interest in the comic as a kind of sustenance, as a defence and
sometimes a weapon in dark places.
I’d like to end with a story which Uncle Reg would probably have
enjoyed since it’s about Sherlock Holmes, whom he admired, and the
joke has to do with seeing what is important – something which until
the very end of his life he was able to do more successfully than most
other people.
Dr Watson and Sherlock Holmes decided one day that they
would go on a camping holiday in Devon. So they packed all their gear
and set up camp that evening in a pleasant green valley. At some point
in the night Dr Watson woke and gazed up at the stars above him.
Suddenly he realised that the famous detective was also awake. Then
he heard Holmes’ voice, “Watson what do those stars actually mean to
you?” “Well,” said Watson, “theologically, they tell me that the power
of the Creator is infinite. Geographically, they tell me that we’re in the
Northern Hemisphere, not in the Southern. Astrologically….” “No,
No, No,” cried Holmes. “You entirely miss the point. The point is,
Watson, some bastard has stolen our tent.”
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Moshe Ma’oz

Professor Moshe Ma’oz is a distinguished Israeli scholar and
Professor of History of the Middle East at Hebrew University
Jerusalem. During a visit to Sydney in August, Professor
Ma’oz addressed The Sydney Institute on Monday 14 August
at a time when it was hoped there would be a resolution in the
continuing Israeli-Palestinian peace process. Professor Ma’oz
expressed qualified optimism at the time of his talk about the
chances for peace, but also pointed out a number of
difficulties remaining. The paper which follows has been
updated to take account of the breakdown in the peace
process some weeks later.
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THE MIDDLE EAST
TODAY
Moshe Ma’oz

The Middle East is still an important region, strategically,
economically, religiously, culturally. And, as you know, has huge
reserves of oil, international waterways, big armies and weapons of
mass destruction, along with fanatical ideologies – unlike what you
have here. There are also the holy places for Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam all of which have the potential for explosion. In particular, this is
true of Jerusalem. All of this is enough to blow up the Middle East,
again and again. This is the bad news. The good news is that there
exists also a potential for accommodation and for coexistence, instead
of a clash of civilisations as predicted by Samuel Huntington. There
could be a dialogue of civilisations, especially in Jerusalem, which is the
only city where you have the three big civilisations concentrated. So far
they’ve been fighting one another, but I believe that there is room for
peaceful coexistence in the longer term.

Radical ideologies
What I propose to do is to make some remarks about some of the
issues and illustrate them with case studies. Take the issue of ideology.
There is an Islamic radical ideology alongside moderate Islam, which is
shared by the majority. The radical, or political Islam, if you wish,
characterises the regimes in Iran and in Sudan. In addition there are
Islamic radical movements within other countries in the Middle East –
notably Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas among Palestinians, and
also radical Islamic groups in Jordan, in Egypt and in Syria. But in my
opinion most of the radical Islamic movements have not scored great
success. Look at Iran. What has it achieved in the last two decades?
Poverty, misery, caused also by a devastating war. In recent years
though, there has been a fascinating development of free democratic
elections. President Khatami was elected by the majority of Iranians.
And although the power is still in the hands of the religious fanatics –
there has been a change toward moderation especially among younger
generations. But in the case of Sudan this is by no means an example of
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radical Islamic victory or success but of starvation, misery, conflict, civil
war.
The only success, so to speak, of radical Islam was by Hezbollah,
which managed to oust Israeli troops from Southern Lebanon by
guerilla warfare. But this was not only because of Islamic ideology, but
also because of Lebanese patriotism and, of course, Syrian
manipulation. If there would be peace between Israel, Lebanon and
Syria, Hezbollah will be curbed and pushed into the political system,
and induced to help the poor in welfare, education and medical
services. This may become its role after peace.
In other countries, Islamic radicalism has been also arrested or
crushed – sometimes brutally. In Egypt, the Muslim Brothers have
been curbed in recent years. In Syria, as you may recall in 1982, the
regime slaughtered 20-30,000 Syrians, men, women and children
following a Muslim uprising in the city of Hama. In sum, most of the
regimes in the Middle East, except for those in Iran and Sudan are
nationalist and secular regimes. They are combating radical Islamic
ideologies while trying to establish a moderate form of Islam.

Arab nationalism and ethnic minorities
Another extreme ideology in the region is radical pan Arab
nationalism mainly in Iraq promoted by Saddam Hussein, with his
potential for destruction. Still, this is an isolated case because the
ideology of pan-Arabism has failed in favour of Arab nation states,
while Iraq became a pariah state, owing to the dangerous policies of its
ruler, both toward neighbouring states and sections of his own
population – Kurds and Shiits.
Indeed another potential for danger and violence in Iraq and the
Middle East is related to ethnic and religious minorities. During the
last 50 years, ethnic conflict has left six times as many dead than in all
Arab-Israeli conflicts. For example, Saddam Hussein waged a war
against the Kurds in Northern Iraq using gas against them and also
killed many Shiites in South Iraq. In Sudan a million perished in ethnic
conflict. But in other countries of the Middle East which control the
instruments of coercion, there have been attempts to accommodate, to
assimilate, or to curb the various minorities. As a matter of fact, then,
most regimes in the Middle East are stable. For example, the late King
Hussein of Jordan who was in power for 46 years – almost half a
century. Saddam Hussein has been the ruler of Iraq for 30 years. The
late Syrian president was in control for 30 years.
These regimes are disengaging more and more from ideologies, and
engaging more and more with economic policies. For even authoritarian
regimes need public support and try to satisfy the middle classes, since
the middle classes have a say in the stability and prosperity of their
countries. This is why these regimes are reaching out to the West. They
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want assistance from the West – notably the United States. Some of the
new leaders have been also educated in the West and they have new
ideas about economic development and technology – like Abdullah II,
the new king of Jordan. He was educated in Britain. Bashar Assad – the
new Syrian president was also educated in Britain. He might introduce
some democratic reforms in Syria. Let us give him a chance.

Arab-Israeli relations
Another crucial issue that characterises the Middle East is ArabIsraeli relations. There are still ideologies undermining these relations
but there is also a peace process. So we have a dualistic situation – on the
one hand a very hardline ideology but on the other, peace movements –
which are working together. For example, for 22 years Israel and Egypt
have been at peace. True it’s not the sort of peace that America has with
Canada or between France and Germany. It’s a not a warm peace – it’s a
cold peace, or a lukewarm peace, but it’s better than war.
Similarly Jordan and Israel had de facto peace relations, even
before the formal peace treaty in 1994, based on mutual strategic
interests. For example, in the 1970s Black September radical
Palestinians tried to topple the regime of Jordan. Israel was on the
spot with the green light from the United States and saved the King.
Since then a fairly good relationship has developed between Jordan
and Israel.
Israel and Syria don’t yet have a formal peace treaty but in my
understanding there could be a peace between the two countries. My
notion is that Israel will gain peace and diplomatic relations with Syria
in return for the Golan Heights. The main issue which remains the
bone of conflict is a very small strip of land, 15 kilometres long and 200
metres wide, on the north eastern shore of the Lake of Tiberias – Lake
Kinneret. I think it’s going to be settled because it is an interest of Syria
and of Israel. Syria wants the Golan Heights back which is strategically
important to it and it can only get it through peace, not war. Syria also
needs control over Lebanon which is economically very important.
Peace with Israel would also encourage Syrian economic well-being.
This is a symptom of peace treaties between Arabs and Israelis. If the
Arabs make peace with Israel, they get financial support from the USA.
And Syria, as you know, is on the blacklist of the American State
Department as a country supporting international terrorism. Syria has a
vital interest to be erased from this list and to get American investments
and loans in order to improve the Syrian economy which is in bad
shape. Most Syrians, like many other Arabs, want to live a good life.
They are not content to consume slogans such as anti-Zionism and
anti-imperialism. They want food; education; they want prosperity – as
many people in the world do.
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The Palestinian problem
A more crucial issue is the Palestinian problem which is much
more complicated. It is an emotional, political, moral and international
issue – it’s the litmus test of Arab-Israeli relations. It has been the initial
cause for the conflict and without settling the Palestinian issue, there is
not going to be durable, comprehensive peace, not only with the
Palestinians but also with the Arab world, (of 250 million). Or with the
Moslem world, (1.3 billion).
A while ago, on 25 July, the Camp David negotiations, between
Israeli and Palestinian leaders, ended in failure. But the negotiations
also showed some prospect. For the first time in history, Israelis and
Palestinians discussed the very sensitive issues of the final settlement –
the status of Jerusalem, Palestinian state, Palestinian refugees, Jewish
settlements – all these issues were deferred in Oslo (1993) because they
were too sensitive. But now for the first time, they were discussed and
some understandings were achieved. Still there was no agreement,
particularly over Jerusalem and its old city (one square kilometre).
Subsequently, Palestinian-Israeli relations became tense and following
the provocative visit of Likud leader Arrel Sharon on the Haram atSharif/Temple Mount on 28 September, Palestinian violence erupted
against Israeli targets. For a month now (late October) a vicious cycle
of violence has developed claiming many Palestinian lives and some
Israelis too and stirring anti Israeli feeling and actions in Arab and
Muslim countries, and elsewhere.
The question is, why are both sides so stubborn about a
compromise solution. They can lose a great deal if there is no deal – the
Palestinians may miss an opportunity to have a state on 90 per cent of
the West Bank, which has been offered to them. They can have
international recognition and big financial support – the Americans are
talking of $20-40 billion. Israel, too, can be greatly damaged if there is
no peace. If Israel is further drawn into the new cycle of violence –
started by the “Aqsa Intifada” – it will face more Arab and Muslim
hostility, and in the worse cases scenario, a new all-Arab confrontation.
So why did this crisis happen? Maybe it’s the weakness of both
parties or because both leaders, Barak and Arafat are waiting for each
other to blink? Is it because of what Abba Eban used to say, that the
Palestinians never miss an opportunity to miss an opportunity? Or
maybe because of what Kissinger said about Israel, that Israel doesn’t
have a foreign policy, only domestic policy? This is true because Barak
went to Camp David without the support of the Knesset and maybe
because he could not have the support to make more concessions. Or
maybe because of what the late president of Egypt said, that 70 per
cent of the Arab-Israeli conflict is psychological – a psychological
barrier? I think this is true. The layers of this conflict are very deep –
religious, ideological, psychological, emotional – you name it. There
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has been at least 100 years of conflict between the two national
movements – Palestinian Arab and Jewish-Zionist with a great deal of
bloodshed, terror, occupation, humiliation and the like. In a sense we
could go 1400 years back to the beginning of the clash between Islam
and Judaism. The Palestinians and Israelis have long memories – they
still recall matters from about 4000 years ago relating to their common
patriarch and the conflicts between his sons Isaac and Ishmael. There
are fanatics on both sides, with an unwritten agreement to destroy the
peace process.
Despite the fanatics, despite the radical ideologies, despite the
layers of conflict, more and more people, the majorities, want to
coexist. Not because they love each other – they don’t. Because the
alternative is worse – a war. They are tired of war. This is really the gist
of the peace process which started, in fact, in 1973 after the Yom
Kippur war. Arabs came to the conclusion that while they had defeated
Israel initially, Israel eventually won the war and cannot be eliminated.
Arab leaders, and many moderate Arabs, concluded that they should
settle with Israel provided they get back the territories, which had been
occupied in 1967, and the Palestinian problem must be solved. Indeed,
an equitable solution of the Palestinian problem, notably the issue of
Jerusalem and this old city is the pre condition for peace and
conciliation between Arabs and Jews.
The crux of the conflict is sovereignty of the old city and the
Temple Mount. A colleague of mine, Ruth Lapidot, a professor of
international law, has suggested functional sovereignty. Others
suggested dual sovereignty or shared sovereignty. The idea is that the
Palestinian state, with the capital in East Jerusalem, would control the
Muslim quarter, Christian quarter, and the Temple Mount, which
they’ve been controlling already since 1967. And Israel will continue its
control in the Jewish quarter and the Wailing Wall, and there would be
joint committees supervising and co-ordinating the city affairs. Arabs
and Jews can coexist in Jerusalem. For many years, there has been de
facto coexistence, and this can develop to reconciliation..
The problem is there are still emotions, on both sides, and
disbelief. Some Israelis think that the Arabs don’t want Salaam (peace),
but salami – to cut Israel piece by piece. And some Arabs believe that
Israel wants to expand. If those positions prevail, both parties will be
entangled in a zero sum conflict that has been going on for 100 years.
Not many have the healthy mindset of a win-win situation. To live
together and to draw mutual benefits.
Indeed, if the issue of Jerusalem is settled, there would be an
international recognition of Israel’s capital in Jerusalem. Pilgrims from
all over the Muslim and the Christian worlds would visit Jerusalem and
benefit both Arabs and Jews. Jerusalem is the only centre of the world
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of the three civilisations. It can become the spiritual capital of the
world. I wish to sum up with a line from Psalms.
Many of those who love you, Jerusalem
Be secure.
Maybe there will be peace within your walls and security within
your citadels.
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Carmen Lawrence

Politicians have never registered so low in public opinion as
they do today. Yet they have never worked harder nor been
held so easily accountable. So why the public disquiet over
MPs and their behaviour in parliament? In an address to The
Sydney Institute, on Thursday 17 August 2000, Carmen
Lawrence MP took a look and wondered whether having more
women would make a difference. Soon after the address,
Carmen Lawrence was reinstated to Labor’s front bench and
appointed Shadow Minister for Industry, Innovation and
Technology and Shadow Minister for the Status of Women.
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RENEWING
DEMOCRACY: CAN WOMEN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Carmen Lawrence
One of the most obvious and fundamental flaws in the
development of democracies everywhere has been the exclusion of
women. Debate on democracy proceeds as if women were not there.
Women were belatedly included only after hard fought campaigns
by the suffragists, often in the face of bitter opposition. The failure of
the architects of modern (and indeed Athenian) democracies to see
women as part of “the people” was a reflection of the almost universal
“verity” that women were the possessions of their husbands and
fathers. Hence, like slaves, they needed no separate representation. The
associated belief was that women were incapable of the rational thought
needed to participate in the demos.
In the midst of the ferment of debate about equality of citizens
and the emerging democracies, Mary Wollstonecraft observed that she
still knew she would:
excite laughter, by dropping a hint…that women ought to have
representatives, instead of being arbitrarily governed without
having any direct share allowed to them in the deliberations of
government.

Some have argued that the omission of women in calls for
freedom, equality and the “rights of man” was not just a “scandalous
oversight” but an indication of the “relentless privileging” of men; that
it is not just unfinished business but affects the very foundations of
democracy. Democracy, in this view, has to be remodelled to
accommodate the female half of the population. As Anne Phillips
observes, the association between equality and democracy is a recent
affair and early liberals “could talk of human beings as equals without
any inkling that they might all expect to vote”. This failure clearly
violated even the most rudimentary notions of equality.
The most powerful argument to extend the suffrage to women has
always been one of simple justice: women should vote and be eligible to
be elected to parliaments because they are entitled to equal rights as
citizens. Added to this is the observation that all the forms and
procedures of modern democracy have evolved without any significant
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contribution from women. Our constitution, our parliaments and our
political parties were designed by men to suit their preoccupations and
convenience. It follows that the full participation of women might well
require and/or result in significant changes to the structures and
processes of our political system.
Despite the extension of suffrage to women and their entitlement
to run for parliament, the progress toward equal representation has
been glacially slow. Even now, only 22 per cent of members and
Senators are women. Perhaps because the women’s movement reemerged during the 1960s when there was also a renewed enthusiasm
for direct democracy, the under representation of women in
parliaments did not excite much interest. In the eyes of those for whom
a representative democracy was very much a second best system,
getting more women into politics was a low priority. Scepticism about
orthodox politics and a repudiation of the hierarchical and male
dominated political parties were (and are) commonplace attitudes
amongst activists. The more important issues of democracy and
representation were thought to lie elsewhere.
Those who have campaigned to increase the number of women in
politics often argue that women can make a unique contribution. This
sometimes takes the form of an assertion that women’s historical and
continuing subordination gives them “privileged access to the truth.”
Less ambitiously, many women want more women MPs because they
expect that women are more likely to understand the problems they
face. Australian research shows that women are seen as more likely to
be in touch with the needs and interests of the average person.
Many women have pressed and continue to press their claims for
greater representation because they see themselves as bringing new
qualities to the political stage. They believe they “will not only add to
the dramatis personae but of necessity alter the play.”1
It has been argued, for example, that since women’s exclusion has
arisen in part from conventions that distinguish sharply between the
public and private, women will necessarily bring these issues to the
foreground of public debate, eg. concern for the young, sick, old and
disabled, the removal of discrimination based on status and the
grounding of the abstractions of economic or foreign policy in more
compassionate understanding of people’s daily lives.
Some have held out the promise that women will radicalise the
very practices of democracy: that they will cut through the “pomposity”
of male rhetoric; subvert unnecessary hierarchies; open up decision
making to those who were once the objects of policy and ensure a more
responsive and open system. While there is a Utopian flavour to all this,
it reflects many of the same aspirations that I hear every day from
people who are said to be sceptics about the possibility of reforming our
political system.
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There is hope that when a sufficient number of women is elected,
their “critical mass” will produce a qualitative change in political life.
Women will no longer be forced to “adapt to their surroundings,
conforming to the predominant rules of the game”2 and may bring a
more sceptical viewpoint to the assessment of our political institutions
and practices.
In general, these arguments rest on the assumption that the mere
presence of women will automatically modify our democracy and
transform our parliaments; change is seen as inevitably flowing from
the different experiences and sensibilities of women. While there are
good reasons to advocate reform and while women, as outsiders and
newcomers, may well be in the best position to see what is needed, I
doubt whether the mere presence of women will prove sufficient. We
need to articulate a detailed agenda for that reform based on an
analysis of the deficiencies in our system.

Can we improve our democracy?
Whatever its origin, or its validity, the perception that more
women will make a difference reflects a conviction that our political
system needs to change; that the fundamentals of the democratic
contract have been corrupted. Many Australians I talk to are
disgruntled by a system which does not appear to respond to their
needs and seems, increasingly, to be in the hands of elites more
interested in their own advancement than the general good. As a result,
our political system has less and less legitimacy.
Others have characterised this as a crisis which ranges across
many of our democratic institutions and processes: our outdated
constitution; the Byzantine, power-focused behaviour of our major
political parties; the disquieting alliance of our political parties with
corporations and large organisations; the control of our political parties
by privileged minorities; the seeming irrelevance of much parliamentary
debate and political discourse in the media; the permanent state of
vitriolic antagonism between the major parties; the elevation of
executive secrecy above public disclosure; the winner takes all
outcomes of elections which preclude the input of minority opinion;
and the failure to enunciate and plan for the long term challenges we
face as a community. To nominate just a few!
Amongst the pessimists, this disenchantment spills over into
disparagement of government action and a retreat into individual
solutions to social and economic problems. This, of course, suits the
neoliberal agenda but is anathema to effective joint action necessary to
reduce inequality, improve broad social outcomes and to protect the
environment. Fortunately, there are optimists who believe it is possible
to redesign our institutions. However, it is ironic that in an era which
glorifies the novel and worships change, the same politicians who
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advocate flexibility and reform cling to conventions and practices
which always had design flaws and which have ossified into caricatures
of themselves.
Whether or not the greater involvement of women in our political
system will drive improvements in our political system, it is clear that
they are needed.

Representation: one vote, one value?
The minimum requirement of any representative democracy is
that governments should be elected and that all adults should have an
equal right to vote. This minimum is indeed very little. As Rousseau
acerbically observed:
The English people believes itself to be free; it is gravely mistaken; it
is free only during the election of members of parliament; as soon as
the members are elected, the people are enslaved; it is nothing.

We might well ask what kind of accountability it is that operates
only once every three or four years and which depends on assessments
of performance which are inevitably based on information which the
government of the day chooses to make available.
That said, it is fundamental, even with our circumscribed
democracy, that all votes should be of equal value. In broad terms this
has been achieved in Australia, with universal suffrage, electorates of
roughly equal size and independent electoral commissions to determine
electoral boundaries and prevent gerrymandering. However, in my own
State, entrenched conservative opposition in the Upper House has
made it impossible to achieve one vote one value and a High Court
case to force the issue constitutionally did not succeed. The latest
figures show that the largest metropolitan seat, Wanneroo, has 36,000
voters (42% over the quotient of 25,400) while the smallest country
seat has just under 9,700 (a 4:1 weighting). The legislative application
of differential quotas to metropolitan and country seats means that the
average vote weighting is two to one in the Assembly. No action has
been taken to remedy this inequality despite the recommendation of
the 1992 Royal Commission into the Commercial Activities that the
Assembly should be constituted on the basis of “as close to equal value
in the votes of electors as is practicable”. Given the intransigence of the
conservatives in Western Australia, the only remedy may lie in a Bill of
Rights enshrining equal votes for all.
Despite the otherwise general equality in voting power, many are
suspicious that not all citizens are equally able to influence their
representatives. This breeds cynicism and a belief that the ordinary
voter’s needs and views are ignored, while preference is given to the
interests of the wealthy, to big business and to political cronies.
Several features of our political system contribute to these attitudes.
Substantial campaign donations to the major parties by corporations and
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large organisations such as unions and business foundations foster the
perception (and perhaps the reality) that it is possible to buy privileged
access to MPs and ministers and that this influence is in proportion to
the amount of money donated. The recent disclosure that business
leaders paid $10,000 per head for dinner at the Lodge indicates that not
even the Prime Minister’s office is free of this practice.
Like many Australians, I am perturbed at these tendencies. We
run the risk of becoming a “corporate democracy” in which the number
of shares you have purchased in the party of your choice determines
your effective voting power. While there has been extensive debate
about big money in politics in the U.S., there appears to be a
conspiracy of silence on the issues among Australian politicians.
Public funding of elections was supposed to reduce the parties’
reliance on private corporate and union donations: all that has
happened is a blowout in both public (doubled since 1993) and private
funding as parties engage in an increasingly expensive bidding war at
elections. Figures collated by the Parliamentary Library show that in
the 1998-99 financial year, which included that last election, $37
million was paid to the parties by corporations and $3.7 million by
unions. Although disclosure laws require the sources of these funds to
be identified, there are still loopholes. These include dressing up
donations as loans and making them through “foundations”, dummy
trusts and celebrity fundraising dinners which do not identify individual
donors.
The substantive problem is the possibility that such donations can
purchase influence. While I know of no comparable Australian data,
surveys of major corporate donors in the US (some of whom donate in
Australia) show that they do so not because of charitable impulses or
civic duty – they expect a return for their money. A Business Week/
Harris Poll surveyed 400 senior executives from large public
corporations to explore their reasons for donating to political parties.
Over half nominated securing access to lawmakers to ensure
consideration of matters affecting their businesses as the main reason.
A further 27 per cent indicated that gaining access was at least part of
their rationale, while 58 per cent nominated losing influence to the
unions or to environmental organisations as a relevant consideration. A
worrying 41 per cent said that at least part of the reason they made
political donations was in the hope of receiving “preferential
consideration on regulations or legislation benefiting our business”.
I believe it is time to reign in the exponential growth of corporate
donations and to curtail the proliferation of content free, coercive
media advertising that passes for policy debate during elections. The
retention of public funding of elections should be accompanied by
measures to limit the size of individual private donations to $1500, or
thereabouts, and to proscribe any donations from corporations and
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large organisations. An extension of free-to-air radio and television
could accompany these changes.

Mirror or descriptive representation
Part of the growing sense of disenfranchisement about politics
amongst Australians may lie in the obvious differences between party
members and MPs and the wider community. This failure of “mirror”
or “descriptive” representation is, of course, most noticeable in the
relative absence of women in the senior echelons of the major parties
and in the parliament.
What kind of representation is it where the candidates are not
even remotely typical of the wider society, even using crude indicators
such as: age, gender, income and occupation. For example, one in
three of the House of Representatives Liberal members trained as
lawyers (22/64), with preference given to those who have a family trust
or two. These discrepancies contribute to the sense of mistrust. Voters
need to feel that their representatives – at least in aggregate – can
understand their circumstances and have sufficient identity with them
to press their interests. The greater the distance of representatives from
electors, the greater the mistrust.
These weaknesses begin with the political parties who determine
who will be presented to the community for election and govern the
behaviour of their members in law making.
None of the parties in the Australian political system is a mass party
with a substantial membership base: less than one per cent of Australians
are members of a political party. Nor are their members typical. In
general, factions within the parties control the branches and manoeuvre
for control of seats or regions which then become their fiefdoms – new
members which they do not control are a threat. Candidates for safe and
winnable seats are then chosen from within the group which controls the
area; serious contests are rare, although factions sometimes test their
support in full-scale combat. We are seeing something of this in NSW at
the moment in the contest between John Fahey and Albie Schultz
following a redistribution of boundaries. Contests for marginal and
unwinnable seats are left to the naïve – or to women. This was one of the
reasons we pushed so hard to change the ALP’s rules to secure safe and
winnable seats – at least up to 35 per cent.
It is no secret that real (as opposed to stacked or phantom)
membership of all parties is declining. This is a global phenomenon
which is also evident in fewer people identifying with the major political
parties. Some have argued that this loosening of political ties stems
from an increasing resistance to ideology and the greater appeal of
single-issue politics. Whatever the reasons, there is no question that the
parties themselves have contributed to the view that they are in the
thrall of special interest groups.
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There are almost daily revelations of people being signed up to
parties without their knowledge or wheeled out only when critical votes
are taken (usually about selecting candidates) for election. The current
row amongst the Liberals in Ryan and the Labor spat over Isaacs are
examples. In WA there have been claims that some recruits’ signatures on
their application for membership of the Liberal party were actually forged.
While I do not intend to single out my own party for criticism, it is
clear that unions – honourable contributors to Labor history and policy
– exercise disproportionate influence through the 60:40 rule and
through their affiliated membership, many of whom have no direct
connection to the party. One vote, one value – the prime condition for a
democracy – is not observed in the party’s rules. Not only does this rob
us of the active commitment and participation of union members, it also
disenfranchises ordinary branch members (many of whom are women)
who are active in their own right. It means they can be overwhelmed by
solid blocks of disciplined votes. They often resent this.
I believe it’s time for the ALP to embark on a massive campaign
to increase active membership, particularly amongst young people. It is
time for the party to insist on one form of membership – that of
individuals who take responsibility for their own membership, including
paying for it. As a first step, only individuals should be permitted to
sign up as members and everyone’s vote should have the same value.
I’m told that in the UK when Thatcher moved to prohibit union
affiliation fees being paid to the Labour Party, workers responded by
joining in droves, providing a solid non-factional foundation for Blair’s
“New Labour” as well as a surge in funds.
There is no reason why similar results couldn’t be achieved here.
Members who sign up as individuals are more likely to commit energy
and enthusiasm to an organisation they have chosen. Eliminating
branch stacking, a process that has already begun in the ALP, may
also help divert the considerable energies currently dissipated in turf
wars and internal machinations to policy development, community
activism and political strategy. It may also produce greater diversity of
real membership.

Parliament – debates, legislation, consultation,
accountability
Once elected, MPs may find that their contribution and that of
the parliament as a whole is much more limited than the theories of
representative government suggest. It is fair to say that, even with the
expanding contribution made by the Senate Committee system,
executive domination remains a hallmark of Australian politics. This
too may have contributed to the alienation of voters.
The author of a Parliamentary Library report, compiled as part of
the Centenary of Federation celebrations, concluded that “the
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domination of the parliament by a disciplined bipolar party system
meant that the House of Representatives came to be seen at worst as a
theatre of meaningless ritual and at best as an institution under the foot
of the Executive.”3 Although she politely places her observations beyond
contemporary politics, the view is one that is often repeated today.
The novice MP is often the best source of insight into the
strengths and weaknesses of our parliamentary system. I remember
feeling as if I was suffering from brain rot. As a former academic
accustomed to hearing tight argument supported by evidence, the
empty nature of much parliamentary debate came as a shock. Talking
to some of our new members, it is clear that parliamentary processes
still produce a sense of unreality.
One of the more disquieting experiences in the federal parliament is
that most speeches are delivered without an audience, into the void.
Speech after carefully prepared speech disappears without a trace having
no impact on the fate of the legislation. This, in the House of
Representatives, is determined in advance by the simple arithmetic of
majority. Even in the Senate, where outcomes are more fluid, deals are
done behind closed doors rather than fleshed out in public. As one visitor
to the US Congress observed: “Congress is so strange. A man gets up to
speak and says nothing. Nobody listens. And then everybody disagrees.”
In each of the last three parliaments, approximately 10,000
speeches were given but no real debates were held. What passes as
debate is actually a series of unrelated speeches, often canvassing the
same arguments without reference to those of other speakers. Over 600
Bills were considered in the House of Representatives between 1996
and 1998. Somewhat less than a third of these were considered in detail
at the committee stage. Because of the sheer volume of legislation,
most members are unaware of the detailed provisions of legislation. As
David Marquand, a former UK parliamentarian and academic
observed, parliamentary life is one of “feverish inconsequence”.
This is particularly true of the House of Representatives where
there is almost no opportunity for individual members (or even the
opposition en bloc) to introduce or modify legislation. Scrutiny of the
Executive is limited to the charade that is Question Time, when no
questions are answered. Committees in the Lower House, while they
often inquire into matters of great significance, have no capacity to quiz
ministers and bureaucrats about budgets and legislation. Some of our
brightest and best are effectively excluded from the tasks they were
elected to perform.
While most MPs I have met are conscientious, they are largely
unable to influence the legislative or policy agenda except behind the
closed doors of the party rooms. Even then, there is often little room to
manoeuvre because decisions have already been made by the
executives. Matters which deserve free and open consideration are
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often submerged because of anxiety about dissent. The media feeds this
paranoia by portraying even the most minor disagreements as tests of
leadership or signs of party disintegration.
While the parliament often seeks the views of the community and
of experts in various fields, most of this contribution occurs in
committees whose deliberations and conclusions are ignored. A
treasure trove of thoughtful and meticulously prepared submissions and
reports languish in countless bottom drawers.
On a broader front, members of the wider community are
pressing for greater involvement in decision making while their
representatives, especially in government appear to be moving in the
opposite direction, involving fewer and fewer people, with less and less
public scrutiny of the development of public policy. Aspirations by
voters for greater participation are often quashed by the claim that
further democratisation/participation is not desirable because the
people are too ill informed or too irrational to be trusted with power.
This at a time when the community is better educated than at any time
in the past.
It is possible to do much better, to open up decision making, to
involve more MPs and engage the wider community, to actually thrash
out the issues in real debates. Australia was once considered the
“democratic laboratory” of the world. It’s time to conduct a few new
experiments to revive our body politic and embrace the principles of
openness, accessibility and accountability. As a start we could:
• As in the new Scottish Parliament, establish an all party Business
Committee to determine the business of the Parliament including the
allocation of business to committees. The Committee would require
regular endorsement of the Parliament for its plans.
• Amend standing orders to require that a greater proportion of
parliamentary time is devoted to non-government business;
• Ensure that legislation introduced by the Executive undergoes a
substantial period of pre-legislative development and consultation
through the relevant committees, interest groups and the general
public;
• Give committees the power to initiate legislation arising from their
inquiries, especially if the government has failed to respond to major
recommendations;
• Establish joint estimates and legislation committees with the power to
question public servants and ministers from either House and to take
submissions and commission independent research;
• Limit the number of speakers on legislation and change the standing
orders to ensure that a real debate occurs with members from both
sides to provide a quorum;
• Devote the second chamber to a more extensive deliberation of the
bills in committee;
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• Provide for private bills which allow private citizens or groups (with
sufficient backing) to bring certain matters before the Parliament
(probably through sponsoring MPs);
• Require that all petitions be investigated, if necessary by special
hearings, of a dedicated petitions’ committee;
• Commission citizens’ juries or deliberative polls on contentious and
complex issues;
• Invite expert and community representatives to address the chamber
in session and engage in debate with members;
• Promote and sponsor the establishment of groups such as civic and
youth forums to enable more regular and efficient consultation with
the public;
• Strengthen freedom of information legislation to reduce the number
of exemptions from disclosure.
As well as engaging the general public and their representatives
more fully in the democratic process, I believe such initiatives could
transform politics in the way that many women have dreamed about –
into a more engaged and active democracy. The goals of greater
participation, more civil and co-operative parliamentary conduct and
an informed public debate are worth striving for. Policy development
could be more widely shared and it could be a more consensual
enterprise, the atmosphere of the parliament could be less reflexly
adversarial and we could all become more focused on solving the
problems we face as a nation. We need a project for a new democracy.
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Anne Graffam Walker

Once expected to be seen and not heard, children today are
listened to by courts and their causes are taken seriously. Dr
Anne Graffam Walker is an internationally acclaimed forensic
linguist who specialises in the evidentiary questioning of
children. In her time as a court reporter, Dr Graffam Walker
experienced the language of the courts at close range. As a
forensic linguist, she was responsible for the first US national
convention on language and law. She is also the author of
Handbook on Questioning Children. Dr Anne Graffam
Walker spoke for The Sydney Institute on Wednesday 23
August 2000. Dr Walker’s visit to Australia was sponsored by
NAPCAN – the National Association for Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect.
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IGNORANCE OF
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AS A
BARRIER TO JUSTICE
Anne Graffam Walker
It is an honour to be here, and it’s my pleasure to be able to talk
to you about a subject I love which interests me deeply. It is also an
issue that is extremely critical: because of our adult ignorance of the
language acquisition process, we are making a lot of dangerous
assumptions about children’s ability to use and process language – the
assumption, essentially, that children and we are, in fact, speaking the
same language.
I would like to spend the time that I have with you to bring you a
message that concerns the very foundation upon which you do your
work – no matter what that work is. I’m going to be telling you, far too
briefly, what can happen to children and adults if those who interact
with children in the legal arena don’t have a full appreciation of that
one essential tool they cannot do without. Nor can you. Language
itself. Because if they – if you here this evening – do not understand the
relationship between adults’ and children’s linguistic and cognitive
skills, you will be missing a critical element in whatever your dealings
are with children, and that includes the ones you gave birth to and are
raising today.
This evening we have an extremely short time together, so we can
only skim the surface of this extremely important subject. We can,
however, make a beginning, because in this case, a little knowledge is
not a dangerous thing. A little knowledge might help us understand
why a child cannot supply for us a definition of truth or lies that we can
accept as adequate. A little knowledge might help us to understand why
children appear to us to be making inconsistent statements. A little
knowledge might help prepare us to prevent a miscarriage of justice,
when a child who was set on fire by her mother’s boyfriend for the third
time, refused, once she got into court, to swear to tell the truth. To her,
swearing was something she had been taught little girls don’t do,
particularly not in front of grown-ups who held her life in their hands.
Too bad for her, because the Crown Attorney in that case had not
given the child a little knowledge about the language and the task that
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she was about to face. And even worse, the judge didn’t have even a
smidgen of a little knowledge, and as a result he dismissed the case.
I have a goal for this short time we have together. And that is to
impress upon you the urgent need to learn about how it is that children
acquire language. How you acquire language. To underscore that
urgency, I’m going to give you a few examples of what can happen to
children, to adults, and to our systems of justice everywhere, if we
overlook this one basic fact about talking to children: adults and
children don’t speak the same language.
When I say “the same language”, I’m not talking about what we
think of as “language”: English or Spanish or Urdu. I’m talking about
the ability to have the same store of words that we all interpret exactly
the same way – you and the child to whom you’re speaking. I’m talking
about the ability to string those words together in sentences, in
questions, that we recognise as belonging to the language that we are
speaking – in this case, English. I’m talking about the ability to take
those words that we have strung together and use them in culturally
appropriate ways. Probably all of you have sat at one end of a table, say
a dinner table, and somebody at the other end has the salt – so you say
to that person, “Can you pass me the salt?” If that person just sits there
and smiles and says, “uh-huh,” and goes right on eating, that person is
not interpreting that question – which isn’t really a question, but a
request – in a culturally appropriate way. That’s a trivial example. But
children in our courts who are not able to understand the purpose of a
so-called question will answer in a concrete and literal way, leading
either to not getting information, or getting inappropriate information.
The trouble is that language is an unconscious process – you gain
it unconsciously. You had no idea what you were doing when you
learned the rules of English and how to put words together. It’s
unconscious, like breathing. Take a breath in, let a breath out – you
don’t have to say, “lungs contract, lungs expand” and so on. You just
do it. You have a thought in your head, so you speak it – you don’t
have to think about the mechanics of putting it together. And because
we don’t have to think about it, we have no memory of how we
acquired our native languages, and so we have no idea of where that
child is that we’re speaking to in the process of acquiring language, in
the process of interpreting what we say. We have no idea where that
child is in the acquisition of this extraordinarily complex, incredible
skill we have in taking a thought and turning it into words and then
putting it out for someone else to hear or to understand. And that, I
believe, is the real bottom line for why we have so much trouble, why
the justice systems throughout the world, have so much trouble in
communicating accurately with children.
***
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The first example of the trouble we can get into has to do with the
fact that children who come for a forensic interview are apt to hear a lot
of words relating to courts. The mistake that adults make here is to
assume that children understand what those words mean. One of those
important words is the word “oath”: O-A-T-H, as in taking an oath to
tell the truth. I can’t imagine a normal four year old having that word
in his vocabulary. But apparently an adult judge in New York City
could not only imagine it, he expected it. Because, even though it was
crystal clear from this child’s testimony telling what happened to him,
and from medical evidence that this four year old boy had been
sodomised, the judge ruled that the child was incompetent to testify
because he couldn’t come up with a definition for the word, “oath.”
The consequence of that judge’s ignorance of the language acquisition
process was that he dismissed the case, and the child was returned to
his friendly sodomiser.
***
“Oath” is a word children probably would hear only in
connection with the court process. But what about the language of sex
abuse? Consider the phrase, “private parts”. Most adults, I think,
would assume that that phrase refers to those body parts between the
legs for both boys and girls. But that can be a dangerous assumption.
Consider this excerpt from a Canadian transcript. The father had been
accused of abusing his five year old son.
Question: Have you touched your father’s private part?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Has your dad ever touched your private part?
Answer: Yes.
Seems straightforward enough. But when the matter went to trial,
neither the Canadian Supreme Court Justice nor the expert called in
this case took the child’s words for granted. They wanted to find out
from him what “private part” meant. As they discovered, his answer to
the first question, “Have you ever touched your father’s private part”,
referred to the fact that he had been playing frisbees with his father and
he had accidentally hit his father in the groin. And his father had
indeed touched the child’s penis. But it wasn’t the touch, it was the
circumstances of the touch that were important. The dad had been
teaching his son how to urinate standing up. All very innocent, and the
case was dismissed. So there were no consequences, right?
Not quite. The father bore the stigma of having been accused and
taken into court for sexually abusing his own son. The son had been
introduced to the justice system far too soon, and, shall we say,
unjustly. And who knows what kind of trauma the family faced, or is
still facing. That was a very recent case. All this because of ignorance of
how children acquire language, use language, and the failure to ask the
right questions at the right time.
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***
I’m going to take a side road here for a minute and change the
focus of my talk to include the need to be aware when you interview
children of other countries, other ethnic groups, of cross-cultural issues
and the tragedy that can result when those issues are ignored.
The case I’m going to tell you about also involved touching, this
time in a Thai family of six children. A school prevention program had
been introduced that is supposed to teach children about inappropriate
touches. During that program, one of the Thai children volunteered
that he had been touched. Question: “Who touched you?” Answer:
“My daddy”. The Child Protective Service went to interview the father
and asked him, “Did you touch your children between their legs?”
“Yes,” he said, “I wash them good.” Since some of the children were
old enough to wash themselves, all six children were removed from the
home, and the father was charged with sexual abuse. He hired a lawyer,
and when he came to realise what these people were accusing him of,
he went home, and killed all six children and himself.
There were so many tragic errors in that incident, it is hard to list
them. But two of them were not finding out from the child in the first
place what kind of touch, at what times, and where, and for what
purpose. Then, once the mistake was made and the children were
removed from the home, not understanding or even bothering to find
out what the cultural implications would be for this father of having
been accused of touching his children sexually when, as far as he was
concerned, he was just bathing them.
So many of our mistakes happen because we make those critical
assumptions that children interpret a word the way we do. But
remember, please, children are works in progress – their brains are not
fully developed until at least age ten. That is, the neurological
connections are not there to enable them to do the kind of reasoning
that we do, to see the implications of a statement, to understand where
we’re going and why we’re going there with that question.
Children haven’t lived long enough to acquire our vast store of
words, and very young children do not realise that one word can have
more than one meaning. Think about that word “touch” that was so
devastatingly tragic in the example I just gave you. What do we say to
our children to keep them from danger when there are hot things in the
house? “Don’t touch that”. Touch it with what? “Don’t touch it with
your hands”. So a lot of children associate touch only with the hand,
because if it’s not the hand, it’s not a touch. Touch can mean to kiss, to
cuddle. It can also mean to penetrate unlawfully. How many cases do
you suppose we have failed to investigate, failed to prosecute, or failed
to convict because a child’s interpretation of touch and ours is
different, depending on the context in which it is used?
***
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Let me lighten this talk a bit by passing on to you another
incident that hinged on private parts. A four year old allegedly had
been abused by another child in a day care centre. The child protective
worker (who was interviewed the day after taking the report)
interviewed the day care mom who told them that the child had been
playing with his three year old brother, and the three year old brother
had come in, crying, “Johnny was touching my privates. Johnny was
touching my privates.” The social worker then talked to the little boy,
who repeated that his brother had been touching his privates “and my
corporates, and my lieutenants too,” he said. The two boys had been
playing with toy soldiers, and nothing sexual had gone on at all.
That incident does have its humorous side – people always laugh
when I tell it. Still, the spectre of child sex abuse had been raised in
that family and in that day care centre, and I’m fairly sure that the
parents of the two boys didn’t think it was funny at all.
***
Sometimes it’s the parents who suffer the consequences of our
general ignorance of child development, specifically language
acquisition. This next example once again concerned a child in day
care. It hinges on a kind of word that we adults never pay attention to:
we don’t have to. Prepositions. Do you know that you cannot talk
about where anything is without using a preposition? You can’t do it.
Yet, consider this: until children are in school, we can’t take their
mastery of prepositions for granted. In the case I’m going to tell you
about now, a preposition was the key to the problem. It was the word
“on” – a preposition which children acquire command of – that is, they
don’t use it incorrectly – at about the age of two and a half. It is one of
the first two prepositions learned. A child in day care didn’t want to sit
down. “My bottom hurts,” she said. “Daddy put his hand in my
bottom.” The police were sent to investigate, but it was an
inexperienced investigator who went out, and he had had no experience
in working with children at all. He asked her what happened. Again she
said, “Daddy put his hand in my bottom, and it hurts”.
The next person who interviewed her listened carefully to the
language of what she was saying, and discovered through a simple test
that what she had meant by “in my bottom” was “on my bottom”. She
had meant “spanked severely”. The father had apparently been wearing
a ring, and he hit her so hard that she not only had contusions, but
abrasions. Meanwhile, her father had been arrested and was spending
time in jail. He had been arrested for sexual abuse, but it was physical
abuse instead. He deserved being arrested; but sexual abuse and
physical abuse rise to different levels of prosecution. The error here was
a consequence of the adults’ assumptions that she was using that
simple preposition correctly.
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What is linguistically important about this example is the fact
that, although that preposition is generally acquired by age two and a
half, this child was four years old. Her command of those first two
simple words was unfortunately incomplete. And that’s a very good
example of why we should not just assume we understand what a child
has told us. We need to think about the child’s developmental level,
about the language of the statements the child has made, keep an open
mind, and ask follow-up questions to see if there is another possible
interpretation of what we think has happened.
Unfortunately, unless you understand the language acquisition
process, you won’t realise that there are follow-up questions to be
asked. Consider this example from a judge in Pennsylvania. She was
tired of listening to the prosecutor and the defence council trying to
figure out when this child had been abused – it centred around
Christmas. So the judge said, “I will take over. I will find out when this
happened.” And she turned to the child and said, “Did this happen
before or after Christmas?” To which the child said “Yes.” That pretty
much covers the possibilities, doesn’t it – unless it happened on
Christmas day itself.
“Before” and “after” are important words. They are also
prepositions, in this case dealing with time and not with place. The
question also was an “or” question which gave only two choices, and its
form looks just like a yes/no question. Children tend to answer yes/no
questions, “Yes”. We do too. It’s a more common reply than “No.”
What if the judge is not asking herself these questions: Has the
child mastered the use of the words “before” and “after”? Do I realise
that I have asked two questions in one; and do I know that the form of
a question can influence a child’s response, and that’s why she heard
this as a yes/no question? Besides, let me think about this: is April
before or after Christmas? Who knows what a child considers before
Christmas, or after? But the judge couldn’t pay attention to those
questions because she never knew they were there to be asked. As a
result, she dismissed the case, and the child paid the consequence, once
again, of an adult’s ignorance.
***
Adults are ignorant too about the fact that language and cognition
don’t develop at the same rate, an ignorance that leads to a lot of
misunderstanding between children and adults. That’s especially true if
the words are concept words: the ones that express concepts such as
kinship, age, size, numbers, time – things we question children about
all the time. Children have lots of words to talk about all those
concepts, but they don’t fully understand what those words actually
mean. They do know, however, conversationally, that if they are asked
about, let’s say age, they should give an age; number of times, they
should give a number.
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One of my colleagues wrote an excellent book about interviewing
children. She’s a brilliant writer and scholar and, in a footnote, she put
a confession about this number business. As a Catholic, she used to go
to confession every week, and she would tell the priest that she had lied
and disobeyed her parents three or four hundred times a week. She
explained that she wasn’t thinking of that exaggeration as either a lie or
misrepresentation. She was just proud of knowing such large numbers.
And besides, they would cover her bases.
And of course, if the question is about time – a very difficult
concept to master – children know that they should answer with a time
word: a month, a year, a day of the week, time on the clock. English
has so many words for time, but three of the most common are
yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Once again, not understanding a basic
fact about language acquisition – the relationship between children’s
use of a word, and understanding the concept behind it – can lead to
disaster. Those of you who are (or were) parents of young children:
what does “yesterday” mean to your child? Is it “our” yesterday? Or
just anything that’s over and done with? It could in fact be yesterday. (I
loved it when a four year old said that yesterday was “When I was
little”.) And what is tomorrow? Think about that. We have a block of
time, we’ve given it a name, but we never get there – we never see it.
Are there consequences associated with our assumptions that
children really understand these simple little concept words they use
about time? Oh yes. Let me give you just one example. A three year old
was talking to her grandmother one day in Washington D.C. (which is
just about 20 minutes east of where I live) and she said casually, “Do
you know what men and boys do to you? They make you open your
mouth real wide and then they put their peanuts in”. The investigation
that followed, because of course she wasn’t talking about peanuts,
included medical evidence, and interviews with the child made it clear
that she knew these abusers by name, could even describe what they
looked like – a skill rare in so young a child – and could tell what they
had done to her. She was not only precocious, she was credible. There
was just one little problem: she was unable to pinpoint the dates on
which it had happened. As the prosecutor said, “You ask her when the
last incident occurred, and she will answer ‘Tomorrow.’” Given that
response, and the unexpressed but general distrust our courts have of
three year olds as witnesses, the prosecutor was afraid that prosecuting
any of her abusers would be unsuccessful, so he didn’t charge a single
one of them for what had amounted to gang rape of a three year old
little girl. But he could have, if he had known that three year olds don’t
“do” time, as any parent on the jury would have recognized. And I’m
quite sure that all of those abusers would now be sitting in jail, instead
of walking the streets of Washington, D.C.
***
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As a beginning to the ending of my time with you, let me give you
one final example of how adult ignorance of children’s language got in
the way of justice. Language and cognition working together enable all
of us to put our words together in understandable ways. As I pointed
out in the beginning, we are extraordinarily skilled at creating very
complex utterances. But children are not so skilled at decoding them. It
would seem obvious, then, to anyone who gave it a second’s thought,
that children cannot process the same amount of incoming information
that adults can – they have smaller short-term memories. Did you know
that with children under nine, it takes 1.9 times longer for them to
process incoming aural information than it does us – almost twice as
long? They don’t have our large vocabularies, and they haven’t had
enough experience with language to understand some of the complex
ways we put our words together.
In our everyday lives when we’re talking with our children, or if
we’re teachers when we’re working with them, most of us recognize
those facts, perhaps unconsciously. And when we speak to our young
children, we generally make an effort to be understood. Otherwise, why
talk? So we use easier words, shorter sentences. And those of us who
are really gifted at talking with children speak more slowly. We pay
attention, in other words, to the fact that we are talking to children,
which means, I believe, that no one in this room would even think of
expecting a child to comprehend a question like this one which was put
to a four year old child:
On the evening of January third, you did, didn’t you, visit your
grandmother’s sister’s house, and did you not see the defendant
leave the house at 7:30, after which you stayed the night?

Now, there is nothing that is not wrong about that question.
There is no hope that a child of any age could understand it. I can’t.
The saddest thing about this question, however, was its consequences.
This four year old child just sat there, and didn’t say a word. And
because she could not understand or respond to this very long and very
complex, very adult question put in a very adversarial way, rather than
rule that the question was age-inappropriate, the judge found the child
incompetent to testify. And the case stopped right there. That is an
unacceptable outcome.
***
As a result of the 21 years I have spent working in and studying
the court system and its language, I have some pretty strong feelings
about injustices that are committed and perpetuated by legal systems
which treat children as if they had the same linguistic, cognitive, and
communicative competence of adults. That is like expecting an engine
to run that doesn’t have all its parts. In all of our evidentiary and
investigative procedures, we should be aiming for the standard that
everyone has the right to understand the proceedings, and everyone has
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the right to be understood. Yet, when it comes to children, we are
failing, and the result is far too often injustice.
Every day in every province, in every jurisdiction, there is
injustice. It is especially distressing for me to see these injustices
committed in our courts, when in the United States, we have a Federal
Rule of Evidence which, when properly interpreted, mandates that
judges intervene in inappropriate questioning – and that certainly
would apply to children, and other vulnerable populations. But it is
very seldom utilised. One of the reasons may be that we simply haven’t
given the people who do this critical interviewing of children the proper
tools. We haven’t included in their training, for the most part,
education on child development in both language and cognition. How
are the questioners expected to recognise age-inappropriate language?
Certainly, simple common sense would tell you, Wait a minute!
There’s no way a child could understand that question. But for the
most part, our knowledge of how we, ourselves, learned language is
buried so deep that we don’t recognise a problem with a preposition, or
a concept word, or an “or” question, or any of the other subtle, but
complex knowledge that we operate with every day.

How do we fix that?
With education of course: mandatory education. I can feel the
hackles rising on some independent backs of necks: no one likes to be
told they have to go to class. But if it is not made mandatory, there will
be people out there who think, as one judge put it, “I don’t need to
know anything about communication. Besides, I have kids of my own.”
Poor kids. I wonder how many times they were backed into a corner
while their dad asked them Why, Why, Why questions, which children
aren’t good at responding to until they can reason and reflect the way
we can. NAPCAN, the organisation that brought me here to your
country is an exception. And I applaud them, and Jean Lombard who
is the direct contact for me and the impetus behind my invitation.
Because of her interest, NAPCAN’s interest in this critical subject, we
are a little closer to learning to talk to, listen to, and treat children who
are caught up in the legal processes as if they are, in fact, children:
works in progress.
If we are successful in doing that, perhaps we will achieve
something closer to justice, not just for the children, but for the adults
who are both for, and against, the child. In the meantime, while we
wait for that time to come, we can at least take one essential step in that
direction. We can do something very simple. We can all insist that
when children are caught up in the legal system on whatever level, the
questions that are put to them be kept short, and simply phrased. As far
as I can see, that requirement would violate no one’s rights, and every
one of us – adult and child, defendant and victim – would get closer to
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the truth, which certainly ought to be the goal of every forensic inquiry.
Because as long as we permit questioners of children to remain
ignorant of child development issues, with the emphasis on language
acquisition, we will simply perpetuate the errors that our ignorance has
already cost us.
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Milton Osborne

Milton Osborne is an internationally recognised authority on
the history and politics of Southeast Asia, particularly the
countries of Indochina. In The Mekong – Turbulent Past,
Uncertain Future (Allen & Unwin), Milton Osborne charts
the history of the Mekong, which rises in Tibet and flows for
4,800 kilometres through China, Burma, Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia and Vietnam to the South China Sea. Milton
Osborne addressed The Sydney Institute on Tuesday 22
August and related some of that history.
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WATER POLITICS
AND THE MEKONG:
CHINA’S DAMS AND INDOCHINA
Milton Osborne
As Australians are slowly coming to understand the damage they
have done to their river systems, there is a growing worldwide
realisation of the extent to which control of water is both an
environmental and a political problem. This is certainly the case with
the Mekong, Southeast Asia’s largest river. With a length of 4,800
kilometres, the Mekong is the world’s twelfth largest river, flowing
through or past six countries – China, Burma, Laos, Thailand,
Cambodia and Vietnam. In terms of the amount of water it discharges
into the ocean, the Mekong is the world’s tenth largest. With a drainage
basin of nearly 800,000 square kilometres, it is, as its name eloquently
translates, the “Mother of the Waters” for the populations of mainland
Southeast Asia.
I first saw the Mekong 41 years ago, flying from Saigon to Phnom
Penh. Even though this was in April at the height of the dry season with
the river at its lowest level, what I saw through the thick, dusty haze
was a river of enormous size stretching in great serpentine bends into
the distance. My experience of large rivers was limited to having seen
the Murray River, and it was clear that what lay beneath the aircraft
was something of a quite different order. In terms of length alone, the
Mekong is nearly twice as long as the Murray. In terms of the volume
of water flowing down the river, the Mekong is many thousands of
times greater than the Murray.
At that first sighting, I knew little more than the river’s name. I
did not realise that the first scientific exploration of the river had been
undertaken less than 100 years earlier by a band of intrepid
Frenchmen. Their expedition was an epic endeavour, the equal to the
better known exploration of the rivers of Africa by men such as Burton
and Livingstone. Yet it was not until 1994 that the source of the
Mekong was finally pinpointed in eastern Tibet so that, for the first
time, the full course of the river was known.
Living beside the river, as I first did between 1959 and 1961,
gave me a sense of its size and its vital importance to the people who
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lived along its banks. Rising and falling as much as ten metres from
dry season to wet season, the Mekong provides water for irrigation and
is a rich source of fish. Because of the Mekong the Vietnamese can
grow three crops of rice annually in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta. And
because of the Mekong one of nature’s most striking phenomena takes
place in Cambodia.
During the wet season so much water flows down the Mekong
that when it reaches Phnom Penh some of this water backs up into the
Tonle Sap River, which joins the Mekong at Cambodia’s capital. This
tributary then flows backwards into Cambodia’s Great Lake, swelling
its size to over five times its dry season area. For a brief moment at the
end of the rainy season the waters of the Tonle Sap stabilise. Then,
suddenly, the flow reverses and rushes towards Phnom Penh. As it
does, the river carries with it a huge quantity of fish – fish that have
bred in the lake during the wet season. Fish caught in the lake itself or
in the Tonle Sap at the time of its reversal make up no less than 60 per
cent of the Cambodian population’s protein intake.
Fish are an essential part of the diet for the populations of all the
countries bordering the Mekong after it flows out of China. Yet we are
still poorly informed about this resource. It is estimated that there are
1200 different species of fish indigenous to the Mekong, but knowledge
of which are migratory and which are not is still being accumulated.
What we do know is that where tributaries of the Mekong have been
dammed, as happened on the Mun River in north eastern Thailand,
near to the provincial city of Ubon, in the 1990s, fish catches have
declined dramatically.
Complaints about declining fish catches are now heard frequently
in both Vietnam and Cambodia. The fishermen of the Mekong Delta
have no doubt that they are catching smaller numbers than once was
the case. They blame fertiliser run-off, increased irrigation drawing
water from the river and rising salination as tidal effects reach further
up the delta from the South China Sea.
I heard the same complaints about falling fish catches in a village
on the shores of Cambodia’s Great Lake two years ago. At first glance
the complaints were puzzling for there seemed to be fish everywhere.
Large fish were being thrown onto great blocks of ice to be sent to
market and piles of small fish were being shovelled from boats to be
processed later into prahok, a fish-based condiment that is an essential
part of Cambodian diet.
Yet this picture of abundance was misleading. The decline in fish
catches in the Great Lake and the river below it may not yet be
dramatic, but it is taking place for a variety of reasons. Logging – much
of it illegal – has increased the rate at which sediment is accumulating
on the lake’s floor as topsoil is washed away during the wet season.
Increased agricultural activity has led to deforestation of areas subject
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to flooding at high water where much of the annual fish-breeding cycle
previously took place. And here, too, the fishermen complain about the
negative effects of chemical fertilisers. As one fisherman put it to me,
he didn’t know how much longer Cambodians could go on quoting
their old proverb, “Wherever there’s water there’s fish”?
So far, so bad, but what makes the Mekong’s situation different
from dozens of other rivers afflicted by pollution and the multiple
effects of increasing populations? The difference has to do with dams,
both on the Mekong itself and on its tributaries.
In the 1950s, plans were conceived to build a series of dams on
the Mekong in Laos and Cambodia that would provide year-round
irrigation and cheap hydro power. Through its international aid
program Australia was very much involved in this planning. Engineers
from the Snowy Mountains Scheme were recruited to carry out surveys
in Cambodia near the isolated provincial town of Kratie. I have vivid
memories of accompanying the first of these engineers on a preliminary
reconnaissance of the river above Kratie that took us as far as the great
Khone Falls on the Lao-Cambodian border in 1960.
These were the days of unbounded enthusiasm for large dams.
Little concern was shown for environmental problems associated with
the planned dams or for the fact that they would have resulted in largescale relocation of populations – up to 250,000 in the case of one
projected dam in Laos. In the event, the plans of the 1950s and 1960s
never became a reality. The Vietnam War, which engulfed Cambodia
and Laos, saw to that, and for nearly 20 years the possibility of
damming the Mekong ceased to be a matter for discussion.
This, at least, was the case for the countries of Southeast Asia,
but not so for China. While we think of the Mekong as a Southeast
Asian river, roughly half its course runs through Chinese territory,
mostly in Yunnan Province. In recent decades the area around the
provincial capital of Kunming has developed as an industrial region
with an increasing need for electric power. Building dams on the
Mekong was seen as the answer to that need.
China began its dam building on the Mekong in 1984 at Manwan
in the west of Yunnan province. This dam was completed in 1993 and
is already serving its purpose, providing 1,500 megawatts of power to
the area around Kunming. Compared with some other large dams,
such as the Three Gorges Dam being built on the Yangtze, the social
costs associated with Manwan were not huge but nonetheless involved
relocating some 25,000 people.
Construction of another dam, at Dachaoshan downstream from
Manwan, began in 1996 and a further two Chinese dams will be built
before 2010. One of these, at Xiaowan, upstream from Manwan will be
an immense reservoir with an active storage capacity of 990 million cubic
metres and a waterhead of 248 metres. It is estimated that its pond will
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stretch back 169 kilometres from the dam wall. Then after 2010, there
are plans for a further seven or eight Chinese dams on the Mekong.
What will be the effect of these dams? The Chinese have an
answer. They say the dams will “even out” the flow of the Mekong, so
that there will no longer be the marked differences in the river’s level
during the dry and wet seasons. Even for a lay person such as I am, this
goal seems misguided, at best, and seriously damaging at worst. To
take the most obvious, but probably the most serious likely
consequence, such an evening out would dramatically affect the annual
flooding of Cambodia’s Great Lake. And if the lake does not flood,
what will happen to the fish breeding cycle whose importance I
described earlier?
What, too, will evening out the river mean for fish breeding in the
rest of the river, and for the depositing of silt along the river’s banks
and flood plains, where horticulture and agriculture support the
region’s subsistence farmers? The fact that no one has certain answers
to these questions is a cause for deep concern.
An associated potential reason for worry is another proposal that
has emerged from China. This is the suggestion that it would be
desirable to blast an all-season channel along that section of the Mekong
that runs through northern Laos, from Huay Xai (opposite the Thai
town of Chiang Khong) to the Lao capital at Vientiane. Such a channel,
the Chinese say, would enable sizable cargo boats to ply the river
throughout the year rather than, as at present, only during a three
monthly high-water period. To the best of my knowledge this proposal
has never been assessed against the possible damage it could have for fish
catches in the section of the river involved. Nor does thought appear to
have been given by the Chinese proponents of this idea to what blasting a
channel might mean for the tourist values that could be lost where the
Mekong runs through spectacular scenery above Luang Prabang.
Why, then, has there been so little international reaction to the
dams at Manwan and Dachaoshan and the planned future cascade of
dams which the Chinese say they will build, let alone the channel
proposal? I believe there are several reasons. For causes as much to do
with history as with the present, the Mekong is a river that has never
gained a place in the Western imagination in the same way as other
great rivers, and for many it is a name associated with the bad
memories of the Vietnam War.
There are some voices that are raised against what is happening in
China, particularly the voices of non-governmental organisations, but
the voices of the governments most affected by what has happened and
what is projected have been remarkably muted. Senior officials and
ministers to whom I spoke about the Mekong in Laos and Cambodia
made clear their worries, but they also made clear their concern not to
offend China, their infinitely larger and more powerful neighbour. The
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same concern appears to have inhibited Vietnam from voicing its
worries about the possible effects that a diminution of water flow would
have for agricultural production and fishing in the Mekong Delta. In
short, we may be seeing a developing major environmental problem,
which no one is able to reverse. When all China’s dams are in place the
Mekong will continue to flow, but it may be a very different river from
that which we know today.
Dams built, or projected to be built, in China are the most
important cause for concern about the Mekong’s future, but they are
by no means the only cause for concern. Some of the other factors
already affecting the river in a negative fashion were mentioned earlier.
And among these factors the reduction of forest cover through logging,
much of it illegal, probably rates highest. But it would be wrong not to
mention the concerns raised by plans to build dams on the Mekong’s
tributaries, particularly in Laos. As one of the world’s poorest states,
Laos has few ways to earn foreign exchange. One possibility that its
government has embraced, in both fact and principle, is to sell hydroelectric power to Thailand. This is power that is generated by dams
built on tributaries of the Mekong. There is heated controversy over the
effects that the dams already built to generate electricity have had and
over the Lao government’s plan to build further dams.
Environmentalists point to the negative social effects on populations
living along the rivers that have been or will be dammed and to the
manner in which dam building leads to sharp reductions in fish
catches. The issue is made even more complicated by the fact that
Thailand, badly affected as it was by the Asian economic crisis, no
longer wishes to purchase the amounts of hydro power that were
contemplated when plans were first drawn up for some dams a decade
ago.
Where tributaries of the Mekong are concerned, the actions of
one country can have a deleterious effect on the interests of another.
An instance of this observation may be found in a dam built by
Vietnam on the Se San River. This tributary joins the Mekong in
Cambodia and since it was built there have been repeated complaints
from people living along the Se San in Cambodia about declining fish
catches and of damage caused by unannounced releases of water from
the dam. Meanwhile, controversy surrounds the proposed Kok-IngNan Rivers water diversion plan in Thailand. Under this plan three
rivers would be dammed to divert their flow from the Mekong to the
Chao Phraya River, the river that flows past Bangkok and is the main
source of irrigation for Thailand’s central plain. Described by its
proponents as a scheme that is essential because “there is no
alternative”, the Kok-Ing-Nan diversion project is opposed by Thai
environmental groups and described as a cause for very real concern by
Cambodia’s Minister for the Environment, Dr Mok Mareth.
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Today the river remains a natural wonder, impressive not least in
its size. Like many other travellers, I treasure my own special memories
of the Mekong. What I find striking is how closely they accord with the
memories and reflections of those who travelled on and by it before me.
They too marvelled at the spectacular rush of water over the Khone
Falls. And they remarked on the extraordinary contrasts of the river
where it flows wide and deep for long stretches before being suddenly
interrupted by rapids. I have found myself echoing their pleasure in the
cool misty mornings of Luang Prabang and sharing their discomfort in
the heat of high summer.
Much of the wildlife described by earlier travellers has
disappeared, but the kingfishers that were so often mentioned in
nineteenth century descriptions are still there, darting down from the
trees in a halcyon flash to pluck a fish from the water. And I have been
struck, as have so many before me, by the changes in colour of the
waters of the Mekong. In southern Yunnan province the river is a rich
orange-red as it runs through the surrounding laterite hills. Further
downstream at low water it appears dark green. At noon it will be blue
and silver; in the late afternoon a regal purple. Writing about the
Mekong more than 100 years ago, the French explorer Francis Garnier
observed that “Without doubt, no other river, over such a length, has a
more singular or remarkable character.” Those of us who have travelled
on and beside the Mekong can still share Garnier’s sentiments, but
these are the reactions of visitors responding to its diversity. We can
only guess at what change will mean for those who live beside the
Mekong and depend on it. That we cannot with any certainty say what
the river will be for them in the future is deeply disturbing.
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Sharan Burrow

Sharan Burrow is the new ACTU President and only the
second woman to be elected to that position. Sharan Burrow
became an organiser for the NSW Teachers” Federation and
was President of the Bathurst Trades and Labour Council
during the 1980s. In 1995, she was elected Vice-President of
Educational International – the international organisation
representing 24 million members worldwide. Sharan Burrow
addressed The Sydney Institute on Tuesday 29 August.
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WHISPERS
OUTSIDE THE BOARDROOM DOOR:
MAKING WORKING AUSTRALIA’S
MONEY TALK
Democratising the economy will become a goal for working
Australians who, as shareholders, do not want their financial returns to
come at the expense of social concerns such as the environment and
human rights. The ACTU aims to play a role in promoting a reformed
corporate culture for the 21st Century.
A new century, a rapidly changing economy and a new leadership
team at the ACTU. This is the right sort of time and context for unions
and the ACTU to critically examine some of our traditional views and
practices. Not because our goals have changed, but because the world
in which we are operating is different.
As it has always been, the ACTU is primarily committed to a
fairer distribution of the nation’s wealth so that working people and
their families can achieve a secure income, access to fundamental
services like health and education and improve their living standards in
line with growing prosperity. As a preface to this speech we should all
remind ourselves that there is much work that needs to be done to
achieve this ambition.
Despite one of the longest periods of sustained economic growth
in this country’s history, there are an increasing number of people in
our community who are simply not getting a fair share. Large sections
of the community are being left behind. A 1999 National Institute of
Economic and Industry Research report – “State of the Regions”,
found that only half the Australian population, located in just 15 out of
57 regions, live in communities that are equipped to handle the
economic pressures of the next century.
Eight years of economic growth may have seen executive salaries
increase by 30 per cent, but for many working families the benefits of a
strong economy are hard to see. They are obscured by a fog of job
insecurity, longer, unpredictable and often unpaid working hours,
increasing costs of essential services and the inequitable distribution of
the nations wealth that sees the top 20 per cent of income earners get
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48 per cent of weekly income while the bottom 20 per cent take just 3.8
per cent home to their families.
These issues must be addressed. Our social cohesion as a
community depends on it. But today, more than ever, improving the
living standards and quality of life for working people requires much
more than just a concentration on the profit share versus the wages
share. We are and will remain primarily concerned to ensure that
workers receive a fair wage that properly rewards their efforts and
reflects an equitable share of the productivity and general economic
growth to which they have contributed. However, since their
establishment in this country, unions have recognised that workers’
living standards are not dependent on wages alone. For this reason,
unions have campaigned to ensure that improvements in standards of
health, education, childcare, aged care, housing, transport and social
security are at the centre of government policy. Over the last 20 years,
particularly during the period of the last federal Labor government, the
ACTU has also been engaged at the macro economic level with the
objective of ensuring that inflation, high interest rates and taxation
arrangements do not negate gains made in wages and working
conditions.
The issue I want to talk about tonight is an emerging strategy
around issues of corporate governance and socially responsible
investment. This results from a series of social and economic
developments that now have the potential to drive a process of
significant corporate reform.
First, our population is retiring earlier and living longer. For
example, in 1966 life expectancy for men was 68 and 80 per cent of
males worked until around 65. In 2000, life expectancy for men is 76
and only 41 per cent of men aged between 60 and 65 are in the
workforce. Second, financial support for these workers in their
retirement years will come increasingly from superannuation funds and
less from the social security system.
Third, an unprecedented 53 per cent of Australians now own
shares. Given that 10 per cent of the wealthiest Australians own 90 per
cent of the shares for most working people this is currently indirect
ownership through their superannuation funds. While superannuation
shares are increasingly significant we also acknowledge that a
shareholder culture is extending beyond wealthy Australia as evidenced
by the float of major companies such as the Commonwealth Bank,
Telstra and the NRMA.
Institutional investors control most public companies’ share
registers and superannuation funds are very significant institutional
investors. Superannuation funds are predicted to make up more than
30 per cent of the capitalisation of the Australian share-market within
two years. Total superannuation fund assets (listed and non-listed
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investments) already stand at $416 billion compared to the $867 billion
deployed on the Australian Stock Exchange. This is hardly surprising
when, in the US, pension funds already make up more than a third of
the capitalisation of the New York Stock Exchange and the picture is
similar in the United Kingdom.
Once unions might have seen shareholders’ interests as
opposed to those of workers, but this can no longer be the case. The
fact is that shareholders are all of us. Employee representatives,
whether elected or appointed by unions, make up half the boards of
funds with almost half of total superannuation assets – around $200
billion. Employer and employee representatives, along with the entire
investment community, will increasingly come under pressure not just
to ensure sound returns but to ensure that funds align their investment
policies with the interests and values of fund members.
Internet transactions are set to rise. Ernest and Young predict
that 50 per cent of financial transactions will be on-line within the
decade. Internet-enabled scrutiny of product will complement
increasing interest in investment generally and facilitate rapid and
major shifts in consumer choice.
What all this adds up to is that unions, along with everyone
else involved in the superannuation industry, have a responsibility
toward ensuring that workers’ retirement savings are managed in their
long-term economic and social interests. There is no doubt that this
has been done pretty well over the last 15 years or so; that is, since we
had significant union involvement in superannuation. However, along
with many others in the community, we believe that not enough has
been done by the investment community to influence the way that the
companies in which they invest behave.
We need to look at two aspects of corporate behaviour. First,
corporate governance – how corporations govern themselves in relation
to issues like the independence of Boards, transparency of decisionmaking and executive remuneration. Second, corporate citizenship –
how companies treat their customers, suppliers, employees and the
community – are they good corporate citizens?
According to KPMG, 80 per cent of working people aged
between 25 and 39 would consider investing their superannuation in
socially responsible investments. There is growing evidence to show
that socially responsible investment, such as those based on the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index do not sacrifice good returns.
Of considerable interest to our members is the example relayed by
Richard Trumka, the Secretary of the AFL-CIO, during his recent visit
to the ACTU Congress in Wollongong. American Airlines has
instituted an employee satisfaction survey as one of the indicators that
influences its CEO’s performance related remuneration.
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If the workers in the Commonwealth Bank branch I visited today
had a say about their work satisfaction, they would tell you a story of
chronic understaffing and the slashing of 600 branches and 8,000 jobs in
the past decade despite the Bank continuing to return record profits.
They would tell you that their CEO earns more than $30,000 a week
while a teller earns less than $30,000 a year. They would tell you that the
unpaid overtime that increasingly keeps them from their families too
many nights of the week has been rewarded by an offer of a take-it-or-getnothing individual contract in the face of the Bank’s refusal to negotiate a
fair and reasonable collective agreement with their union. If employee
satisfaction was a measure directly affecting Commonwealth Bank CEO
David Murray’s remuneration, I’m not sure the $1.9 million he received
last year would be endorsed by those he relies on to make it possible.
Profits are an essential base of good business but excessive profits
at the expense of community services and dignified salaries and
conditions for staff must be judged through the lens of a fair share for
all involved, employees, communities and shareholders. These issues
are important, first, because they are about ethics – what is right, and
second, because there is a correlation between good corporate
behaviour and long-term profit and shareholder value.
In Australia industry super funds like HESTA are leading the way
with its environmentally responsible Eco Pool investment option. Make
no mistake this trend will continue if experience overseas is any guide.
In the US, investment in socially responsible funds now exceeds US $2
trillion. One in every $8 US is now invested giving consideration to
corporate governance and social responsibility criteria.
Support for greater shareholder activism cannot be dismissed as a
radical frolic. The federal government’s Financial Services Minister,
Joe Hockey, has called on fund managers and trustees to take a greater
responsibility for making company boards accountable for the decisions
they make on behalf of shareholders. Similarly, Mr Hockey’s shadow
equivalent, Senator Stephen Conroy, has called for greater obligations
on institutional investors to exercise the voting rights attached to
shares. In the United States, these voting rights are legally treated as
assets of the fund, and must be dealt with by trustees in the interests of
the beneficiaries. This means that trustees must adopt principles on
voting proxies and monitor fund managers if voting rights are delegated
to them.
A recent report on proxy voting in Australia’s largest companies,
by the Centre for Corporate Law and Securities Regulation at the
University of Melbourne, concluded that the legal position under
Australian law is similar to that in the US, even though the general
practice of funds managers and institutional investors here is not to
vote shares. Assuming this is correct, many trustees may not be aware
of their legal responsibilities, in that they have no policy for dealing
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with voting rights and do not monitor the exercise of these rights by
fund managers. In Australian public companies that do not have a
major non-institutional shareholder, proxies are received for only
around one third of voting capital, compared to 50 per cent in the
United Kingdom and 80 per cent in the United States.
The ACTU unashamedly stands for democratic practices and
transparency – in our political system, in our workplaces, in communities
– and in the boardroom. We believe that the workers who are the
beneficial owners of billions of dollars worth of shares should have those
shares voted in ways which will maximise their long-term earning
potential and their broader interests as members of the community.
Some of you may be aware of the recent campaign around two
resolutions presented to the Rio Tinto Annual General Meetings in
London and Brisbane. The resolutions were sponsored by the ACTU
and the trade union centres of the United Kingdom and the United
States (the TUC and the AFL-CIO) together with the CFMEU and its
international trade secretariat the ICEM. The first resolution was
directed at achieving a majority of independent directors on Rio Tinto’s
board. The second at committing the company to abiding by
International Labor Organisation core labour standards.
Although Rio Tinto’s board strenuously opposed both
resolutions, and attempted to paint the exercise as no more than an
industrial tactic by a disaffected Australian union, more than one in five
shares were voted in favour of the corporate governance resolution, and
17 per cent of shares supported the proposal that the company should
commit to abide by ILO core labour standards.
Interestingly, although separate figures are not available for the UK
and Australian shares of the dual listed company, it would appear that
the vote for the corporate governance resolution was higher in Australia,
with more support for the labour standards proposal in the UK.
Where the issue was raised on superannuation boards, the general
outcome (with a couple of exceptions) was an inability to agree on
taking a position on the resolutions. Overwhelmingly, the Australian
votes in favour of the resolutions came from funds managers and nonsuperannuation investors. Unions might have initiated the campaign,
but ultimately some of its strongest support came from the general
investment community.
In the face of this kind of growing support for better corporate
governance in Australia we have seen something of a backlash. First,
there were the comments of Stan Wallis questioning the value of
governance principles such as independent directors. Second, there
have been the recommendations of the Corporations and Security
Advisory Committee to the government proposing to make it more
difficult for shareholders to call special meetings or to put resolutions.
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I support greater, not diminished, shareholder democracy. If
Australia is to be a “shareholding democracy” then we must have rights
for shareholders. It is time that the real owners of companies, including
working women and men, had a greater say in ensuring that companies
are run in their long-term interests. Why should workers’ money be
used to fund share option plans for executives whose short-term
incentive is to maximise the share price through short-sighted cost
cutting and asset stripping? The executives can take the money and
run, leaving the company shorn of its physical and intellectual assets.
Unions work to improve the wages and conditions of their
members. Why should we accept workers’ money being passively invested
in companies that employ children or forced labour, or which poison the
environment, force subsistence farmers off their land or kill communities
by taking away their jobs and their hope? No doubt everyone here would
agree that these are issues which should concern us all.
Some of you might argue that these are government
responsibilities to address and deal with, and that the sole concern of
companies and those who invest in them should be to remain within
the law. That is not my view. I don’t need to remind you of the tragic
results of such policies throughout the 20th Century where capital
ignored its social responsibilities, justifying itself behind the thin veneer
of legality for the war-making, the labour camps and the torture in
which it has at times participated.
There is a ground swell of opinion that is beginning to argue for
corporate reform that recognises and responds to shareholder and
community values. Sean Kidney in last Friday’s Australian Financial
Review (25/8/00) makes a solid case:
We are moving into a new economy that relies on, and has a huge
thirst for, smart educated workers, and where lifelong
education/continuing education becomes paramount to success.
The economy needs thinking workers and this will apply as much
to agriculture and mining as to IT and hospitality. A logical, if
unforeseen spin-off is that a lot more people will be thinking about
the social role of their investments.
By carving out a position that has economic and social returns, the
more competitive funds will also create a significant differentiation
that will stand them in good stead to win new members in an
environment of super choice.
This is moving closer to worker direction of the economy and not
the more limited shareholder control envisaged by John Howard
and co. …The outcomes will see super funds co-ordinate
investment in social as well as physical infrastructure, pursue a
range of investment measures for addressing environmental issues
and act to maintain a vibrant economy.
In my view, this more principled corporate culture will extend
beyond superannuation funds. For example, serious questions are
being raised about the social responsibilities and performance of
Australia’s banks. Over 20,000 Australians have signed a petition
circulated by the Finance Sector Union calling on the federal
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government to institute a charter of social responsibility for
Australia’s banks. When the Commonwealth Bank hands down its
projected record profit tomorrow of around $1.7 billion, it should
keep in mind that many of its shareholders are also members of the
community; a community that has become increasingly frustrated
with the way it is treating its customers and its staff.

In Australia we are behind much of the rest of world in addressing
these issues. In the UK, recent legislation requires pension funds to
disclose whether they take account of the environmental, social and
ethical impact of investments, including their policy, if any, on
exercising the voting rights attached to shares. The ACTU has
supported the Australian Conservation Foundation’s call for similar
legislation to be introduced in Australia, and we will campaign for
other legislative changes to ensure proper accountability by companies
and funds managers to their owners.
Quite simply, we believe that all investors, including working
women and men, have a right to proper information about how their
assets are being managed. Proper information includes not just details
about returns but also the environmental and social policies and
performances of the companies in which they invest. Australian
companies are currently required to report on their environmental
performance. This should be extended to social issues, to complete the
“triple bottom line” – economic, environmental and social
performance.
There should be statutory support for initiatives such as Amnesty
International’s human rights framework for Australian companies. The
framework seeks to encourage and assist companies to adhere to key
international human rights documents covering their employees and
the community.
The ACTU wants to play an active part in promoting these ideas.
Unions do have an agenda – it is about fairness, about sharing the
benefits of growing prosperity, and achieving a high level of security for
all at work and in retirement. These are, of course, the values that
underpinned the establishment of universal superannuation. Likewise
they are the values that no doubt motivate the trustees of
superannuation funds, whether representative of employers or
employees, who volunteer to manage the funds on which workers will
depend in the later parts of their lives. However, beyond this, these
values must also become the values that underpin a successful and
inclusive global corporate culture. A culture based not on the principles
of secrecy and isolation but on what my colleague, John Sweeney of the
AFL-CIO, calls economic democracy.
Corporate governance and strategic campaigning, in the interests
of working Australians, their families and their communities, is now
very much union business.
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Helen Brady

Helen Brady has been a member of the Australian
government’s delegation to the UNs negotiations for the ICC.
She holds a Masters of Laws from Cambridge University in
international criminal law and international humanitarian law
and works as a lawyer, in the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions in Sydney. Just what might the International
Criminal Court achieve and who are its first targets? Helen
Brady spoke for The Sydney Institute on Tuesday 5
September 2000.
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THE
INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL COURT – WHAT’S THE FUTURE
FOR WAR CRIMINALS?
Helen Brady
Almost every day, it seems, we turn on the television or open the
newspaper to find yet another report of shocking war crimes or crimes
against humanity committed somewhere in the world. But equally, in
the past decade – and in particular in the past couple of years – we have
been witnessing great strides in the international community’s efforts to
condemn these crimes and to bring the perpetrators to justice.
On the international front, the International Criminal Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia has been steadily trying the perpetrators of
crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia. It has indicted several high
ranking government, military and paramilitary figures from all sides of
the conflict, including issuing an indictment last year against Slobodan
Milosevic. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda has over
35 indictees in custody awaiting trial, and has convicted and sentenced
eight more for their part in the genocide in Rwanda in 1994. Most of
these have been senior members of the government or military or
media leaders who actively ordered or incited the genocide that
unfolded. Cambodia and the UN have recently agreed on the blueprint
for the establishment of a tribunal to try people responsible for the
genocide that occurred there in the late 1970s. Just a few weeks ago the
Security Council called for the establishment of a tribunal to try Foday
Sankoh and the rebels in Sierre Leone.
There have also been significant moves on the national front to
enforce international criminal law. In February of this year a Senegalese
court indicted Chad’s exiled former dictator, Hissein Habre, on
charges of torture and crimes against humanity. Although Augusto
Pinochet was returned to Chile on medical grounds, the UK House of
Lords rejection of his claim for immunity based on his former head-ofstate status – thus paving the way for his extradition to Spain – was a
watershed moment in international criminal law. Likewise, while most
of the indictments by European countries against Pinochet involved
harm to citizens of that country, some, such as Belgium, based their
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claim for jurisdiction over Pinochet purely on “universal grounds” –
that is, the principle that every state has an interest in bringing to
justice the perpetrators of particular crimes of international concern, no
matter where the crime was committed and regardless of the nationality
of the perpetrators or their victims. This is because they are “hosti
humanis generis”, an enemy of all humanity.
These and other examples represent significant steps in the
enforcement of international criminal law. Unfortunately, the approach
has been rather ad hoc and piecemeal – largely dependent upon the
political willingness of nations to either take action themselves;
cooperate with extradition requests and other measures imposed by
nations or tribunals that do initiate investigations or proceedings; or to
convince the Security Council to create a tribunal that will do the job.
For each of these alternatives, the international community has been
forced to walk somewhat of a tightrope – between ensuring that such
crimes are prosecuted so as to prevent impunity, while at the same time
respecting a country’s sovereign right to address these crimes on its
own.
What has been lacking up until this point has been an
internationally accepted and permanent forum for trying individuals
responsible for these crimes. With the ICC, this significant lucuna will
soon be filled. In turn, this should help ease this tension between state
sovereignty and accountability on the international level.
In July 1998 the most significant step towards ending impunity for
these crimes occurred with the international community adopting the
Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court. After years of
preparatory negotiations, at the Rome Diplomatic Treaty Conference
government delegates from 160 countries developed and finalised the
blueprint to establish the permanent International Criminal Court. The
ICC Statute was adopted by 120 countries – with 7 countries voting
against it and 21 abstaining. Upon ratification by 60 countries, the ICC
will have jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against humanity, war
crimes and aggression committed after the Court comes into operation.
Intensive activity has occurred at the UN since then to complete
the process. In the past 18 months the Preparatory Commission for the
ICC has, over numerous meetings, completed the crucial Rules of
Procedure and Evidence and the Elements of Crime Paper. Some
further outstanding documents will be settled at upcoming meetings.
At the same time countries are signing and ratifying the treaty at a rapid
rate, and passing extensive legislation to enable implementation of their
treaty obligations and ratification.
Australia has played a leading role in these negotiations. We chair
the like-minded group of countries, which consist of over 65 countries
who advocate for a strong and effective International Criminal Court,
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and have been one of the most active delegations in drafting and
negotiating all of the ICC’s constituent documents.

The concept of international criminal law and the
lead-up to the Court
Putting to one side transnational international criminal law –
which consists of states assisting each other to investigate and prosecute
crime occurring within the domestic borders of a state – or even across
borders, such as drug-trafficking and money-laundering – and which
finds expression primarily in the numerous extradition and mutual
assistance treaties and conventions, there is another fundamental body
of international criminal law.
This is the body of law that has developed in recognition that
some crimes are so serious as to demand approbation by the entire
international community, and require that their perpetrators be held
criminally responsible. These crimes are of such a nature or scale so as
to elevate them from being simply crimes which are of concern to the
country in which they were committed, or the country of nationality of
the accused or the victims, to being crimes which “shock the
conscience of humanity” and become the concern of the entire world.
Although there are examples of prosecutions for international
crimes before World War II, the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals were
the first international tribunals to try people for war crimes and crimes
against humanity.
A flurry of activity to set certain standards of behaviour in armed
conflict, as well as to criminalise certain actions as criminal under
international law, occurred just after Nuremberg and Tokyo. Most
significantly, in 1949 the UN produced the Geneva Conventions.
These set minimum standards for the treatment of those who do not or
no longer participate in hostilities during an armed conflict, such as
sick and wounded soldiers, prisoners of war and civilians, and deem
certain acts as “grave breaches” that all State parties must criminalise
and prosecute. They supplement the pre-existing Hague law regime
prohibiting certain conduct during hostilities.
Another important Convention adopted around this time was the
Genocide Convention 1948 – which made genocide, in all its various
forms, and whether committed in peace or wartime, a crime under
international law.
After this the “main activity” in the “criminalisation” of egregious
violations of human rights “transferred” to the human rights arena.
Human rights treaties in the UN proliferated. These included the
Apartheid Convention 1976 – criminalising apartheid as a crime
against humanity, and the Torture Convention 1984 – mandating State
parties to criminalise torture.
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Some other very important human rights treaties were also
drafted in this period, such as the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights 1966, the Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women 1979, and the Convention on the
Rights of the Child 1989. These did not criminalise acts but instead
established minimum standards by which governments and others
should treat the citizens of a State. In 1977 Additional Protocols I and
II to the Geneva Conventions were drafted, supplementing the list of
basic norms applicable in wartime and deeming certain actions to be
violations of the laws and customs of war.
Many countries domestically prosecuted those alleged to be
responsible for the atrocities in World War II – for example, Eichman
in Israel; Barbie, Touvier and Papon in France; Finta in Canada and
our own attempts with Polyukovich and others. More recently some
countries have undertaken prosecutions in relation to crimes
committed during more recent conflicts. However, despite these
efforts, an effective international criminal enforcement mechanism, by
which violators could be brought to book, was lacking.
A groundbreaking step in the enforcement of international
criminal law occurred when the Security Council established the ICTY
in 1993, and a year later, the ICTR, using its powers under Chapter 7
of the UN Charter to maintain international peace and security.
However, the jurisdictions of these two tribunals is limited both
geographically and temporally.
The idea of establishing a permanent International Criminal Court
has been mooted for much of this century. It was actively debated in the
inter war years and again in the immediate years following World War
II. Despite some progress towards the idea, perhaps the greatest
obstacle to real progress was the Cold War and its impact on
international relations. It was not until the end of the Cold War that
States seriously considered the possibility of establishing such a Court.
In 1989 the General Assembly asked the International Law
Commission to address the possibility of establishing such a Court.
The atrocities occurring in Yugoslavia in the early 1990s added
impetus to the project.
Clearly the Security Council’s establishment of the two ad hoc
tribunals reinforced the view that a permanent court was necessary.
The ILC completed its draft in 1994 and this provided the starting
point for subsequent UN negotiations.
Then followed, from 1995 to 1998, over three years of
negotiations in the UN, leading up to the Rome Diplomatic Treaty
Conference. The UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, captured the
historical significance of the Rome Conference when in his opening
address he expressed the hope that, in undertaking their work,
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delegates would feel fixed upon them “the eyes of the victims of past
crimes, and of the potential victims of future ones”.
On 17 July 1998, after five intense weeks of negotiations,
governments from 160 countries approved the treaty to establish the
permanent International Criminal Court, to bring to justice those who
commit the most serious crimes of concern to the international
community, including genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes
and aggression.
The support for its adoption by the overwhelming majority of
States means that the Court cannot be viewed as an institution which
only has the backing of Western countries. Indeed 98 countries from all
regions of the world have now signed the ICC Statute, and 15 have
ratified it. Those who have ratified are Canada, France, Belgium, Italy,
Norway, Trinidad and Tobago, Fiji, San Marino, Belize, Iceland,
Senegal, Ghana, Tajikistan, Venezuela and Mali. Last week the UK
revealed its draft bill to implement the ICC Statute and pave the way
for ratification. In December 1999, Cabinet approved Australia’s
ratification and will soon consider the form and content of Australia’s
implementing legislation.
The ICC Statute, its Rules and its Elements Paper are significant
because they should lead to a fully functioning and effective
International Criminal Court in the near future. But equally important,
they represent the international community’s first real attempt to codify
the crimes and their elements, and to establish procedures for
investigations, prosecutions, trials and sentences for international
crimes. In achieving this, countries have actually put aside state
sovereignty issues on questions of both substance and procedure to
create the first truly international criminal justice system.

Key Features of the ICC
The ICC’s positive features include:
• Jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes
(including those committed in internal armed conflicts). The crime of
aggression will also be within the mandate once an acceptable
definition can be agreed upon. Its jurisdiction over crimes will be
prospective, not retrospective;
• An independent Prosecutor with power to initiate investigations and
prosecutions on his or her own motion, based on information received
from a variety of sources, including States, NGOs, inter-governmental
organisations and victims. An important safeguard is that the
Prosecutor’s decision to commence an investigation on his or her own
motion must be reviewed and authorised by a panel of three judges;
• In addition to referrals by State parties and proceedings begun by the
Prosecutor on his or her own motion – which both require as a precondition for jurisdiction that the crimes occurred in the territory of a
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State Party or by a national of a State party – the Security Council may
also refer a situation to the Prosecutor. This referral track will not
require the relevant country to be a party to the treaty or to consent. In
effect, this Security Council referral method is a permanent mechanism
to replace the current – often lengthy process – of establishing ad hoc
international criminal tribunals;
• The principle of complementarity, which means that the Court will
only have jurisdiction when national authorities or courts are either
unable or unwilling genuinely to investigate or prosecute. While the
Court will defer to a nation’s investigation or prosecution, extensive
mechanisms ensure that the Court is updated as to the progress taken
by a country and that its proceedings are in good faith and are
genuine. If they are not, the Court can proceed;
• Extensive definitions of all of the core crimes – in the Statute and
further refined in the Elements Paper – ensuring that both the
Prosecutor and the defence are clearly aware of the exact elements of
the crimes. This will help avoid criticisms of retroactivity which have
in the past been directed at prosecutions for international crimes. The
defences available to an accused person are also clearly defined;
• No recognition of immunity based on sovereign or official capacity
and no statute of limitations;
• Clear procedures are specified for all stages – from the authorisation
and commencement of an investigation; to the investigation itself;
through to the hearing on the confirmation of charges; the trial; the
appeal; and the sentence. Proceedings are to be conducted in a
manner most conducive to hearing these types of cases, in an
expedient manner and in accordance with the highest international
standards;
• Extensive provisions ensuring that the rights of an accused are
respected according to the highest standards of due process and fair
trial recognised under international law;
• Extensive provisions relating to the rights of victims and witnesses,
including measures to ensure their protection, participation and
access to reparations;
• The recognition of crimes of sexual and gender violence and violence
against children. This includes the integration of gender concerns into
the definitions of crimes, the procedural provisions and into the
structures of the Court itself. The Statute codifies a list of sexual
violence crimes as among the gravest violations of humanitarian law,
recognising, as both war crimes and crimes against humanity, rape,
sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced
sterilisation and other forms of sexual violence;
• It allows further crimes to be added to its jurisdiction, once State
Parties agree;
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• Provisions to ensure the optimal level of cooperation by State Parties
with Court orders in relation to evidence-gathering, identification and
arrest of suspects, surrendering persons to the Court, freezing of
assets, and enforcing sentences of imprisonment, forfeiture orders or
fines ordered by the Court.

Impact of the multilateral negotiation process
Many of these features distinguish the ICC from its predecessors.
But the ICC is also different to its predecessors in another fundamental
way – that it has been established by treaty. This multilateral
negotiation process has moulded so many important characteristics of
the Court’s design, that it should pave the way for wider international
acceptability, and in turn, improve its chances of success.
The other international criminal tribunals were either established
by Charter by the victors of war – in the case of Nuremberg and Tokyo
– or under the Security Councils’ Chapter 7 powers to maintain and
restore international peace and security – in the case of the ICTY and
ICTR. In essence, this means that their mandates and terms were
agreed to by what may be described as a small group of “like-minded”
states or the members of the Security Council.
Not so the International Criminal Court. By contrast, this Court
has been established by treaty – in effect this meant that the 160
countries participating in the negotiation of the treaty – and again at
the Preparatory Commission in drafting the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence, the Elements of Crimes Paper and other necessary
documents – had to reach consensus on every aspect of the final
product. This has led to a much greater harmonisation of approaches
and principles than in other international tribunals.
The challenge was to create a credible court which was acceptable
to the world’s major legal systems. The Court must also work – not
merely on a theoretical level – but on a practical day-to-day level of
functioning in the courtroom, and within the wider international context.
In terms of the procedural regime, the Court is a unique creature.
It adopts a synthesis of the accusatorial and adversarial features of the
common law and the inquisitional features of the civil law systems.
This synthesis operates within the parameters of standards on fair trial
and due process set by international human rights law, and is a
paradigm especially suited to hearing the most serious crimes of
international humanitarian law. In terms of the substantive law – it too
is an amalgam – of customary international criminal law, humanitarian
law and various aspects of the legal traditions of different countries.
In designing the procedural framework for the Court, a number
of sources guided debate. Human rights instruments such as the
ICCPR and other human rights instruments and standards formed
guidance on the minimum requirements for the ICC.
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The practice of other international criminal tribunals – especially
the ICTY and the ICTR – also provided useful background. Even
though these two ad hoc tribunals have different bases from, and
exercise somewhat different functions and powers than, the ICC, they
are “legal laboratories” whose experiences and lessons are clearly
relevant to the design of the ICC. Many of their decisions also reflect
customary, and therefore binding, international law, on various subjects
of international law and procedure.
Finally, there is the practice of national criminal justice systems.
In early discussions, many countries were keen to see particular aspects
of their own legal systems imprinted onto the Court. It was necessary
to work hard to bridge the many gaps that existed.
The driving theme in the negotiations was that the nature and
purposes of the ICC differs from domestic courts. International and
national criminal justice systems differ in their structures, their sources,
their functions and their powers. In addition, the international
structure within which the ICC will exist differs markedly from the
nature and hierarchy of domestic criminal courts in national systems.
The crimes before the ICC will contrast greatly, both in
qualitative and quantitative terms, with most cases before domestic
criminal tribunals. This distinction impacts on the nature of the Court,
its functions and the way proceedings will run. For example, quite
different considerations must be given to the needs of victims and
witnesses who appear before the ICC, who are likely to be vulnerable to
security risks that would be rare to encounter in a domestic context.
The nature of offences before the ICC also require a broader range of
evidence to be submitted to the Court – such as evidence of the scale
and nature of an armed conflict or evidence as to the structure of an
armed unit.
Over the course of thousands of hours of debate, countries shifted
away from irreducible statements of principle and looked for
compromises acceptable to all. The result provides a very solid
architecture for the Court’s future proceedings.

Conclusion
This has been a very brief tour of some aspects of the evolution of
a very elaborate new international criminal justice system.
The project is a highly ambitious one – melding criminal law
principles from national systems around the world, international
human rights standards, international criminal law and international
humanitarian law, into a truly international body of substantive and
procedural criminal law. The process is not yet complete – but it is
getting close. The Preparatory Commission meets again in NovemberDecember to commence the third and final generation of documents
needed for the ICC.
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Apart from this, 60 countries must ratify the treaty before it enters
into force – followed by the establishment of the Court and the task of
populating it. While it is hard to be precise, current indications are that
this will happen by mid-2002, with the Court starting to function in
early 2003.
Nor will the ICC be free of political realities. The job that it can
do will be dependent upon support from the international community –
States, the UN, NGOs, inter-governmental organisations and
individuals – in cooperating with the Court, enforcing its orders, and in
making sure it is adequately funded.
It will not be an easy task. The ICC will no doubt take time to
bloom into a fully effective international institution. Yet current
indications are cause for optimism. As we have seen in recent years,
nations and international tribunals have been increasingly willing to
prosecute and take enforcement action for these crimes.
The day when this Court opens its doors, and ends impunity for
those who have committed the most serious crimes against humanity,
could well be humanity’s greatest contribution to the next millennium.
The path towards accountability for international crimes is
becoming more and more clearly marked. As for dictators, despots and
war criminals, their days truly do seem numbered.

LIBERATING OUR ENVIRONMENT
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Peta Seaton

Over some months, Peta Seaton MP, Shadow Minister for the
Environment in NSW, conducted a wide consultation with
conservation and industry groups, local government,
government agencies and a variety of stakeholders around
NSW. From this, she produced a discussion paper with a
vision for a greener future for NSW in 2010. For Seaton, a
greener future will depend on “company boards and
shareholders make investments in environmentally positive
projects – because they are ultimately more profitable than
those which are not.” Peta Seaton addressed The Sydney
Institute on Thursday 5 October 2000.
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LIBERATING OUR
ENVIRONMENT
Peta Seaton

Let’s imagine it’s the year 2010.
NSW has just won the United Nations Environment Award for
environmental leadership following a revolution in our environmental
management and outcomes. For the first time in our history we are
making truly integrated and informed planning and landuse decisions
on a bio-regional basis. A seachange in our public sector management
and compliance framework has stimulated research and development
investment, and new environmental technology and job opportunities
have been freed up.
The Land and Environment Court is almost out of business.
We’ve just decommissioned the last ocean outfall at Cronulla and all
city sewerage treatment plants are now fully tertiary treated. Industry
and councils are setting new records in re-using treated effluent. Eighty
per cent of new housing constructions catch and use domestic collected
rainwater. New private stand-alone engineered stormwater wetlands are
in use in urban and country centres and all stormwater inflow points are
trapped and monitored, thanks to Sydney Water’s private sector
partnership project to renew the archaic pipeline network.
Let’s imagine seagrasses and oyster farming are thriving in city
estuaries. The World Surfing Titles are to be held at South Cronulla
Beach this summer.
Nearly one fifth of the State’s natural habitat is now conserved in
national parks, on farms, in forests in association with sustainable
mining, bush tucker and pharmaceutical harvesting and eco tourism
areas, much of the new areas in Western Woodlands. Leased State
Forests generate more jobs than ever from this explosion of diverse
sustainable uses. Many coal miners in the Illawarra and Hunter displaced
by world coal price decline now work in these new regional industries.
Farmers who voluntarily converted 20 per cent of their properties
to native vegetation after the 2000 Salinity Summit have achieved
increased productivity for the fifth year running – some through carbon
and salinity credit opportunities – and will be harvesting their first
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timber products in five years time. Bird watchers flock to
internationally renowned engineered wetlands to study Australian
native birds, and Aboriginal communities have pioneered new kangaroo
harvesting enterprises in the Western Division.
Regional universities have become the hub of eco-business
research, building on the intellectual capital developed in waste
management, salinity remediation, bio-technology, and renewable
energy. Export of environmental services to overseas markets has
boosted NSW GDP.
The government’s “2010 State of the Environment” report
predicts that with environmental benchmarks improving at this rate,
the State Budget will soon be able to close the ledger on environmental
repair and remediation, move to a prevention strategy, and massively
increase equivalent funding to health and education.
If we like that scenario, how do we get there from here? And what
has stopped us achieving it before now?
We have a State government and premier who claim the green
high ground but leave those resolutions outside the Cabinet door.
Despite universal acknowledgment that robust biodiversity is essential
to our continued wellbeing, we have been less successful in retaining
habitat which underpins all biodiversity. We have never had an
integrated approach to making planning and resource use decisions,
and certainly not one based on a bio-regional approach which assesses
the needs and vulnerabilities of a large region, and tailors planning and
land use choices to ensure the sustainability of that region.
The Council on the Cost of Government (COCOG) “Service
Efforts and Accomplishment Report 1998 on Environment” gives some
clues to the shambles that is our environmental planning system. Four
main agencies, 17 departments, 42 pieces of legislation and 170-odd
local government areas – and the Land and Environment Court trying
to umpire the scrum. Our planning process is past its use by date.
Ironically, the prestige and affection our national parks enjoy has
deflected rigorous public scrutiny of their performance in delivering
conservation outcomes. Until now, the Government has assumed near
monopoly control through the national parks and reserves system,
which covers around 7 per cent of our state and under-represents many
NSW habitat types. If Australian Museum Director Mike Archer is
right, the job of our national parks cannot be sustained with the level of
conserved areas currently in the system. Many have intensive human
landuse up to their boundaries, and while they played an important role
in halting post war industrial impacts on our wildlife, they are not
sufficiently large or buffered to be sustained. Simply put they are
“china cabinets”, cherished but fragile and vulnerable to single events
such as disease, fire, and long term degradation through their
boundaries.
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You could probably divide NSW into less than ten bio-regions –
the Sydney Basin, for example would be one, with all local government
and other planning decisions being tested against that broader canvass.
Some bio-regions cross state boundaries, obliging us to work better
with neighbouring states. The closest bio-regional models we have are
the Murray Darling Basin, and the Sydney Catchment Authority, but
their uniqueness in a state context creates other unresolved issues. We
desperately need to improve our data base of biological and geological
information, make those research models compatible, plug the data
gaps and force jealous departments to share data.
At the moment we have hard working volunteer committees
around the state trying to develop native vegetation, catchment and
rivercare plans using old and incompatible data sets, and trying to
satisfy the dozen or so agencies who also sit on those committees.

New regulatory, compliance and incentive
frameworks are essential
Without the leanest, most outcome focussed public sector, R&D
will be stifled, and new investment in new economy environmental
technologies slow and conservative. Good compliance regimes require
government to embrace sound objectives and to abandon process for its
own sake.
I recently toured Lend Lease’s excellent Homebush Bay
development where many breakthroughs were made – except perhaps
for the opportunity to build an independent stand alone effluent
treatment system. Despite the facility of adjacent wetlands, and
available engineered wetland technology, there was no economic
incentive for Lend Lease to build this feature as any resident would
have to pay for Sydney Water’s sewerage infrastructure whether they
used it or not.
Compliance reform should also include some re-assessment of
risk management by agencies such as the EPA. Designers of tried and
tested overseas technologies still encounter an approach from the EPA
that says “we’ve never seen this before, you build and complete one,
then we’ll tell you if we like it”. Future new economy opportunities
include waste to energy, renewable energy, development of bush food
and pharmaceutical products, waste management and water quality.
The cure for AIDS could well be hiding in a native plant, but without a
state approval and regulatory system that even puts the prospect of
exercising that opportunity on the agenda, it is hard to see the private
sector committing necessary research funds to look for it. Despite some
good examples of productivity success with on-farm conservation, there
is a long way to go and we must also look at models such as
stewardship payments to landowners to compensate them for the
obligations we place on them to conserve on the community’s behalf.
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Archer argues for 300,000 ha reservation for each habitat type,
the CSIRO and other ecologists argue that 20-30 per cent of original
vegetation should be conserved on farms, and the World Commission
on the Environment and Development wants 10 per cent land
protection worldwide. So, much as we love that 7 per cent, no
Environment Minister should rely on parks to do the whole job or be
optimistic that any State Treasurer would quadruple the parks budget
and its territory unconditionally.
Sydney’s enviable 60 inches of rainfall a year goes out to sea as
stormwater while Sydney’s drinking supply is taken from a catchment
with half Sydney’s rainfall levels, and an agricultural sector to support.
Governments have tended to see the private sector as the enemy,
not an asset in environmental management, and our outdated
regulatory and compliance framework is standing in the way of
harnessing non-government goodwill and creativity. The private sector
approaches its relations with government with trepidation, an
expectation that the goal posts will move and they’ll have to factor in
Land and Environment Court or other costs. State government has not
always fulfilled the public trust it claims as a custodian, owning six out
of ten of the worst polluters in the National Pollutant Inventory, and
suffering criticism in coronial enquiries such as Thredbo. We have been
very reluctant to impose an appropriate set of performance indicators
on the public assets of national parks, as we do with for example, our
rail system.
Even COCOG agrees, saying in 1998 “less attention has been
paid to developing indicators of government efforts and
accomplishments relating to the environment”. The State of the
Environment Report, compiled by the EPA, is a good measure of many
changes in our environment – but these measurements are not linked
back to performance indicators. Threatened Species Recovery
Programs are worthy objectives, but of the 707 recovery plans needed
only 71 had been drafted by 1998 . Half our parks and reserves still
have no Plan of Management. This is not a criticism of National Parks
staff, but an acknowledgment that the job is bigger than the resources.
At the same time there are also people wanting to share the burden and
responsibility, and see value in those successes. There is no shortage of
work to be done.
Michael Sutherland, a Peak Hill farmer and conservationist, who
entered into one of the earliest voluntary conservation agreements (or
VCAs) told a seminar recently about the frustrations he faced in
securing endangered breeding stock to fulfil his VCA obligations.
Despite great local enthusiasm from parks staff, a solid track record in
successfully breeding bettongs and bridle nail tailed wallabies, it took
three years to negotiate with the NPWS senior beauracracy to get the
brush tailed bettongs they needed for the next breeding program stage.
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This experience is at odds with the supporting actions set out in
the NSW Biodiversity Strategy which says NPWS should include exsitu conservation options in recovery plans for threatened species, and
improve coordination between agencies involved in ex-situ
conservation and species reintroduction/restocking. To date, only
6,000 hectares are under conservation in 72 VCAs, but with more
rigorous development of performance indicators for national parks,
VCAs have the potential to help us reach that hypothetical 30 per cent.
National Parks and Wildlife Service is a regulator, a license
giver, a competitor with licensees, and its own compliance auditor.
We have separated those functions in most government agencies –
why not in NPWS?
The report of the Steering Committee to the Minister for the
Environment on “Visions of the New Millennium 1998” does not
provide a lot of hope. It stays focused on process, rather than
outcomes. It offers a “passive” vision, which settles for managing what
we have left, with little encouragement to set bold and visionary targets.
It’s time we embraced a new approach and had the confidence to
look beyond the comfort zone. I don’t know, and am certainly not in
any position to determine, whether the 10 per cent, 20 per cent or 30
per cent conservation level is the right target. Those famously extensive
resources of Opposition do not enable me to select a figure. But I think
the case is clear that we need to conserve at least more than we have
now, and we have to think outside the current square and do it quickly.
I spent a year talking with stakeholders, including neighbourhood
wildlife groups, factory managers, worm breeders, and farmers. I’ve
inspected more effluent than you’ll ever want to see! And the result is
my Liberal Party Conservation Discussion Paper entitled “Liberating
Our Environment”.
You might then ask who we are liberating it from, and why?
I believe if we are to reach that 2010 vision, we need to liberate
the relationship between government and solutions, capture
environmental goodwill and imperatives, and share the burdens. Above
all we need to challenge the notion that government knows best.
If I ever had that responsibility, I would want to achieve for
NSW a dramatically increased rate of habitat and diversity retention,
dramatically improved conservation and species recovery outcomes, a
restoration of trust in the government as an environmental custodian
and regulator, and the embracing of accountable and measurable
private sector participation in these outcomes. I would want to find
more and innovative ways to live and work within our natural
environment, reduce the artificial separations which are ultimately
unsustainable, and enable value in our environment which will
stimulate quality and sustainable economic outcomes to complement
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and achieve a higher rate of conservation than we currently dream to
be possible.
In some ways the “liberation” has begun and the State
government sidelined. The recent Australian Conservation Foundation
and Southcorp agreement shows that stakeholders are setting their own
ambitious goals outside government’s imagination and simply getting
on with it. These agreements mix altruism with profits and predict that
people will prefer to buy products which are priced well and produced
responsibly. It is frustrating to see that there is immense energy and
creativity and knowledge in the private sector, the agricultural
community, the volunteer and conservation movement which is being
sidelined and underutilised, which could all be harnessed to help us
reach that hypothetical 30 per cent.
I would argue that this diversity in supply of conservation models
and outcomes is also healthy for the public sector. For example, the very
welcome entry of private sanctuaries and VCAs into the recovery
breeding and eco-tourism niche has thrown the spotlight back onto
national parks and generated constructive questions about the role of
national parks. Should they remain china cabinets, what is an acceptable
level of recreational use, does “one size fit all”, should we regard them
primarily as landscapes, or do we expect them to mirror pre-European
environments? I believe it is time to find ways to reintegrate nature and
the community in ways that ensure sustainable economic and job
producing activity, whilst conferring a greater value of some natural
features which will ensure their continued conservation. And we must
also reform the regulatory and compliance framework so the legitimate
and sincerely held custodial concerns of conservation advocates are
recognised, and propositions and results tested.
If tough tests are to be applied to new conservation practitioners,
so must those tests be applied to the existing public custodianship
model. My approach includes some proposed reforms in some key
structural and policy areas.

Bio-regional planning is a fundamental platform
The challenge is to find innovative, affordable, commercial and
sustainable ways to conserve that hypothetical 30 per cent of NSW,
again depending on the expert estimate you choose. This means
working with farmers, business, volunteers, conservation groups, the
science and technology sector, planners, and government. It means
government letting go of some of the functions it has kept to itself, or at
least trusting others in the community to play a role too. But with a
bio-regional approach we could establish agreed objectives based on
quality data, and then realistically expect to meet sustainability and
conservation objectives.
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Private land trusts could also harness willingness of private
landowners to either gift, or protect, their private and heritage holdings
for the common good. This will involve tax incentives at federal level.
But the prospect of reaching the hypothetical 30 per cent conservation
mark is vastly enhanced if we can emulate the more than 1,100 private
trusts such as the Nature Conservancy managing more than one
million acres at private cost in the United States. That means that the
United States has twice the land area in private trusts that we in NSW
have in national parks. The Australian Bush Heritage Fund is a good
start, but potential is enormous if the incentives are offered.
Private landowners have found themselves in costly and divisive
battles with councils and environment agencies when they try to
legitimately exercise their right to develop previously undeveloped
private land. Land which has grown to be regarded by local people as
perpetual open space, or essential habitat for native animals who have
colonised it.
I propose the creation of a “Bush Land Bank”, in which a register
of surplus State government land (for example, unused railway land or
surplus public sector depots) can be offered to private landowners in
such situations to swap. The private landowner can take over and
develop a piece of taxpayer owned land of comparable undeveloped
value as the land in dispute. The disputed land becomes either national
park or reserve, or even on-sold by the government with caveats
appropriate to the particular conservation objective. In this way the
community pays for the environmental outcome it demands, and there
is at least one option for private landowners to explore rather than a full
on L&E Court battle which is the usual outcome. Funding options for
the Land Bank, and stewardship payment models, could include a
diversion of a proportion of revenue from asset sales.
Every urban area has its own examples of remnant native
bushland, and we are perhaps the last generation who has any capacity
to save it and create meaningful habitat corridors in the Sydney Basin.
We must improve our measurements of success and accountability in
the public and private sectors.

Measurements of success
Most government agencies have performance targets such as
return on assets, passenger numbers, kilometres of roads built per
dollar, these sorts of things. In contrast our parks system is virtually left
to “do its best” with pitiful funding levels and obscure targets. No
wonder staff morale in the system is low.
So what are appropriate performance indicators for a national
park? Visitor numbers? Parking revenues? If we truly expect our parks
and reserves to play a conservation outcome, surely we must include
performance indicators like “results of successful captive breeding”, or
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“increases in wild populations of bilbies” or “reductions in feral pig
numbers”. If we do not revisit what we expect National Parks to be, we
risk them becoming much loved landscapes and little else over the next
100 years.
I believe there is room to fulfil the conservation and the human
access roles of national parks and state recreation areas. But if the
taxpayer is not prepared to foot the bill, or if public opinion cannot
reconcile those competing interests, NPWS must be prepared to
surrender or share some of that monopoly of functions to others who
are prepared to take them on in our parks, or in new areas. When did
you last see a wild bilby, bettong, numbat or quoll? Whilst fully
recognising their nocturnal characteristics, it is true that the last time I
saw any of those things was in a private wildlife sanctuary, a zoo, or a
stuffed specimen in the window of the national park gift shop.
I recently took a group of visiting American politicians to a national
park. After we’d admired the breathtaking views, they all rushed back to
the gift shop window and took photographs of the taxidermy.
I have “stirred the possum” with my recommendation to “review
current legislation regarding domestic keeping of native animals”. With
the IUCN 2000 Red List putting Australia fifth in the world for
threatened species, 60 per cent of our mammal species threatened, and
40 animal species already extinct, I would not be doing my job if I did
not explore every opportunity for improvement. I find it intriguing that
while a large chunk of the community is arguing for a greater level of
R&D in our country, there is a resistance in some quarters to doing
research, asking the questions, about the relative merits of native
animals as pets. I find it disappointing in a so-called “clever country”
that we instinctively dismiss the opportunity for an informed debate –
and that’s all I’m proposing. Let’s test the idea.
The counter arguments are well known – but proposals to satisfy
those concerns with a strong regulatory and educational base, a clear
understanding of what is and what is not suitable and a secure supply
of food and veterinary expertise – must be debated. The prospect of
addressing our dramatic rate of native species loss to cats, by offering
pet owners a different choice of pet, should surely be worth examining.
I have yet to see the wild populations of quolls near my house which
would have their gene pool corrupted if my notional pet quoll escaped.
That’s the point – if there are any native animals suitable for
domestic keeping (captive bred, microchipped and de-sexed), and if a
satisfactory regulatory regime was devised, then potentially the farmer
who now considers clearing that 40 acre paddock to buy more sheep
might think about keeping the 40 acres of native vegetation and going
into business harvesting native seeds or larvae to feed my quoll. And, in
doing so, native species which no-one would ever dream of
domesticating might find themselves a natural home in that paddock.
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It’s hard to make the case that our existing conservation model
has restored satisfactory levels of native animal populations. As with
any debate, we must examine the facts and then decide how to
respond. We don’t have the luxury of time.
In my other life as an archaeologist I sit in a pile of dirt in the
6000 year old sanctuary I am excavating with Sydney University, near
the Dead Sea. With the taste of wind blown salt in my mouth, I am
conscious that the desert plain that surrounds me was once a freshwater
lagoon, surrounded by forests with gazelle, and mixed farming so
prosperous that these proto-urbanites could afford to build the biggest
religious complex of its day with the surplus their economy produced.
What went wrong?
We have the capacity to negatively impact our environment, but
the perpetual optimist in me also sees our capacity to turn this around
and I make no apology for ambitious targets in my glimpse of 2010. It
will require an enormous cultural shift – but the capacity for Australians
to demand those shifts has been demonstrated in the environmental
achievements of the last decade – for example the adoption of kerbside
recycling. We demanded the extinction of the Bondi Cigar and funded
better water quality in our beaches. We’ve adopted cleaner petrol and
accepted the need for stricter air emission testing. Ongoing education is
our best hope to maintain the momentum.
Protecting biodiversity is about preservation of habitat for
everything from frogs to fungus, regardless of its aesthetic appeal. This
can include road and rail corridors, cemeteries, backyards – valuable
habitat comes in surprising places. But whichever expert conservation
target we adopt, the reality is we need to conserve more than we have
or we will have even less than we have now. If we are to achieve it, we
must be flexible and think beyond present models.
All levels of government are forced to spend vast sums on repair –
on salinity, soil conservation, urban waterways, infrastructure renewal
as a result of past mistakes innocently made. We must ensure we are
not acting in ways which make mistakes now for our children to have to
fix. They will correctly accuse us of having the capacity if not the will to
have known better than our ancestors did 200 years ago.
So the vision I offer is supported by recommendations on the role
of government, its failures in the current context, and the opportunities
for the private, non government and government sector to liberate the
way we approach environmental issues, share the burden, and find new
ways to perforate the traditional separation between us and the
environment. It is only by liberating those traditional restrictions and
understanding and defining soundly developed objectives that we can
close the ledger on repair, and move into an era of sustained growth
and restoration of biodiversity, and security for our own human needs.
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Mike Archer’s thylacine in a bottle is a dark symbol for all of us,
and I don’t want to have to show my four year old daughter the last
Australian numbat or bilby in another bottle in the Australian
Museum.

Endnote
1 COCOG 1998:11 Service Efforts and Accomplishments- Environment
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Steve Pratt

In March 1999, when NATO had begun its bombing
campaign against Serbia, Steve Pratt and his colleague Peter
Wallace were CARE workers one day and prisoners of Serbia’s
Slobodan Milosevik the next. They spent five months in brutal
imprisonment and became the centre of an international
movement to achieve their release. This involved the efforts of
various government and international figures along with
Pratt’s wife Samira, former Australian Prime Minister
Malcolm Fraser and Nelson Mandela. Steve Pratt addressed
The Sydney Institute on Tuesday, 10 October 2000. He has
also published an account of his experiences in Duty of Care
(Simon & Schuster).
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DUTY OF CARE –
PAYING THE PRICE
Steve Pratt

I have had what I consider to be a deeply experienced life in terms
of service to my own country and the pursuit of peaceful activities
internationally. For 23 years I was a serving military officer and
departed the service in 1992, in the rank of major. I had a second string
to my bow, a background in logistics. My military/operational logistics
background made me useful to CARE Australia, then caught up in
some pretty nasty, high risk situations. I served with CARE Australia
(and CARE International) for six years in a variety of trouble spots in
the Middle East, Africa and the Balkans, before I was taken prisoner in
Yugoslavia during the 1999 NATO/Yugoslav war, and unlawfully and
incorrectly accused of spying for NATO.
I intend to tell you a little about my work with CARE Australia,
touch on the dilemmas and the dangers that international non
government organisations (INGOs) face and I will describe the
circumstances of and my own personal ordeal in Yugoslavia in 1999.

Background – work with CARE.
In this presentation the acronyms INGO and NGO will be used
interchangeably – they are one and the same. I will also use IOs, i.e.
International Organisations, which are the UN, the International
Committee Red Cross and other such world bodies.
I first went to work with CARE Australia in North Iraq as an area
manager and in the subsequent six years worked in various field
managerial positions with CARE International and CARE Australia
through six countries, essentially in complex emergency situations, and
often hand in hand with the UN. I have been proud to work with
CARE Australia. It is fundamentally a good organisation and has
achieved great outcomes – its men and women in the field you can be
proud of. To be sure, I have had, and continue to have, my differences
with CARE but my criticisms apply equally to all UN agencies, other
International Organisations and Non Government Organisations. Like
many dynamic organisations, CARE has had its teething problems and
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continues to wrestle with administrative and capacity over-stretch
difficulties. It essentially operates on the “smell of an oily rag” and
while this makes it cheaper to run and therefore attractive to UN
funding this is also a fundamental weakness. Resources have never
been available to allow such an ambitious organisation to build a solid
professional base. Like most INGOs it therefore remains highly
vulnerable in emergency, high-risk zones of operation.
I have managed emergency operations in a number of very
complex emergency situations where, with international donor funding
acquired by CARE Australia, we have delivered all nature of
humanitarian aid. Emergency food, shelter and medical aid, emergency
trauma and community social support, refugee camp management and
logistics operations such as convoy, trucking, warehouse and fuel depot
management. This will give you some idea of CARE Australia’s
versatility – as expressed by the diverse nature of the field staff who
come to CARE from an incredibly broad range of backgrounds.

The dangers of the business
The work for me has always been very rewarding – pretty tough
and managerially exhausting. The business of delivering maximum
donor dollars to the coalface and keeping infrastructure and support
costs down was a wretchedly frustrating juggling act. This goes to the
heart of what I was alluding to before – perhaps in the pursuit of getting
the maximum dollar up front we were guilty in CARE Australia (most
Australian NGO are) of pushing often beyond our organisational
capacity stretch. Perhaps this made us more vulnerable as well to the
dangers of the war and/or political intrigue. I flag this issue as relevant
to the circumstances leading up to my capture. Given the nature of the
business this fundamental IO/INGO weakness will prevail and is
something the Western world has to urgently address.
Over the period of six years, in back-to-back emergencies, my
colleagues and I found ourselves under fire in North Iraq, from
Baghdad’s proxy fighters, as well as the cross fire between the warring
Kurdish factions. On one celebrated occasion, in June 1994, I and
fifteen Kurdish field staff and armed guards were pinned down in
North Iraq for a half day by a marauding Iranian Revolutionary Guard
battalion. It had crossed the border in “hot pursuit” – and we had
stumbled onto them, witnessing their murders and the most wretched
human rights abuses imaginable. In Yemen at the end of the civil war
in July 1994, again in Zaire in October 1996 caught between Tutsi and
Hutu fighters, evacuating under fire as the refugee camps were
destroyed and finally, taken prisoner in Yugoslavia with Peter Wallace
and Branko Jelen in March 1999 during the NATO/ Yugoslav war. We
also narrowly avoided injury from NATO bombing.
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The great dilemmas
I would now like to describe the major dilemmas of delivering
emergency aid and will illustrate this by four examples of my own
experience. These examples relate to perceptions of challenges to the
soveriegnity of the host governments and one classic example of aid
inadvertently sustaining murderers.
• 1993 – Challenges in Iraq to the Saddam Hussein regime. The
regime’s fear was that the UN and CARE’s humanitarian
assistance to the impoverished Kurds meant sustaining and
encouraging a growing resistance to the central government.
This meant severe and unremitting security problems for the
IO/INGO intervention there, as proxy Kurdish forces pursued a
terror campaign aimed at destabilising the western intervention.
• October 1994 — Challenge in Yemen regarding our proposed
mine clearing project aimed at clearing “inroads” into a 100
kilometre minefield belt surrounding the port city of Aden. I did
not dare to envisage that the government intended to leave the
minefield in place in order to suppress the citizens of Aden.
• 1996 – In Zaire, where CARE was directly responsible for the
delivery of life saving aid to 350,000 Hutu refugees, exiled from
Rwanda, it gradually became apparent we must have also been
sustaining thousands of Hutu extremists, including the
Interhamwe terrorists who were using the refugee camps as
bases for their terrorist raids back into Rwanda.
• 1998 – Challenges in Yugoslavia. My field staff and I witnessed
the government’s human rights abuses, the brutal waging of
counter terrorist operations by government forces and the
abuses of international law, as well as the provocative breaches
of ceasefire by the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) not to
mention their widespread terror against Serb and Kosovar
civilians. There were challenges also to the government because
CARE’s presence and engagement was encouraging ideas
relevant to the building of “civil and democratic society”.
• Challenges by some INGOs of recklessly giving sustenance to
the KLA. The most dramatic example witnessed by CARE was
in October 1998 when Medecins Sans Frontier (MSF) in
Kosovo was too closely linked with the so-called Mother Teresa
Society (a well known KLA front). This resulted in MSF being
stopped from delivering aid and having their convoys searched
and ransacked by Serbian police looking for, allegedly, the
carriage of guns.

The Yugoslavian experience
In May 1997 I came out of Africa and eventually took over as
CARE International’s country director in Yugoslavia, a CARE
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Australia led mission. In this country there had been 650,000 Serbian
refugees who had fled from Croatia and Bosnia when former
Yugoslavia broke up. CARE Australia had been there for five years,
managing vital food and winter heating fuel deliveries to 655 refugee
centres throughout the country. To this operation, in 1998, we added
essential medical support operations and this included the caseload of
displaced Albanian Kosovars in Kosovo.
CARE’s direct involvement in Kosovo was one of the earliest
INGO involvements and commenced during the tense 12 months
leading up to the Kosovo war, through 1998. By the time of the
outbreak of the NATO/Yugoslav war, with the total destruction of our
Kosovo program, CARE Australia was running a $US3 million
(annual) operation in support of Albanian Kosovars – emergency house
repairs, food, medical, clothing, blanket and household items deliveries.
I would like to point out that CARE was one of few INGOs operating
in Yugoslavia delivering assistance to all needy groups, regardless of
ethnic background, something I prided myself on, with respect the iron
clad principles of neutrality and impartiality. This diversity in
operations, however, was to weaken our golden haired place in the eyes
of the Yugoslav authorities and regrettably (and a little bitterly I must
say) even in the eyes of some of my Belgrade local staff, who never
forgave me for this country mission expansion.
As an INGO with an early, broad and strong presence in Kosovo,
we played the type of witnessing roles that most INGOs tend to find
themselves increasingly in these days, whether they like it or not. This
accidental role amongst a range of issues is making NGO emergency
work that much more dangerous and is a challenge that Western
INGOs and UN agencies and other IOs have to come to grips with.
This will tell you something of the background relevant to the
circumstances leading to my being taken prisoner.
The vexed question of the grey area of information gathering
versus espionage, or humanitarian intelligence versus military
intelligence, is the one often addressed. And relevant to my ordeal and
arrest. I would need more time than I have this evening to describe the
responsibilities INGOs have in rapidly and regularly collecting up-todate information in crisis zones, in order to safeguard their staff, as well
as accurately determine the scope, shape and direction of the ever
changing humanitarian crisis. Professional emergency INGOs will have
security systems and reporting procedures somewhat military in nature
to best do their jobs – otherwise they are fooling themselves and
endangering their staff.
But given the volatility of the crisis zone with a plethora of players
moving around, INGOs, international government agencies, embassy
staffs including defence attaches, journalists, fighting protagonists,
international commercial contractors, and more, there exists a dangerous
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cocktail in which espionage activity can exist and remain well covered.
That is the inescapable reality of Western interventions. INGOs by their
code of ethics and by dint of their humanitarian role are not to engage in
espionage activity, no matter how pressing the moral or human rights
imperative. That is what CARE was on about. But CARE, and all fair
dinkum INGOs, unashamedly tapped all resources for information,
including situation reports from the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation Europe’s (OSCEs) Kosovo Verification Mission. This in
order to get up-to-date information on where the fighting was, updates
on minefield locations and where new loads of displaced people were
emerging. Any INGO which states that INGOs must remain at full arm’s
length from all other agencies in the crisis zone (as some have piously
stated, relevant to CARE’s Yugoslavia ordeal) are deluding themselves as
well as dishonestly representing reality.

CARE’s decision to stay
Before the commencement of hostilities my six Australian and
international colleagues, including my rebellious and pregnant wife
who bless her stubborn heart insisted on staying, had been evacuated
by me, first out of Kosovo and then right out of the country. Ninety per
cent of my Yugoslav staff were sent home and only Peter Wallace, I
and some essential Yugoslav staff continued operations. Peter
volunteered to stay as Canberra thought I should have a sidekick. By
dint of his job as my deputy in charge of our Kosovo operation, I chose
Peter to stay (subject to his willingness) in the hope that an opportunity
might emerge down the track to quickly re-open our Kosovo
operations. I wanted Peter somewhere close to the action.
When NATO commenced bombing Yugoslavia on 24 March,
CARE Australia decided we would, and could, retain a presence in
Yugoslavia. The decision to continue operations was a joint one
between CARE and myself. There has been controversy within CARE
International and CARE Australia surrounding this decision – for me
a painful decision, at times one I frankly doubted. For CARE
Australia, a precedent had been set by CARE’s then continued and
ongoing presence in Iraq during the Western bombing of Baghdad.
Therefore Canberra urged that the Belgrade country office remain
intact and continue operations. I have a long held view that any
decent and genuine INGO should continue to operate in time of war,
having satisfied itself of the security issues – which we had. I was
mesmerised too by the sight of the dilapidated refugee centres and the
pathetic refugees relying on my organisation for life saving emergency
aid. Yet doubts had plagued me, even as I stuck by my decisions and
agreed with head office on our course of action. Painful lessons for all
of us were learnt from my capture. At the end of the day we are now
much the wiser but I would say that the decision I and CARE jointly
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made was a reasonable one. One of the best of a bad bunch of
decision options.
In the 12 days after evacuating the Kosovo team and going to the
emergency scale down, I prepared the country mission to concentrate
on the remaining 400 or so Serbian refugee centres still reachable
within Yugoslavia, outside of Kosovo. I also prepared funds, written
authorities and emergency plans with our sub-contractors to allow
ongoing operations in the event that Peter and I evacuated.
Eight days after the bombing of Belgrade commenced, it had
become apparent that further general operations would become more
difficult, and would have to continue “remote” without Peter and I.
UNHCR too, our major operational partner, had decided to suspend
operations. I decided that Peter and I would leave Yugoslavia to
continue operations from Budapest, which I deemed to be feasible and
safer, given the preparations of the previous 12 days. We left at first
light on the morning of 31 March 1999, armed with a letter of “good
character and safe conduct” that I had picked up the previous day from
the Minister for Humanitarian Affairs, Mrs Buba Morina, who I had
then briefed on CARE’s intentions.

The arrest
Due to NATO destruction of bridges, the night before Peter and I
had detoured away from the preferred evacuation route north to
Hungary and instead had had no choice but to travel westward towards
Zagreb. We were arrested at the Lipovac border crossing on the Zagreb
road. The usual frustratingly and bureaucratically slow border crossing
had turned nasty. The ignorant, frightened and now angry border
police who knew nothing of CARE Australia were immediately
suspicious of my satellite telephone, which is basic NGO equipment.
But I also had with me my wife’s Islamic prayer mats and, the killer,
unwittingly placed on top of personal papers in a suitcase, a five year
old CV, which detailed my military background. Contrary to media
opinion, it was not until well after I had been arrested that the police
were to find amongst the CARE files that I openly carried and
presented for inspection, the celebrated “Situation Reports”, which
were to figure so prominently later in the regime’s fabricated “fix up”.
We were bundled off handcuffed and hooded, me first, Peter
later. We were not see each other for two months nor speak to each
other for three months. I was to commence a particularly frightening
and arduous six days, first handled by the police, then secret police,
followed by the military intelligence. I actually believe some of the
police in their ignorance, anger and fear did believe I was an agent,
indeed the enemy, although I assessed the senior police had doubts
from the outset. After the first 30 odd hours the police seemed to have
finally believed me. I had withstood their beatings and abuse and they
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were unable to break me from the line of truth – that is, what we had
been doing in the country was CARE humanitarian work. The police
mumbled “perhaps a misunderstanding”.
It is very important to note that at the time of our capture and
initial interrogation, the country was extremely tense and emotions
were running very high. The police who arrested us were frightened, for
themselves and their families. Air raid sirens were a nightly feature and
from my cell I could hear the distant thump of bombs and anti-aircraft
fire. At the end of a sleepless and exhausting 30 hours I was quietly
hopeful we might soon be released. However, events turned nastier
when the military intelligence brutally took over in the wee hours of the
third day.
In this period Peter and I (as I was to tell him months later; he
did not know) were on “the missing person’s list”. The military
intelligence interrogators took great delight in telling me this, pointing
out that people thought we had tragically gone missing during a NATO
bombing raid. The much more professional military intelligence, less
emotional and more calculating, had taken over from the police, whom
they derided dismissively.
The military intelligence commenced, within hours, overt and
chillingly issued death threats, thankfully, as I was to find out later,
only to me, not Peter. “I have the authority and the discretion to
liquidate you tonight,” the intelligence Major was to say to me after
hours of my non co-operation. At this juncture, about 48 hours into the
ordeal, they broke me in terms of co-operation. Around the clock, with
little sleep and little food and water they forced me, through physical
and psychological persuasion, to cooperate with their interrogation. I
would contribute to their fabricated scenario, painted to describe
CARE Australia as an espionage outfit and I as the ruthless head,
reporting to NATO, through Canberra. This was also a very
humiliating and devastating experience. It was also terrifying in another
way – I felt that I too was scrambling to save my Yugoslav staff from
any further implication and arrest, or even death. I had a very strong
feeling through this entire phase of secret interrogation and later in
prison that, unlike the police, the military intelligence knew very well
we were innocent. Their cynicism, self denial and bald faced lying was
breath-taking, in the best of old style communist dictator regime
traditions.
In this period I was subjected to at least three terrorising incidents
where, during them, I was so moved as to make peace to my maker. En
route to Belgrade from the border police station in the custody of the
intelligence people, in the early hours of the morning on perhaps the
third night, we pulled over on a quiet, wet and cold country road,
where I was roughly pulled out of the car, hooded and handcuffed.
Placed against a tree or a rough wall some metres from the road, I
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heard angry grunting and cursing, then the chilling cocking of weapons
– then left in absolute silence for many minutes. It was for me a hell of
a personal battle of control – maintaining respect and dignity – and I
am glad I did, and always did again later on, during repeat episodes.
Some of these incidents may well have been simply moments of guard
boredom during administrative moves where perhaps weapons were
being cleared, or checked, or something like that – but cleverly played
to whack the wind right up me. I will never know for sure. Another
three of these experiences were to occur over the following four weeks
in Belgrade during my prison ordeal, when I was taken from the prison
by strange types, as usual hooded and handcuffed, to another place of
interrogation or even to a consular visit. They were terrible moments,
in which I would deeply focus on my wife and family to remain as
strong as I possibly could.

My cell bombed
In Belgrade where I was held in what seemed to be a semibasement style cell with high windows, the military base I believe I was
on, was bombed during a NATO air attack on the fourth or fifth night.
I was being interrogated at the time, in the early hours of the morning
again. I could hear the cruise missiles, or perhaps winged guided
bombs, motoring and whistling in, more than four of them, exploding
with great ferocity in tandem and getting closer. The look of terror on
my interrogators’ faces, caught in the candle light, was very satisfying.
Even more so when the last projectile, which must have impacted
within 100 metres, blew me and my interrogators off our chairs and
across the cell, along with the two blown in (thankfully) wire
impregnated windows. The interrogators fled for the bomb shelter
leaving me rejoicing behind, a small personal victory. I prayed and
prayed that we would receive a direct hit in order that I be given what I
considered a last life saving opportunity to escape. The building next to
what I assessed was my block burnt for most of the night, but we did
not, bitterly I reflected, catch fire.

The televised confession and trial
My televised confession was the culmination of some six days of
constant interrogation where the military intelligence had I think
reached a point of satisfaction. They had broken me, firstly after 48 or
so hours. Then, after a further three or four days they had broken me a
second time, that is, having dragged the chain for as long as I could
they had finally pinned me down to what they considered a basic,
plausible scenario of espionage. Nevertheless, while completely bruised
and disoriented, they had not broken my spirit or dignity. I had never,
nor was I ever over the next five months, to plead to the bastards. The
statement was given at gun point and I had to rehearse it first, so I
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could be seen to be speaking “off the top of my head”, not from their
prepared speech text. Of course the reward was that I was then taken
off the “missing list”, although it would be another 8 to 10 days before
the outside world was to discover that I was still alive – through
watching the televised so-called confession.
Clearly a point had been reached after the six days that I was to
be kept alive, but sent to trial and put through the entire judicial
process. My best assessment after much introspection is that we were
taken prisoner by a faction, one of many hundreds that exist in the
Byzantine world of the regime’s machinery. I reckon they had set out to
“do their bit for the war”, to impress the seniors and others in the
regime, in the dog eat dog contest that is this Byzantine ruling court.
Having taken foreigners they knew this may be embarrassing to the
country and perhaps had considered killing us, partly out of rage
and partly to conceal matters, were it necessary. But a political decision
had been taken that we would be more useful alive, a useable political
resource.
It may have been determined early in the saga that we might be
used to demonstrate Milosevic’s “humanity”, as part of the propaganda
war they were also waging internationally. This was going to mean that
we would be sent right through the full so-called “judicial process”
first. So then it was likely to be an exercise of going “through the
motions”. These are a people who revel in protocol and bureaucracy.
They love to present to the world that they are “democratic, just and
sophisticated”. They even, like Stalin, believe their own lies. This
would be our world for the next four and half months.
While there was great relief (paradoxically) in being transferred
into a noisy, well lit prison, which is what Central Belgrade Prison was,
my situation would remain hellish for another three to four weeks.
Indirect threats of capital punishment would prevail. No lawyer was
allowed, all requested contacts with the International Red Cross, or the
Swiss or Swedish Embassies were denied. When not co-operating with
the “Investigating Judge”, I would be beaten occasionally by the more
brutal guards in the evenings. Although beatings and abusive behaviour
were not as grave as they had been during the first six days,
nevertheless they would continue every two to three days over the next
four weeks, before stopping.
There was an air of professional respectability about the
“judicial interrogations”, men in suits, lovely young stenographer
lasses taking notes, civilly asking questions, but me grossly
underweight, string holding up trousers, no shoe laces, head and face
shaven, crunched in a chair before the “judge”. Then doubled back to
the cold concrete block cell, handcuffed, head trussed forward like a
chook, to be beaten or hear those even more misfortunate devils in
the block with me being beaten.
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Branko Jelen
Branko was one of my key field team leaders and had been very
busy in Kosovo since late 1997. His interest in the plight of the
Albanian Kosovars (as well as his Serbian refugee charges located in
southern Serbia, including in 147 refugee centres scattered across
Kosovo province itself) put him at odds with too many of CARE’s local
Belgrade based staff. This was something I had to manage sensitively
and with an air of disquiet through 1998. He was very successful within
my country team, but I could not reconcile myself with, in those days,
the level of jealousy and “white-anting” that I knew he was subjected
to. Retrospectively I feel very, very alarmed over all of that and ponder,
perhaps a little too deeply, what that underlying attitude within my staff
may have meant relative to our demise in March 1999. Because of his
key field role and our professional closeness Branko was arrested on 8
April 1999 and subjected to much terror. He was accused of being my
“right hand man” in the alleged espionage network. During my
interrogation with the intelligence I had honestly and accurately
described Branko as “my right hand man in the humanitarian operation
in southern Serbia”. This to explain why Branko’s name regularly
popped up in my office notebooks.
The military goons used my description, cruelly, to fix him up
and write him into the fabricated plot. Branko, sadly, held this incident
against me at first, even at one stage believing that I had deliberately
implicated him. It has been difficult for both of us to work through this
issue, but all is fine now. One of the lowest points of my ordeal,
however, is that during crucial stages of my judicial interrogation, on
any of the many days I had “jacked up”, Branko, placed in a block cell
next to mine, would be severely beaten for my benefit. He was called a
traitor to his beloved country, and even on his arrival in Australia was
even still half believing that he must have been, such was the strength
of their cruel propaganda and brainwashing. His family was threatened
(before him) and even persecuted by their lovely neighbours. Branko
was, and is, an extremely brave man who endured incredible
punishment and should be decorated in this free world as an
international hero, a defender of international human rights and justice.

Reunited
The next two months in solitary confinement in a narrow dark
cell was a hell of a challenge. So too the judicial phase of interrogation,
the treatment by the prison staff, negative and positive, the fears for my
pregnant wife and family, for my colleagues and myself, the judicial
preparation for court; the early threats to me of capital punishment; the
humiliation, severe frustration and anger of observing the slowly painful
“development” of the State’s case against us; and then the marathon
military court tribunal where for the first time I was able to lash out in
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the name of the truth. After the trial, frustrations aside, Peter and I
were to be treated relatively better and quite professionally by the
authorities. There was also a warmer and sometimes humane side to
our experiences with the prison staff. Time does not permit me to go
into the much greater detail of these quite extraordinary experiences
through this prison and trial phase.
I was to find out much later the extraordinary lengths that the
Australian Government and CARE Australia were to go to, to shore up
our position. They were, however, slow off the mark and my wife
Samira had to, in those crucial first 72 hours, pressure both CARE and
DFAT like a sheep dog. To get them moving – her instincts as to what
had happened were incredibly accurate. Once wound up they moved
effectively, although in the first dramatic two weeks they were not to
know we were alive. I believe their persistence in seeking news on our
fate, in presenting to the Yugoslav authorities, did eventually lead to
the stabilisation of our position. In these early days also Malcolm
Fraser, CARE Australia board president was tireless. Fraser was to play
a persistently dogged role over the ensuing months and I believe a key
role in the successful negotiations for our release. Importantly, toward
the end of the saga, Fraser was well supported by the Australian
Serbian community who also played a very crucial role in our salvation.
CARE Australia management worked far beyond the organisation’s
capacity and resource levels to take care of our families and us captives.
The Australian media, about which I must admit I have been
perhaps a little too cynical over the years, by and large were fair,
supportive and sensible through the time of the ordeal. That is how I
felt at the time of my release, at least. With one exception – the Sunday
Telegraph. One of their very poorly researched stories got it all terribly
wrong. Indeed the story enhanced the danger that I faced, once the
Yugoslav Ambassador here in Australia passed that article back to
Belgrade. Unfortunately, to fuel and return my cynicism, there has
been an extraordinary rush by a number of television programs, notably
SBS Dateline, to exploit our misfortune in order to advance all types of
dishonest accounts about our ordeal and about the circumstances
leading to the ordeal. I now recognise the powerlessness of we ordinary
Australians against well cashed media organisations. Some will
misrepresent the truth and escape with impunity, knowing that,
although entitled to, we cannot sue them for defamation or damages
caused to our families. This for me has been the only sour note on my
otherwise joyous return to this remarkable and beautiful country,
Australia.
It is an understatement when I tell you that I carry a deep and
bitter anger for the way in which I was threatened and treated and for
the treatment that was meted out to my colleagues. For the pain and
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fear through which our families were put and for the sullying of my
organisation and my country.
However, these are devils I intend to and must exorcise. I will
have my day of justice and I feel badly that it is important that the
books be closed in Yugoslavia. That we are all cleared, particularly
Branko, at least Branko, is a must. At the same time I recognise that a
new and hopefully more democratic Yugoslavia has many more and
greater crimes to bring people to book about. And this applies
internationally. I would like the Hague to indict regime criminals for
the false imprisonment, the terrible treatment of me and my colleagues,
and the sullying of our names. However, I know realistically that I must
stand in queue and allow the indictment and then prosecution of far
more serious crimes against others in the Balkans carried out by
Milosevic, to be acted on first.
A new baby awaited me, born five days after my release but while
I remained reluctantly in counselling in the UK. We arrived to an
overwhelming Australian celebration of our release. My very brave wife
was so relaxed and happy, but this masked a terrible ordeal for her and,
coupled with pregnancy and coming to a new country with its
confronting new culture, she was truly burdened but coping well.
Helping her and the child would be cathartic, so too writing the book
of my experience. The warmth of people everywhere would be so
supportive to a quick recovery.

Yugoslavia today
Yugoslavia is a country devastated by ten years of sanctions and
mismanagement, financially raped by its leadership and now a war
brought upon itself. The screaming humanitarian need there continues.
Yugoslavs I assure you have had marginal control over events in that
country, the average citizen has been battling just to live. Serbians will
always need to examine themselves closely and wonder why their ethnic
intolerance and rampant nationalism allowed, at least, national society
to quietly turn a blind eye to Milosevic’s internal and external excesses
over 15 years. This is why the international community must help
rebuild the place. Such a presence in aid delivery and nation building
will greatly encourage the development of “civil society”, through quiet
engagement, rather than bullying a proud people. This will lead to
greater tolerance, eventually better regional understanding and cooperation, and perhaps peace. Good luck to President Kostunica and
the many peace loving Serbs close in around him who have suffered
severely for so long.
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of the Australian Senate (MUP). This will be a first in
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WHY THE
SENATE?
Ann Millar
The short answer to the question posed by this paper is that the
Senate is the last bastion in Australia of parliamentary democracy. A
longer answer involves an examination of the history of Federation.
It has become almost a cliché today that the House of
Representatives is simply a rubber stamp for the decisions of the
executive government – that is, the elite within the party that holds a
majority in the House. Those who criticise the Senate on the grounds
of its voting system applying to “whole State” electorates have to
remember that had this not been so there would have been no
Federation in 1901. They should remember also that it is only in the
Senate where legislation is subjected to scrutiny and where differing
community opinions find a voice.
Critics, rather than parroting political party rhetoric, should ask
themselves some questions. Do they really wish that the laws that
govern them should never be subject to parliamentary and, as a
consequence, increased public scrutiny? Do they want the Senate to
merely reflect the identical political philosophy and opinion as that of
the House of Representatives? Do they think that citizens who may
support one or other major or minor party or an independent have no
right to have their opinions aired in a second parliamentary forum such
as the Senate? If the answer to these questions is “yes” let us hasten to
abolish the Senate, and maybe while we are at it the whole parliament.1
It seems unlikely at present, given the general disillusionment
with political parties, that any moves to destroy the Senate as we know
it would be tolerated by the electorate. As Senator John Faulkner stated
at a conference at Parliament House last year: “Minor parties in the
Senate are here to stay. They are a permanent consequence of the
change to proportional representation [in 1949] and account for some
25 per cent of the vote.”2 But as readers of The Sydney Papers would
know, it was only last year that Senator Helen Coonan advocated
changes to the voting system for the Senate.3 Had she obtained the
support of the Labor Party, it may have been “goodbye” to the Senate
as we know it today. As my son said to me at that time: “If the Senate
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goes we’ve lost the lot” – lost the only space left in the federal
parliament for legitimate debate of differing views, which of course is
what most of us have thought parliamentary democracy was all about.
It has been the “differing views” as found in the lives of the
senators of the first 30 years of the Commonwealth that has made my
task as editor of The Biographical Dictionary of the Australian Senate
such an exciting one. This, I think, is because parliamentarians of that
time were themselves excited by the arrival of the Commonwealth. The
work has enriched my own appreciation of the history of Australian
politics and democracy and of Federation (of which the Senate was an
integral part). Why? Basically, because of the stalwart independence of
mind of these early parliamentarians, so intrinsic to the Australian
character, and their pride in being part of the new Commonwealth,
which many had helped to create. Take for instance, Ted Needham of
Western Australia reflecting on his appointment to the Senate in 1907:
“Here was I, six years’ residence [in Australia], raised from the
humblest to one of the highest positions within the gift of the people of
my adopted country.”
When the Premier of New South Wales, Sir Henry Parkes placed
before the 1891 National Australasian Convention his resolutions for
the establishment of a federal system of government, it was clear that
bicameralism was almost a given.4 But in stating that the proposed
Senate should consist of an equal number of members from each
province, he was virtually sacrificing New South Wales on the altar of
federalism,5 in order to accommodate the “cinderalla” colonies of
Queensland, Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia.
The Macquarie Dictionary defines provincialism as “devotion to
one’s own province before the nation as a whole”. This was certainly true
in Australia throughout most of the 19th Century. But by mid-century
other powerful forces were at work. In keeping with the democratic
mood of the time, there were two significant aspects of British colonial
policy – the export of British democratic institutions to British colonies,
and the promotion of federalism (intertwined with free trade).
Of course, the colonies themselves early demanded representative
and responsible government, and the British Colonial Office responded
accordingly. (The British did not want an Australian War of
Independence.) This meant that the “cinderellas” had no enemy (except
New South Wales!), and as a consequence Federation was delayed until
they all could agree on a Constitution that included accommodation of
their peculiar provincial rights – hence the Senate as constituted.
In 1889, Parkes had declared Federation to be in the air. In fact,
federalism had been in the air throughout the 19th Century. Even as
Australian Aborigines were confronting British soldiers and their
prisoners in 1788, the American Founders were devising a Constitution
that would become the model of federalism, and which would come to
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profoundly influence the federation movement in Australia, especially
in regard to the Senate. As W. G. McMinn has written: “All modern
federal polities…are the spiritual children of the founding fathers of the
Philadelphia Convention”.6 The Clerk of the Senate, Harry Evans, has
pointed out that even the term “Westminster system” is something of a
misnomer, given the influence of the United States Constitution upon
the Australian Senate.7
When I was about twelve, I remember a nervous history teacher
telling a troublesome class that if we ignored every other fact in
Australian history, the one that must not be forgotten was the Australian
Colonies Government Act of 1850. She told us that the Act separated
Victoria from New South Wales and laid the foundation for the adoption
of independent constitutions in the various colonial governments. She
did not tell us what had been deleted during the passage of the Act – the
federal provisions, devised by the Secretary of State for War and the
Colonies, Earl Grey, in 1847, though probably inspired by the New
South Wales Colonial Secretary, Edward Deas Thomson. In these
provisions lie the beginnings of Australian federalism.
Grey’s federal provisions, which came to be incorporated in the
bills that preceded the 1850 Act, provided for the establishment of “the
General Assembly of Australia”. This body was to consist of a Governor
General and a House of Delegates (to be elected by the colonial
Legislative Councils) and would have authority over such matters as
weights and measures, inter-colonial roads and railways, mails, harbour
lights and dues. There would also be a Supreme Court.8
But even at this early stage, the provinces were flexing their
muscles. The scheme was not at any point well received in Australia.
South Australia in particular saw Grey as handing power to New South
Wales and, probably even worse, to Victoria. In Britain the Whig Prime
Minister, Lord John Russell, was against imposing a federal structure
unless sought by the colonies, a view supported by The Times. In the
Lords, the federal provisions were dropped. By 1855, the colonial office
formally renounced all intention of federating the Australian colonies
without the initiative first being taken within Australia.9
By 1890 (following earlier sporadic and largely ineffectual
attempts towards Federation), Parkes felt that the time had arrived for
an influential figure such as himself to take the initiative.10 As a result,
the 1891 National Australasian Convention met in the Legislative
Assembly of the New South Wales Parliament. It was made up of 45
prominent, provincial politicians, whose number included colonial
premiers, each of whom was described as a prime minister. They drew
up a constitution, the original copy of which, with handwritten
comments by the principal draftsman, Sir Samuel Walker Griffith, can
be seen at the Mitchell Library. Two delegates brought their own drafts
along with them—the great liberal democrat of Tasmania, Andrew
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Inglis Clark, and Charles Cameron Kingston, soon to be a small “l”
Liberal Premier of South Australia.11
The first President of the Senate, the South Australian, Richard
Baker, was right when he later said that the 1891 Convention “laid the
foundations and built the house of federation”. John La Nauze endorsed
this view in 1972: “The draft of 1891 is the Constitution of 1900, not its
father or grandfather”.12 The later federal convention of 1897-98 simply
confirmed, extended, adjusted and refined the 1891 document.
As for the “cinderellas”, once the Convention had assured them
that the Senate was to be their “voice” in the new Federation, they
wanted a strong voice, and that was what they got.13 An equality of the
number representing each province, regardless of population,
geographic size or economic wealth, demanded an equality of power
with the House of Representatives; otherwise the composition of this
new upper chamber was meaningless.
Looking at the history of Federation through the prism of the
personal experience of these early senators, we find them immediately
wary of the House of Representatives, and vigilant in upholding the
almost unbridged legislative power bestowed on the Senate by the
federal compact. These senators would have been astonished to hear
the philosophy of latter-day party demagogues and some journalists
that the government with a majority in the House of Representatives
has an unimpeded mandate to legislate according to its election
promises “without undue interference from Parliament’ (my italics)”.14
While many senators saw the Senate’s primary role as a States
House (Edward Pulsford of New South Wales went so far as to describe
it as “the temple of Federation”) from the outset they referred
frequently to it as a house of review and revision. John Singleton
Clemons of Tasmania saw the Senate as responsible for making the
language of legislation clearer and more precise. Richard O’Connor of
New South Wales, Henry Dobson of Tasmania and especially James
Drake of Queensland wanted to see the Senate initiate more legislation
and objected when the Representatives rushed legislation through the
lower house without adequate debate. (Senators continue to combat
this. Senators Macklin of the Australian Democrats and Chamarette of
the Greens, in 1986 and 1993 respectively, were responsible for
establishing deadlines to prevent such practices.) The first Labor
President of the Senate, a former Queensland wharf labourer, Joseph
Turley, particularly objected (in 1906) to legislation being sent to the
Senate at the end of a session. The Tasmanian businessman and antisocialist, Mulcahy, also opposed such “high handed government
treatment”.
As the century wore on senators, such as Victoria’s Sir George
Fairbairn and South Australia’s Sir Reginald Wilson (both
Nationalists), looked to specific ways to increase the Senate’s review
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role, and the word “accountability” entered the political vocabulary,
heralding the Senate’s later estimates committees (established in 1970
by Senator Lionel Murphy).15 Fairbairn thought parliament should
exercise “supreme control over the public purse”, while Wilson, who
thought Canberra “the place where public money burns”, in 1921
proposed a committee to scrutinise important legislation, especially that
relating to expenditure.
The crucial issue during the convention debates had been to what
extent equal legislative power should apply also to financial legislation.
The matter was solved by the now famous “compromise of 1891”
(based on the South Australian “compact” of 1857). Although the
issue was revisited during the later federal convention of 1897-98, the
1891 compromise remains today the basis of Section 53 of the
Constitution, whereby the Senate cannot originate nor amend
appropriation bills or bills imposing taxation. As recently as March
1999, the Leader of the Opposition, Kim Beazley, in keeping with
Labor Party policy, announced his intention of trying to remove the
Senate’s power to block the budget. This, as the Clerk of the Senate
pointed out, could result in the government of the day placing anything
that the government wanted to get through into a budget bill.16
Central to the “1891 compromise” had been the fact that the
Senate could request the House to make specified amendments.17 In
the first Parliament, Josiah Symon was adamant that the convention
delegates had intended the Senate could continue to request
amendments. So was Richard O’Connor, the first Leader of the
Government in the Senate, who considered the matter of “requests” to
the House “likely to be…the ground upon which we shall exercise our
greatest power”.
As Kim Beazley would know, even at the 1891 Convention, there
was considerable difference of opinion about the nature of the Senate’s
financial powers. Baker’s motion for absolute financial power had been
lost in 1891 by a mere six votes (22 votes to 16).18 However, this defeat
did not lessen his zeal in later upholding the Senate’s constitutional and
independent position to the utmost. As a first generation Australian
determined to uphold the democratic authority and difference of this
“new” Parliament, he resisted any tendencies to rely on House of
Commons practice and procedure. In 1899, he had informed Lady
Tennyson (the wife of the South Australian governor): “I am not an
Englishman”. Her Ladyship was bewildered. As Baker had been
educated at Eton and Cambridge, she seems to have assumed that
made him English. Not so, like many others of his time, Baker had
been born in Australia (as had half of the senators of this first volume),
and was Australian to the core. As Her Ladyship put it – he was “proud
of being a colonial”.
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These early senators – of all political persuasions – were adamant
that the Senate was unique, totally different from the old Legislative
Councils, especially in regard to financial legislation. With others,
David Morley Charleston (referred to by Senator George Pearce as
“one of that remarkable band who represented South Australia in the
first Senate”) opposed the “tacking” of “unusual” items on to
appropriation bills as being contrary to Section 54 of the Constitution.
John Barrett of Victoria was loath to believe that the Senate would be
“on the same level as the Upper Chambers we have known in other
parts of the continent”. William Russell recommended the abolition of
the South Australian Legislative Council, but hastily added that he was
not “speaking of the Senate”.
Almost all in the first Senates had supported Federation to a
greater or smaller extent. Eleven had been delegates at the 1891 and
1897–98 conventions, thus earning the modern-day title of “Founder”.
John Proctor Gray, a Yorkshireman, a Free Trader and the first
Australian agent for Lever Brothers, was, as vice-chairman of the
United Federal Executive of the Australasian Federation League,
influential in bringing in the “yes” vote in New South Wales, for which
he received an illuminated scroll. A lesser-known Founder, James
Walker, campaigned for the “yes” vote from Albury to Tenterfield.
Such individuals brought their federal fervour into the first parliaments,
though according to James Drake, this early initiative and energy soon
began to diminish.
One cannot be surprised that some of those from the far North
had interests that may have conflicted with Federation. Senator John
Ferguson had gone so far as to order monogrammed china and gold
plate for his house “Kenmore”, which he proposed to convert into a
Central Queensland Government House, while the famous Andy
Dawson and the Labor journalist, Guy Higgs, were both republicans.
Others were more single-minded. The Commonwealth’s first postmaster general and one of the first Senate ministers, Drake (a
Protectionist) had been chairman of the Queensland Federation League
and founded and edited two pro-federation journals, Progress and the
Commonwealth. Labor’s William John Ryott Maughan, a campaigner
for the Queensland Federal Referendum League, was so successful in
bringing in a “yes” vote in areas where there was powerful opposition to
Federation that he was presented with a “jewelled” pencil case.
No doubt those senators who campaigned to convince the
reluctant Western Australians to enter the original federal ring felt they
deserved their place in the sun. Labor’s de Largie and the Free Trader
and dapper adventurer, Sir Alexander Perceval Matheson, had been on
the executive of the Eastern Goldfields Reform League. Norman
Kirkwood Ewing and Edward Augustine St Aubyn Harney were active
members of the Federal League of Western Australia as was the
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mysterious John Croft of convict ancestry, while Matheson was also a
member of the West Australian joint select committee that examined
the Constitution Bill in 1899. They all remained advocates of a
powerful Senate. Ewing (who became a judge) once brought a
dictionary into the chamber, to check out the meaning of the word
“ordinary” as it applied to section 53 of the Constitution. In the
opinion of Professor Geoffrey Sawer, Harney’s Senate speech on the
nature of a written constitution has never been bettered. They were a
distinguished team, though they were all “travellers” either coming or
going somewhere else. In Croft’s case he disappeared without trace.
Rumour has it he fell overboard on the way to South America.
From the 1890s on, Federation and the Labor Party developed
simultaneously. The 1891 Convention concluded in April, and the first
Labor members (thirty-five of them) entered the New South Wales
Legislative Assembly in July of that year. The 1891 Constitution Bill
had allowed for the Senate’s appointment by the state legislatures (as
did the Constitution of the United States at that time), but by the
1897–98 Convention this had become almost unthinkable. To a great
extent, Labor and liberals merged in their support of democracy.
Labor’s first Leader of the Government in the Senate, the
disabled, little educated and extraordinarily gifted, Gregor McGregor,
was but one of the many liberal democrats (in and out of the Labor
Party) who would not have supported Federation without the Senate
being elected by the people. The only Labor representative at any of
the federal conventions was Victoria’s William Trenwith, who helped to
ensure that women had the vote early in the history of the
Commonwealth and who trail-blazed his way into the 1903 Senate as
an Independent.19 From New South Wales, Labor had fielded ten
candidates for the 1897-98 Convention, all of whom were defeated.
Had they been elected, it is a moot point how much they would have
changed the Constitution and the Senate at that time, for they would
have almost certainly joined forces with the liberals, “as opposed to the
conservatives” amongst the delegates. It is interesting that even as the
1891 Convention was concluding, one of its delegates, Sir George Grey
from New Zealand, met with members of the Sydney Trades and
Labor Council executive, promising that he would do anything in his
power to make the Constitution more democratic. At that meeting was
W. G. Higgs, later a Labor senator.20
Labor, as we know, had a great deal of influence on the course of
Federation in the key state of New South Wales, whose citizens
resented being placed on an equal par with the “cinderellas”. Labor
was not opposed to Federation itself, but principally to the fact that
“whole State” electorates did not allow for the principle of “one man,
one vote”. As “future-Senator” Albert Gardiner had said in the New
South Wales Legislative Assembly in 1891: “one man, one vote is
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engraven on the hearts and minds of my constituents”. But preFederation Labor politicians were also provincials, so in the end not
unduly opposed to the Senate’s “whole State” electorates. Today of
course the “one man, one vote” argument is dragged out by Labor
when out of power and confronting what it regards as an uncooperative
Senate. In the 1890s, however, it was Labor’s support of George Reid’s
government on several social issues that kept him in office while he
sought to achieve changes to the Constitution Bill acceptable to New
South Wales and to the Labor Party.
The final stroke which led to New South Wales entering the
Federation was Reid’s stacking of the Legislative Council (hostile to
himself and Federation) with twelve pro-federationists, including four
Labor men.21 Two of the twelve became senators – the Free Traders,
John Gould and Edward Davis Millen. Both had been waverers over
Federation, both came round by 1899 as a result of the changes
negotiated largely by Reid with the colonial premiers. John Gould
became second President of the Senate. Millen would be a long-time
Leader in the Senate and in 1917 became first Minister for
Repatriation. Of him, W.M. Hughes said: “No man did more to make
this country what it is than Senator Millen.”
Ironically, Federation in destroying the need for fiscal parties
(combined with the rise of the Labor Party in 1891) led to the machine
politics to which so many senators, especially those strong-minded
democrats from South Australia, were vehemently opposed. William
Russell, a radical and Independent Scot, thought party politics
unthinkable in “a chamber of this kind”. William Storey, an ex-Labor
man who would turn Nationalist, thought too many decisions were on
party lines. John Verran, a former Labor Premier and preacher (also
turned Nationalist) looked forward to the disappearance of party.
Another South Australian ex-premier, the Nationalist, Senator Barwell,
said that he was irrevocably opposed to the party system dominating
the Senate, and supported proportional representation, as did a
number of others across party lines. A short time before Barwell’s
retirement from the Senate, he gave evidence to the Royal Commission
on the Constitution where he categorically stated that as a States House
the Senate had failed, for which he blamed the party system.
But as early as 1910, even the anti-socialists were establishing
party caucuses. That highly respected constitutionalist, Sir Josiah
Symon, actually lost his party’s endorsement in South Australia in
1913, when he refused to sign the Liberal Union pledge. So, the year
before, did Cyril St Clair Cameron of Tasmania who was vehemently
opposed to dividing the country into “two distinct camps”. Gould of
New South Wales thought it “unmanly” not to stand up for what you
believe in – a view which appears to have contributed to his losing
Liberal preselection in 1917.
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From the time of Federation on, Australians moved increasingly
from provincial to political party loyalty. Part of today’s ignorance
about the Senate is due to the fact that schools and universities in
recent years have almost ceased teaching Australian history, and that
much of the rhetoric of republicanism implies that the Australian
Constitution had something to do with the British. As we have seen,
Earl Grey had been slapped down at home and in the colonies for what
was seen as clumsy interference in Australian affairs in the 1840s. Over
50 years later, when a small group of delegates took the Constitution
Bill to London to watch over its passage through the British
Parliament, they would have rightly considered that Parliament was
simply the “legal midwife”,22 not the parents of their child.
In 1919, Albert Gardiner, Labor Leader in the Senate from 1917
to 1926, and one who never shifted in his allegiance to Labor recalled
this event in a way that conveys something of the emotion felt in 1900
as the provinces at last federated to form the Commonwealth. “I
remember,” he said, “how proud my young Australian heart was when
the Australian delegates who took the Convention Bill to Great Britain
left the shores of this country.” Gardiner’s pride was shared by many
others, such as Sir John Downer, who, with the suffragists, believed the
civilised world was watching, and more than that, that Australia was
leading that world with progressive policies and legislation—the
franchise, conciliation and arbitration and an advanced social platform.
When John Keating of Tasmania left the Senate in 1923 he had
served for 22 years. What would he think of today’s Senate? As the first
chair of a parliamentary committee, Keating would have approved of
the Senate’s influential standing committee system, established in
1970, but subject to ongoing reform to reflect the political make-up of
modern Senates.23 As a former minister, he would be gratified to see
that in 2000 there are sixteen executive office holders (nine ministers
and seven parliamentary secretaries) in the Senate. He may not
have been surprised to find how little the Constitution had changed,
having tried unsuccessfully to have a constitutional convention in 1914,
and in 1922.
As one who supported the introduction of proportional
representation during debate on the 1901 electoral bill, Keating would
have been pleased that this electoral system (first introduced in 1948)
has allowed for a broader parliamentary representation in the Senate of
women, indigenous Australians, environmentalists and other so-called
minority groups. As a liberal democrat from Hobart, he would have
noted that one of the results of proportional representation (further
refined for Senate elections in 1983) has been that from the 1980s on
women entered the Senate in increasingly greater numbers. As one that
relished debate on the quality and detail of legislation, he would be
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delighted that the Senate’s function as a “house of review” has
continued to strengthen and widen.
With due consideration to 100 years of history, I believe that
Keating, would have been intrigued to find that it has been possible to
combine the British system of responsible government with a house of
second opinion whose practical federalism has been moderated by a
quasi-consensual political process.24 Like many amongst the more
informed citizens of this country today, he would have agreed that the
Senate has become the nation’s safety valve against the excesses of
political bull dozing.
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Richard Alston

Who put the “C” in IT? Richard Alston, Minister for
Communications, Information Technology and the Arts did.
Where? At The Sydney Institute. When? In an address on
Monday 23 October 2000. The text of that address follows –
and an update on where Australia is heading along the
information, communications and technology highway.
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21ST CENTURY
INNOVATION IN AUSTRALIA
Richard Alston

Thank you for the invitation to address the Sydney Institute
tonight. It’s a privilege to speak to this forum which so often addresses
issues on the leading edge of public policy and debate. I think it’s safe
to say that my topic tonight is no exception. It’s certainly been getting a
lot of media attention in the last few months, but it’s been the focus of
government attention for a lot longer than that.
The government has recently established a Ministerial SubCommittee (of which I am a member) which is preparing a response to
the challenges set down in the Miles Report (Innovation Summit
Implementation Group), and the Chief Scientist’s Discussion Paper.
But, already it’s clear that there are some truths, half-truths and
misconceptions that all need to be carefully scrutinised if we are to
make progress in the current debate.

Old economy / new economy
First of all, the old economy/new economy debate.
Since April this year, some people have suddenly discovered that
we aren’t “new” enough. A regular visiting guru, David Hale, claimed
that we were an “old economy” and that the markets no longer loved
us because we didn’t have enough listed Information, Communications
and Technology (ICT) companies. Of course he chose to ignore
Telstra, NewsCorp and other leading telcos which together constitute
close to 20 per cent of ASX market capitalisation. Then overnight,
virtually all countries found that the stock prices of their leading telcos
were heading south at warp speed as part of the global tech wreck.
After the inevitable stock market correction, or the “bursting of
the high-tech bubble”, it looked like the Hale Equation wasn’t as
important as it seemed. Suddenly, the debate shifted. A few wise old
owls noticed that leading “old economy” firms were using new
technology to stream-line their systems, and generate significant
productivity gains.
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In some of our strongest old economy sectors, such as mining and
resources, we are in fact world leaders in the application of new
technologies. Over the last six months we have had one report a month
not only praising Australia’s growth and productivity performance, but
identifying our ICT usage as one of the prime causes.
In June, the OECD Report “Is there a New Economy?” pointed
to Australia as one of only six high growth economies over the course of
the 1990s;
• In July, the Goldman Sachs Paper on Australia entitled “Australian
Productivity: Catching a “New Economy” Wave, specifically
addressed the Hale Equation, by saying the following, and I’ll quote it
in full :
Our findings suggest that the recent tendency to brand Australia as
an “Old Economy” on the grounds that dot-com startups are still a
relatively small proportion of overall equity markets involves a
misunderstanding of the IT revolution. The principal beneficiaries
of New Economy developments will be traditional firms and their
consumers.

The paper further eroded the “old economy” criticisms by saying:
Despite Australia’s international reputation as an “old economy”,
Australia is highly “tech-literate”. Internet penetration rates are the
highest in the Asia Pacific, personal computer use is widespread,
investment in computer hardware and software is strong and major
Australian companies have begun the process of moving online.

• In August, Merrill Lynch published a “Global Ranking System” of
economic growth potential, and Australia finished in a virtual tie for
second with Singapore, narrowly behind Sweden, and ahead of the
USA. In the “Technology” category, we ranked third, behind only
Sweden and the USA.
• In September, the International Monetary Fund published the
“World Economic Outlook 2000”, which identifies Australia as the
third fastest growing economy between 1996 and 1999, behind only
Ireland and Finland. It also identifies Australia as second behind
Sweden in expenditure on ICT.
• In October, the US Federal Reserve bulletin “Productivity
Developments Abroad” pointed out that “Australia is the only foreign
country in our sample that showed a rising trend in productivity
growth.”
So it’s gratifying to see independent international movers and
shakers of substance putting some balance into the debate, particularly
with their acknowledgment of the success of the Coalition’s broad
economic policies and its comprehensive reform program since coming
to government in 1996.
The innovation debate was kicked off by the government at the
Innovation Summit in February. In the post Olympic period the debate
reached a new level of intensity with a letter to the editor from ten
prominent science and industry leaders, predictions of a return to the
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farm and quarry mentality of the 1950s, threats of the dollar sliding to
US 30 cents and other portents of gloom.
Of course, throughout this whole debate, we have heard many
expressions of doom and gloom from our political opponents. Unlike
many other contributors to the debate, there has been a marked
absence of intellectual or policy grunt from them. Kim Beazley is
hiding behind a two word slogan masquerading as a policy for the New
Economy, the so-called “Knowledge Nation”. We’ve been hearing
about this slogan for some time, but with very little detail to it, and very
little progress towards an alternative policy platform. I was not
surprised to read an article in last weekend’s Australian, which
disclosed that four months after its formation, the Knowledge Nation
taskforce has yet to meet.
This is the Task Force headed by someone who doesn’t have an
email or web address, advising a party which doesn’t have a Shadow
Minister for IT, and whose main claim to new economy status is its
incomprehensible and utterly opportunistic opposition to the
privatisation of Telstra. No wonder leading members of the front bench
are wandering around the major investment houses and whispering out
of the sides of their mouths to the analysts that in true Augustinian
style they are really firm believers in the privatisation of Telstra but not
just yet.

Australia’s record in ICT
We have the third biggest ICT market in the Asia-Pacific,
behind Japan and China. We’re second in the world for ICT
spending as a percentage of GDP, with ICT takeup as an enabling
technology across all sectors of the economy. We are world leaders in
new technology adoption;
• Our per capita internet take-up is fourth in the world behind
USA, Iceland and Finland,
• We are about to break through the 9 million mobile phone
mark, reaching almost 50 per cent penetration; and
• We’ve got the third highest number of secure servers per capita
(after USA and Iceland) which are the essential infrastructure
for secure e-commerce.
We’re world leaders in Government Online, with Andersen
Consulting rating Australia in the top four governments worldwide for
“Implementing E-Government”.
We’ve got a rapidly growing ICT sector: between 1996-1997 and
1998-1999, the number of ICT specialist businesses grew by 36 per
cent and their income by 20 per cent. We’ve got a number of homegrown billion dollar second wave ICT companies (ERG,
Computershare, Looksmart, MYOB), and we’re growing more.
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We’ve got a history of more than two centuries of innovative
thinking, a product of our geographical and historical circumstances,
and our endearing national characteristic of tilting at authority and
entrenched ways of thinking. Forget the stump-jump plough, the box
kite and the wine cask – what about xerography, penicillin, the heart
pace-maker, bionic ear, and the black box flight recorder?
Some of my most enduring memories of “The best Olympics
ever” will be the technological innovation and creativity of that
unforgettable opening ceremony, the almost 1.2 billion hits on
Olympics.com and more than 4,000 ICT volunteers.
But there are still some enduring myths about the old economy.

Myth 1: ICT manufacturing makes a new economy
Some people are saying that because we’re not exporting sufficient
ICT commodities, we’re not a new economy. Here’s a quick test. Let’s
look at that ubiquitous symbol of the new economy, the mobile phone.
If you’ve got a mobile phone, take the battery out and have a look where
it’s made. If you’ve got a Nokia, chances are it was made in Korea, and
if you’ve got an Ericsson, it was probably made in Malaysia.
These companies and their home countries are held up as
paradigms of the new economy, but they don’t manufacture at home.
They conduct most of their R&D at home, and hold their intellectual
property at home, but manufacturing can be done anywhere. The value
is not in the manufacturing. Alan Wood made a similar point recently
in The Australian. “In 1992, 100 tonnes of Australian wheat would
have paid for four 66MHz computers. At current prices, 100 tonnes of
wheat would buy nine 500MHz computers.” And the Financial Review
reported last Thursday that Taiwan’s economy, based largely on ICT
manufacturing, is slumping, ahead of predictions of a 15 per cent
downturn in sales for their leading computer manufacturer, Acer.
So let’s not fall for the fallacy that you need a booming ICT
manufacturing centre to be a new economy. Of course, we’d welcome
an increase in smart ICT manufacturing spurred by the catalyst of
some world-leading ICT research and development, but let’s not fall
for policy-making driven by a high-tech assembly line.

Myth 2 : an ICT trade deficit is a sign of an old
economy
Australia has an overall deficit in ICT goods and services; some
sectors have a trade surplus for example trade in computer and
information services, but overall we’ve got an ICT trade deficit. Some
doomsayers are saying that this is a sure sign of an “old economy”.
OECD figures show that while new economies such as Ireland,
Finland, Korea and Sweden have ICT trade surpluses, so do Mexico
and Hungary.
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As well as Australia, countries running an ICT deficit include the
Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Germany and Canada. And the
country with the biggest ICT trade deficit? The USA, with a deficit
triple the size of the second largest ICT trade deficit. So an ICT trade
deficit does not make an old economy.

Two R&D myths
The role of research and development in a New Economy has
featured in the debate since the release of ABS figures on 28 August.
Generally, the debate has been dominated by two assertions:
• The federal government has drastically cut R&D funding;
• A higher R&D tax concession will automatically increase
business spend on R&D.
Both are myths.

Myth 3: government has slashed R&D funding
Since 1996-7, government funding for higher education R&D has
increased by 11 per cent – equal 5th in the OECD. Since 1997-8,
Government funding for CSIRO has increased every year. As a
percentage of GDP, government spending on R&D is fourth in the
OECD. It’s true that business expenditure on R&D has fallen in recent
years but principally in mining and manufacturing and certainly not in
ICT.

Myth 4: R&D tax concessions increase business
spending on R&D
The OECD reports that Australia has the fifth most generous tax
concessional regime for R&D of 24 OECD nations, yet the tenth lowest
business spending on R&D. The three countries with the highest
business spending on R&D have amongst the lowest tax subsidies for
R&D. The three countries with the highest tax subsidies have some of
the lowest business spending on R&D. If anything, there appears to be
a negative correlation. We need a business sector that is devoted to
research and development, and investing in it.
But tax concessions are not a panacea. There is no hard evidence
that increasing the R&D tax concession will create an innovative
business sector, or that an innovative business sector needs increased
R&D tax concessions. Indeed some of the companies carrying out
leading edge ICT research in wireless chip technology – Lucent,
Ericsson and Nortel – do not even qualify for an Australian R&D tax
deduction, yet their levels of R&D spending are very high.
There are a range of alternatives to blanket tax concessions to
stimulate business R&D activity. For example, the Coalition
Government has been operating a grant scheme, R&D Start, which
helps address another market failure, the difficulty experienced by
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many young innovative companies in getting over the R&D hump to
greater growth. R&D Start, along with other grant schemes, has yielded
some notable successes in this area, boosting companies like
LookSmart, ResMed, SecureNet – all highly innovative New Economy
companies – over that hump, and into a phase of extended growth.
And, particularly in the case of ICT start-ups, often the most
innovative companies in the private sector, a tax deduction is not much
use, because often they will have no operating profit against which to
claim the expense.
In any event, we want a business culture where R&D is driven by
a desire to maximise revenue and profits, not to minimise tax. For
many Australian companies, an increased recognition of the
importance of R&D to medium and longer term growth represents a
major shift in thinking.
A recent survey, the Arthur D Little Global Survey on Innovation
– the Australian Perspective, gives a fairly tough assessment of current
attitudes to innovation in the Australian business sector. The main
finding of this survey was that “although Australian companies pay lip
service to innovation, there is no sense of urgency, no business process,
no strategy, no metrics or targets and no focus at CEO level or Board
level.” If the validity of this assessment is half as stark as it sounds, the
private sector has a real challenge ahead. So R&D tax concessions do
not seem to be half as much of a problem as business awareness of ICT
threats and opportunities.

Creating the environment for business growth
Government must create the right environment for business
growth. We’ve gone some way towards that goal, particularly in the
ICT sector:
• With funds released from the partial privatisation of Telstra,
we’re creating a world-class telecommunications infrastructure
throughout metropolitan and regional Australia;
• We’ve fundamentally reformed the tax system, which will signal
an improved business environment, create more wealth and
more jobs. We’ve reduced corporate tax, halved CGT, and
removed a bundle of wholesale taxes which constituted a major
administrative burden to businesses;
• We’ve seen a doubling in the size of the venture capital market in
Australia since the introduction of the first Ralph business tax
reforms, and we can look forward to up to $10 billion more funds,
following implementation of the next round of Ralph reforms.
But we’ve got a few more things to do:
• Share option schemes are still on our “To Do” list, as the
current rules act against ICT start-ups, by treating the issue and
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exercise of share options as taxing points rather than the actual disposal
of the interest; and
• We have to address some market failures that we’ve identified in
Australia’s innovation system.

Addressing market failures
There are market failures in Australia’s innovation system. We
recognised one of these in the ICT sector, where we saw the difficulty
start-ups were having in growing into SMEs. We saw what they needed
– capital, business advice, professional services – and we helped
stimulate that gap in the innovation system, to facilitate the growth of
ICT SMEs. The $78m BITS incubator system is now up and running,
with an incubator selected in every State. And we’re looking forward to
plotting the progress of these incubatees as they emerge from the
incubator cocoon as bright new ICT SMEs.
Similarly, we’ve identified a need for research and development in
advanced networks to ensure we’re getting the most out of our
telecommunications infrastructure. We’ve called for tenders for the
$40m Advanced Network Program, to conduct collaborative R&D
between industry and public institutions to address this market failure.

New Challenges R&D focus on ICT
Similarly, we’ve been examining our innovation system to identify
market failures. Another area of concern is overall business expenditure
on R&D. Australia’s innovation system is based on some great
fundamental research, conducted mainly in publicly funded research
institutions. Dr Robin Batterham in “The Chance to Change”
identifies areas where Australia leads the world (after adjusting for size)
– medical and biological science, atomic, molecular and chemical
physics, astronomy and astrophysics (not just as illustrated in “The
Dish”). That’s quite a list.
According to the most recent OECD statistics, Australia has the
second highest number of researchers per capita in the OECD, behind
Japan. One indicator of the strength of this base is to look at the
citation of papers in Australian-invented patents. In Australia, 91 per
cent of papers cited are the result of public sector science. So we can do
good fundamental research. And it is in our interests to ensure that that
base is maintained and enhanced.
Interestingly, however, there is very little focus within our public
science sector upon ICT research. The CSIRO has one ICT sector out
of 22, which attracts 4.6 per cent of CSIRO funding. We have 6 out of
63 CRCs focussing on ICT. Overall, Commonwealth Government
R&D spending on ICT is 8.8 per cent, and higher education spending
is even less, just 5.3 per cent. The Australian Research Council made
620 Large Research Grants in 2000, but only 36 in ICT.
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Business spending on ICT R&D, on the other hand, is increasing,
and has increased since the reduction in the R&D tax concession to
125 per cent. Business spending on ICT R&D has increased by 13 per
cent between 1996-7 and 1998-9. In 1996-7, ICT R&D constituted 29
per cent of all business R&D; in 1998-9, it constituted 35 per cent.
So we’ve got a mismatch between what the public sector is
prioritising for R&D, and what the business sector is prioritising. If we
observe the general rule that the market is usually right, government is
lagging, and needs to re-examine its priorities.
But there’s other evidence to support a greater ICT emphasis in
our publicly funded research. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan has attributed the USA’s consistent growth throughout the
1990s to the strength and size of its ICT sector. Much of the literature
in this area, including those international reports I mentioned earlier,
identifies ICT as providing access to all pervasive, disruptive enabling
technology across all sectors leading to major increases in efficiency and
productivity.
ICT research and development has a great ability to provide large
commercial returns. I’ll cite one example, courtesy of the CSIRO,
which gives the example of CSIRO R&D into the technical
underpinnings for internet marketplaces. For R&D investment of
between $1 million and $2 million, the resulting technology will form
the basis of integrated service delivery for a state government, which
estimates returns of around $350 million over six years. It’s an extreme
example, but that’s a medium-term return on investment of at least
17,500 per cent.
So it would seem that there is a market failure in government
R&D priorities. ICT deserves a greater focus, and needs to produce
greater outcomes for the benefit of Australian society. We need to
provide a focus for world-class ICT research, keeping the best
Australian minds in the country, and attracting the best minds from
overseas. We know we can compete on the world stage for ICT
research, because we do have some notable achievements in public
sector ICT research. Take, for example, Professor Bob Clark and his
team at the Special Research Centre for Quantum Computer
Technology. They’re racing against IBM to create the world’s first
quantum computer, which promises an enormous breakthrough in
computing power that may well become the prevalent technology for
21st Century computing.
We can work from this base, but we need greater scale and
greater linkages to really make the most of this ICT capability.
Government can provide a catalyst, but success requires the brain
power of the research and university communities. It needs the
commercial nous of industry, the drive and innovation of the SME
sector, and the financial backing of the venture capital community. It
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is surely of some significance that 71 per cent of the US $50 billion
US Venture Capital industry is focused on ICT compared with barely
20 per cent in Australia.
If we can get that mix right, we can hopefully start to generate
global scale businesses like Nokia and Ericsson. We know that
Australian technology companies can be born global – look at ResMed.

Innovation chain linkages
Another market failure becomes apparent when we examine the
shape of the innovation system. As with any innovation system, the
fundamental research end of the chain is dominated by public research,
and the commercialisation end is dominated by private industry.
Nothing unusual in that.
However, in Australia, the distinction is too clear between
fundamental research (public) and commercialisation (private). Ninetyone per cent of papers cited in Australian-invented patents are from
publicly funded science, yet 59 per cent of those patents are taken out
by private industry. In the US, only 73 per cent of papers cited in
patents are from publicly funded science. The US has a much stronger
contribution to fundamental research from the private sector – the likes
of IBM and Bell Labs to name a few.
If we characterise the innovation chain as publicly funded
fundamental research at one end and private funded applied research at
the other, we need to break down the barriers. We need more
privately-funded fundamental research, and more commercialisation
of publicly funded research. And we need greater linkages and
co-operation between all of the elements that make up the
continuum of fundamental research, applied research, development,
commercialisation and market exploitation. Each link in the innovation
chain should focus on what it does best and at the same time be joined
effectively to other links, so that good ideas can be turned into useable
business propositions.
We need to see more spin-offs and start-ups from our public
research bodies. We need to see great Australian research turning into
great Australian commercialised ideas, creating wealth and jobs.
Those who generate the ideas and do the research must be given
the flexibility to share the benefits from the downstream
commercialisation of their efforts. Those who are best placed to
maximise the commercialisation benefits from the intellectual property
must have a sufficient stake to encourage them to pursue those benefits
to the full.
And if we get that right, we’ll start to see some of the benefits
flowing; more smart jobs, more high income companies, and importantly
a greater public awareness and appreciation of our research base.
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Investment attraction
A third area of market failure which government is currently
addressing is the issue of investment attraction. Investment attraction
plays an important part in stimulating local ICT, bringing overseas
capital and expertise, creating employment and contributing to the
vitality of the local ICT industry. We’ve had some good success with
our Partnership for Development scheme and we’ve attracted a number
of Regional Headquarters here, most recently IBM.
There are a wide and disparate range of bodies that currently
promote Australian industry trade:
• Invest Australia co-ordinates investment attraction and
marketing across all industry sectors;
• Austrade promotes exports and alliances;
• The Strategic Investment Co-Ordinator tries to capture large
investment projects for Australia; and
• The Regional Head Quarters Program promotes Australia as a
regional hub for multi-nationals.
In addition, various departments liase with Invest Australia to
promote their individual industry segments, and state-based investment
attraction agencies compete with each other to have projects locate in
their state.
A significant development in recent times has been a new trend
amongst our international competitors to appointing e-envoys and
setting up ICT specific investment attraction arms in places like Silicon
Valley. These developments highlight the fact that none of Australia’s
investment attraction bodies are specifically focussed on New Economy
sectors like ICT and that none operate at a high enough level to know
where the key players are and to cement the big deals.
So if Carly Fiorina of Hewlett-Packard wants to find out about
Australia’s capabilities in ICT, she goes to Invest Australia; if she wants
to link up with some Australian high-tech suppliers she visits Austrade;
if she’s thinking about putting a factory in Australia she visits the
Strategic Investment Co-ordinator; and if she wants to put her AsiaPacific headquarters in Wollongong she talks to the Regional Head
Quarters Program.
And, with stiff competition, why would she bother? We need to
acknowledge that we’re in a highly competitive field for attracting
investment, find out what our competitors are doing, and where it is
clearly to our advantage to beat them, we should do all in our power to
do so.

Brain power
In the face of stiff competition for overseas investment, and in the
race to stay ahead in the information age, Australia has one major
competitive advantage – brain power.
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During the Olympic visits of many leading overseas CEOs we
heard the message again and again. Bill Gates, Jack Welch and Carly
Fiorina identified our competitive advantage as intellectual capital. And
they should know – Australians are everywhere you turn in Silicon
Valley.
We’ve got to recognise this advantage. We’ve got good higher
education infrastructure producing very talented people. What we need
to do is ensure that we are producing enough people with the right
skills to help drive our ICT and innovative industries. Obviously, we
need the right skills at the high end to drive leading edge technology,
but we need skills right through the workforce, because these new
technologies will become omnipresent in the new Australian
information age.
Then, when we’ve got these skilled people, we have to give them a
good reason to stay, or if necessary to come back and help build
Australia’s intellectual capital base, rather than take their talents
permanently offshore. We have to recognise that we are in a
competitive global marketplace for skills, and we have to ensure we can
compete. There are a number of factors operating here, including
income tax and share options, but perhaps the most important are
world class research facilities and a culture of innovation that rewards
these heroes the same way we have acknowledged our Olympic and
Paralympic champions.

Conclusion
So there are plenty of challenges ahead.
I’ve identified four areas of vital importance to Australia’s long
term future as the high value added centre of intellectual capital: a
greater focus on world-class and internationally recognised public R&D
in the ICT field (which is the fastest growing sector, and enables all
sectors); creating linkages in our innovation system between the public
and private sectors; ensuring our investment attraction vehicles are
operating efficiently in a very competitive global market; and growing
and encouraging our skills base.
Let there be no mistake – the way ahead does not lie in mass
producing high volume, low margin, commodity manufacturing. We
can safely leave that to others with lower cost structures.
We need a firm recognition that the ICT industries already are
and will continue to be the major engines of growth in the world’s
leading economies and the key drivers of innovation and technology.
The ICT industries are therefore of vital strategic economic and trade
significance with strong spill-over effects across the entire economy.
Our comparative advantage lies in maximising our world class
education system, our science and engineering skill sets and our
renowned capacity for innovation and inventiveness.
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If there is one thing that the Internet teaches us is that the
windows of opportunity open and close very quickly and the challenge
is therefore to ensure that we take this historic opportunity to build a
culture of risk taking and enterprise and commercialise our good ideas
so that we position Australia as the knowledge centre of at least the
Asia Pacific region for the 21st Century and beyond.
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